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Abstract
Background
In recent years in vivo microscopy studies have revealed that the nucleus
and its components are more dynamic than previously assumed. A widely
used technique in these studies is fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) which allows characterizing the dynamic behavior of proteins in vivo.
Besides a qualitative interpretation of the data, quantitative FRAP procedures allow measuring the dynamic properties of proteins, namely diffusion
and binding to chromatin. Unfortunately, the accuracy of these estimates is
uncertain, since no benchmark exists.
Results
This present study improved FRAP methodology in three areas. First, the
establishment of benchmark measurements was begun by comparing three
recent studies on transcription factor binding to DNA. The published binding estimates for each protein were significantly different. When comparing
the FRAP procedures it was found that that this difference was due to previously unidentified incorrect assumptions. Corrected procedures were developed and when applied to the three proteins consistent estimates were
obtained. This showed not only that the errors identified were corrected, but
also suggested that these proteins have a similar mode of interaction with
chromatin. Second, existing FRAP models were extended to account for inhomogeneous distributions of binding sites by combining different modeling
approaches. These models were successfully applied to analyze the binding
behavior of two nuclear proteins in more detail. Third, given that quantitative FRAP procedures might still be flawed, the qualitative FRAP approach
was improved by developing novel tools to analyze and visualize data. The
value of these improved tools was demonstrated in two publications.
Conclusions
This study illustrated vividly that in vivo binding measurements are not trivial and when done improperly can lead to erroneous biological conclusions.
Improved methods for FRAP were presented and it was demonstrated how
the combination of different experimental and modeling approaches can be
utilized to better understand the dynamic behavior of nuclear proteins. Continuing this combined approach in future studies will improve the accuracy
and reliability of these methods and ultimately help to understand protein
function in the complex nuclear network.
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1

Introduction

In the first part of this introduction we will summarize recent developments in
cell biology which showed that nuclear processes are much more dynamic than
previously assumed. The second part will provide a description of the microscopy technique fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) which
has been widely used in this field to study the dynamic properties of nuclear
proteins. In the last part, we will outline the main results of this study,
in which we have improved and extended existing FRAP procedures and
successfully applied them to a number of biological questions related to the
mobility of nuclear proteins.
The nucleus - a dynamic environment
Our understanding of nuclear architecture and function in living cells has
dramatically changed in recent years. Rather than being a static and deterministic environment, the cell and its nucleus are known to be very dynamic
environments. Most nuclear proteins are bound only transiently to nuclear
structures. This high mobility of nuclear proteins appears to be a key-feature
for their role in the complex regulatory networks of a cell, ensuring the high
degree of adaptivity of a cell to changing conditions [47, 56, 61].
Much of this novel insight into nuclear dynamics resulted from the development of new in vivo microscopy techniques using non-invasive tagging of proteins with fluorescent markers like the Green Fluorescent Protein
(GFP) [41, 77]. This enabled entirely new ways to study the localization of
proteins in the nucleus. In addition, techniques that exploit these fluorescent
markers have been developed to study dynamic processes including protein
mobility, the most widely used of which is Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching FRAP [59].
FRAP studies of several nuclear proteins have revealed that, contrary to
earlier beliefs, many of these proteins are highly mobile in the nucleus [47,56].
This mobility is often based on diffusion and thus does not require energy [47].
This allows proteins to rapidly move in an energetically economical way and
ensures their availability throughout the nucleus [47, 61].
These studies also revealed that the rate of recovery for most proteins is
significantly slower than would be expected for a recovery based on diffusion
[47,53,67]. Subsequent studies provided convincing evidence that this slower
recovery is due to a fast and transient interaction of the proteins with nuclear
components like DNA [3, 10, 11, 31, 58, 71].
This transient interaction with chromatin enables proteins to sample
many different DNA sequences, a process that appears to be essential for
their function. It has been suggested that for many proteins, such as the
site-specific transcription factors, this sampling is an effective search mech1

anism for their specific target sites [29, 47, 79]. However, even after these
proteins encounter a specific target sequence, many continue to show very
dynamic interactions with their target sites, indicating transient binding at
these sites as well [23, 45, 70].
This prediction of transient interactions at specific DNA sites in vivo
stands in marked contrast to in vitro measurements where tighter and less
dynamic interactions are observed. One pertinent example is the transcription factor GR (glucocorticoid receptor). The in vitro measurements with
GR and naked DNA suggested a tight interaction of GR with its promotor yielding estimates of residence times on the order of one hour [54]. In
contrast, recent in vivo studies have shown that the binding interaction of
GR with its promoters is transient, yielding estimates of the residence times
much less than a minute [45, 70].
The likely explanation for this difference is that artificial in vitro assays
cannot account for the full complexity of living cells where other factors are
present that can influence the binding properties of proteins. First, DNA
is not always easily accessible in vivo since it is packed into higher order
chromatin [60]. Second, there are other nuclear proteins which can interact with the protein under study and modulate its binding behavior [37].
Last, the nucleus is a crowded and dense environment where non-specific
background-interactions can alter the mobility and binding behavior of proteins [28,46,64,87]. Together theses features demonstrate that for an accurate
description of the binding properties of a protein in vivo measurements of
binding are essential.
Ultimately these measurements will elucidate dynamic properties of individual proteins and clarify their function. This leads to the next question
of how these proteins interact in the complex regulatory networks of the nucleus. This can be addressed by systems biology, where complex models of
biological networks are developed to investigate nuclear function on a larger
scale [24, 26, 34, 83]. These models describe the interplay of many proteins
and other nuclear components in a certain pathway. The reliability of these
models depends on accurate estimates of the properties of the models’ components. Thus more accurate and informative models in systems biology will
also depend on more accurate in vivo measurements.
FRAP - a tool to measure protein dynamics
FRAP was developed in the late 1970s to study the diffusion of proteins
and lipids on membranes [2, 55]. In a typical FRAP experiment the fluorescent molecules in a small region are photobleached by a brief and intense
laser pulse, i.e. their fluorescence is irreversibly destroyed. Subsequently the
bleached molecules move out of the bleached region and unbleached molecules
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move in. This leads to a recovery of fluorescence which can be monitored.
The rate of this recovery depends on how fast the fluorescent molecules are
moving, which provides information about their dynamic properties.
Since the late 90s, two technical developments stimulated renewed use of
FRAP in cell biology to measure the mobility of proteins in vivo [41, 59].
First, genetically encoded fluorescent markers like the green fluorescent protein (GFP) allowed non-invasive tagging of the protein under study. Second, the introduction of confocal laser scanning microscopes (CLSLM) made
FRAP widely available since many of these microscopes are equipped with a
feature to selectively bleach regions in the sample with high spatial resolution.
Currently a variety of different FRAP procedures are available which
differ in the amount of information that can be extracted about the dynamic
properties of proteins under study. In the simplest case of qualitative FRAP,
the measured recovery curves are just interpreted based on their relative
rates of recovery and no further information is extracted. More detailed
information about the dynamic properties of the proteins can be extracted
in quantitative FRAP by analyzing the experimental data with mathematical
models. Initially these quantitative procedures were developed to measure
only diffusion [2, 68], but were later further improved to account for more
complex experimental scenarios that arose in the measurement of diffusion
[5,8,66]. But more recently quantitative FRAP has been extended to measure
not only diffusion but also binding interactions of proteins with DNA [12,57].
The majority of these FRAP procedure assume that proteins reversibly bind
to a single type of site:
kon

F + S  C,

(1)

koff

where F represents freely diffusing proteins, S represents vacant binding sites,
and C represents bound F S complexes. The binding rates kon and koff are
the association and dissociation rates, respectively [69].
The reaction-diffusion models that result from these assumptions can be
solved either analytically [31, 51, 58, 69, 70] or numerically [3, 22, 32, 78]. Each
approach has its own set of benefits and limitations. The analytical models
are simpler to implement and it is easier to develop fitting routines. There
are, however, some limitations to this approach since solutions can only be
derived for simplified conditions, especially with respect to the nuclear geometry and the bleaching process. More complex scenarios can be more
realistically mimicked by numerical simulations, which can then be used to
study some of the assumptions and simplifications in the analytical models.
Measuring binding by FRAP is, however, not trivial and there are still
3

unresolved issues which have to be carefully evaluated to be certain that the
measurements are accurate and reliable [3, 51, 82]. One major problem is
that there is no ‘gold standard’ to validate these measurements. This standard can be established by applying different measurement procedures to the
same protein under identical experimental conditions. The results obtained
from these measurements can then be compared and the cause for potential
discrepancies can be identified. Performing this comparison with different
in vivo binding measurement procedures and different modeling approaches
will help to identify inaccurate assumptions and limitations in the different
procedures. This will enable accurate and reliable in vivo measurements of
binding.

4
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Aim

This thesis had two aims: first, to improve the existing methodology for Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching experiments (FRAP) and second,
to demonstrate the practicality of these new methods by applying them to
biological questions related to the mobility of nuclear proteins.

Specific aims
• To compare different quantitative FRAP procedures which have been
applied to proteins site-specific transcription factors. These studies
predicted vastly different binding estimates for each of the proteins.
It was unclear if this difference arose from intrinsic differences in the
mobility of these proteins or from incorrect assumptions in the FRAP
measurement procedures (paper II).
• To extend the theoretical framework of FRAP to account for more
realistic nuclear distributions. Many of the existing quantitative FRAP
procedures are limited to a homogeneous distribution of proteins which
simplifies the derivation of the solution. This assumption is, however,
not always the case for nuclear proteins (papers I and V).
• To develop novel tools for qualitative FRAP for data processing and visualization. Quantitative FRAP procedures are still under development
and will be further improved in the future. Thus, dynamic parameters
of proteins cannot currently be estimated with complete confidence.
Qualitative FRAP, on the other hand, does not depend on complex
mathematical models and can still provide important insight into the
mobility of proteins (papers III and IV).

5
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3.1

Results
Summary

We analyzed three different quantitative FRAP procedures which have been
applied to three different transcription factors [51]. These three studies have
yielded vastly different predictions for the specifics of the DNA interaction:
the estimates for the fraction of bound proteins ranged from 43% to 98%, the
number of distinct binding states was either one or two, and the residence
time of the proteins on chromatin ranged from 0.01 s to 14 s [31, 58, 69].
Although each of the studies used quantitative FRAP to measure the
binding interactions, the details of the FRAP procedures differed in both
their experimental implementation and the underlying mathematical models.
Thus it was not clear whether the vastly different predictions truly reflected a
difference in the mobility of these proteins or whether they instead were due
to differences in the applied FRAP procedures which then yielded erroneous
results for at least some of the factors.
To distinguish between these two possibilities, we applied the three different procedures to the same transcription factor. From these experiments
we obtained again three completely different sets of binding estimates, but
now for the same protein. More specifically, for each procedure we obtained
values which were similar to the published values with this procedure. This
clearly showed that there were problems with the existing procedures which
corrupted the parameter estimation. We then compared the three procedures and identified the key mistakes. We corrected for these mistakes by
developing modified procedures, which we validated by applying to the same
protein. We obtained similar binding estimates from these measurements
which showed we had resolved the main problems between the procedures.
Interestingly, when we applied the new procedures to the two other transcription factors we obtained similar estimates for all three proteins. This
suggested that these factors, and potentially other site-specific transcription
factors, share a common mode of interaction with chromatin.
The majority of quantitative FRAP models, including the three analytical models compared in this study, assume a homogeneous distribution of
proteins and are thus restricted to rather simple nuclear protein distributions. This assumption is, however, not the case for many proteins which
can show more localized distributions, such as occurs in nuclear foci or in
localized binding arrays.
We investigated the impact of such inhomogeneous nuclear distributions
on FRAP in two other projects by applying analytical and numerical models
side-by-side. In the first study we showed that the position of a binding clus6

ter with respect to the nuclear boundary affects the FRAP. More specifically,
we found that the closer the cluster is to the boundary the slower the FRAP
gets. We estimated that our binding estimates were, however, in error by
not more than 50%. In the second study we investigated the binding behavior of the linker histone H10 . We used numerical simulation to confirm
experimental data suggesting that the mode of binding of H10 to different
types of chromatin is similar. We think this approach of combining different
modeling strategies will be valuable in the future since it enables more tests
of assumptions. This should also help develop more accurate quantitative
FRAP procedures.
Until binding rates can be measured reliably in vivo, qualitative FRAP
is an important method to answer a variety of biological questions about the
nuclear mobility of proteins. We extended this approach by developing novel
methods to analyze and visualize qualitative FRAP data. We successfully
applied these methods in two projects. In the first study we showed that Brd4
likely interacts with chromatin via specific actylated histones. In the second
study we analyzed the assembly of the RNA Polymerase II Pre-Initiation
complex and provided evidence that these complexes form dynamically via a
multi-step process.

3.2

Quantitative FRAP

We compared three different quantitative FRAP procedures that have been
applied to three different transcription factors: the Glucocorticoid Receptor
GR [71], p53 [31] and Max [58]. The published results for both the binding
rates and the number of predicted binding states are significantly different
(Fig. 1A). For all three proteins it has been suggested that the measured
binding interaction likely reflects non-specific scanning of chromatin for promoter sequences. Together this suggests that that this search process is
distinct for each of the factors. We found, however, in [51] that the reported
discrepancies are not due to fundamental differences among the transcription
factors, but rather arise from significant errors in the FRAP procedures.
We assessed how much the procedures themselves influence the estimated
numbers by applying the three different procedures to the same transcription
factor. We will refer to the procedures by the geometry of the photobleached
region: circle FRAP for GR procedure [71], strip FRAP for the p53 procedure [31] and half-nuclear FRAP for the Max procedure [58]. We obtained
good fits for each of the FRAP methods, but three completely different sets
of binding estimates (Fig. 1B). A comparison of Fig. 1A and B shows that
the predicted binding rates are determined by the applied procedure rather
than the investigated protein. We then identified the key differences between
7
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Figure 1: Quantitative FRAP with transcription factors. A Published binding
∗
estimates with original FRAP procedures. Bar plot shows association rate kon
, and disassociation rate kof f for each of the studied transcription factors. B Estimated binding
rates of GR with published FRAP procedures.

the FRAP procedures and identified two principal errors: a neglect of diffusion in the mathematical models describing the recovery process and an
oversimplified approximation of the photobleach profile. We were able to develop improved protocols for circle and strip-FRAP and correct the identified
errors. This was not possible for half-nuclear FRAP since here we found that
the underlying FRAP model is not applicable for the investigated proteins.
In the following sections we will first discuss the FRAP results obtained
with the new procedures for the three transcription factors. Then we will
demonstrate how each of the two principal errors influenced the estimates
and accounted for the observed discrepancy.
3.2.1

Similar dynamic properties for transcription factors

We applied the improved protocols for circle and strip FRAP to GR, p53,
and Max. All FRAP curves could be fit by a model with a single type of
chromatin binding site (Fig. 2). For each transcription factor the fits yielded
similar binding estimates for circle and strip FRAP. This shows that the
modifications made in the two FRAP procedures eliminated the principal
differences between them. The new estimates are close to the original estimates for p53, indicating that the changes we made in the FRAP procedures
had their biggest impact on Max and GR.
8
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Figure 2:

Modified quantitative FRAP with transcription factors. Similar
estimates were obtained for all three transcription factors. Circle and strip FRAP for the
same protein yielded the same numbers for all. Shown here are the averaged values from
both protocols.

Interestingly, we also found that the new binding estimates for the three
different transcription factors were similar compared to each other. The
average bound fraction was 25% and the average residence time on chromatin
was 2.5 s. We did find that Max recoveries were somewhat faster than either
GR or p53, yielding a higher disassociation rate for Max. This might reflect
a small difference in the interactions of Max with chromatin compared to GR
or p53. Overall, our results suggest that at least a subset of transcription
factors shares common binding interaction at chromatin sites in the process
of locating their respective binding sequence.
3.2.2

Role of diffusion during the recovery process

An obvious difference between the original procedures was that the circle
and strip FRAP models incorporated terms for both diffusion and binding,
while the half nuclear FRAP model incorporated only binding and neglected
diffusion. In the latter case diffusion was ignored because it occurs on a
much faster time-scale than the FRAP and was considered to not contribute
significantly to the recovery. The FRAP recovery was thought to be mainly
determined by binding interaction with chromatin [58]. However, it has been
shown that this assumption is not always true and that diffusion can contribute to very slow FRAP recoveries. This is possible as long as the time to
find a binding site is fast compared to the average time to diffuse across the
bleach spot [3, 69, 71].
We therefore tested if diffusion can be ignored for Max by monitoring the
importance of diffusion during the recovery process [3]. In this test the spatial
fluorescence intensity profile introduced by the photobleach is determined at
different time points. If the measured intensity profile changes its shape over
time, diffusion contributes to the recovery and has to considered in the FRAP
model. When we performed this test for the half-nuclear FRAP of Max we
9
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Figure 3: Determining the role of diffusion during FRAP. A,B Intensity profile
for half-nuclear and strip FRAP of Max. Photobleach was performed in the dotted regions.
Profiles were measured in solid rectangles along arrows and then averaged. Plots display
averaged fluorescence intensity versus distance for different time points. Insets show the
same profiles normalized between 0 and 1.
found the profiles changed over time, which shows that it was improper to
ignore diffusion in these experiments (Fig. 3A). We performed the same
measurement with GR and p53 with identical results.
Although diffusion appeared to contribute to half-nuclear FRAPs, it was
not clear whether it would also play a role for smaller bleached areas. It is
known that the smaller the bleached spot, the more likely it is that diffusion
can be neglected [71]. We therefore performed the same test for all three
proteins for a very narrow photobleached strip. We found that even in these
cases the shape of the profile changed over time (Fig. 3B), indicating that
diffusion should not be neglected. In sum, these measurements showed that
diffusion should be included in any form of a FRAP model for GR, p53, and
Max.
We evaluated the consequences of improperly ignoring diffusion by using
the new circle FRAP model to simulate FRAP curves with diffusion and
a wide range of different binding behaviors. We then fitted these curves
with reaction dominant models, i.e. models which lack diffusion. We found
that all simulated curves could be well fit by reaction dominant model if two
binding states are presumed (Fig. 4 C and D). These simulations showed that
FRAP curves with reaction-diffusion behavior can be well fit by a reaction10
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Figure 4: Effect of neglect of diffusion on parameter estimation. A,B Fit of
simulated reaction-diffusion FRAPs with different reaction-dominant models. Pure diffusion curve (A-gray circles) or full model curve (B-gray circles) are not well fit with a model
with one binding state (dashed line). However, both curves are well fit with a two binding
state model (solid line).
only models if a second binding state is added. This improper model then
yields incorrect predictions about the number of binding states and their
binding rates. After showing that diffusion was improperly ignored for the
half-nuclear FRAP of Max , we specifically evaluated the published results to
see if we could account for the incorrect published estimates. We fitted these
FRAP curves with our reaction-dominant models and achieved a good fit
with the two binding state model. The estimated binding rates were similar
to the published estimates in the original study.
These results suggest that ignoring diffusion in the FRAP model for Max
led to the prediction of a second binding state and show that it is important
to test for the role of diffusion in an independent assay, otherwise quantitative
FRAP can yield incorrect predictions.
3.2.3

Role of the initial fluorescence profile

We found that the second important point for an accurate interpretation of
quantitative FRAP data is an accurate description of the initial conditions.
These initial conditions describe the initial fluorescence distribution induced
by the intentional photobleach. It is not possible to measure them exactly
[31, 82] and so approximations must be used.
In the original circle FRAP model for GR the photobleach profile was presumed uniform [71], while our most accurate measurement yielded a Gaussian
profile (Fig. 5A). We assessed the impact of the different initial conditions
on the parameter estimation by analyzing the same experimental FRAP data
11
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Figure 5: Influence of initial conditions for circle FRAP on estimated binding
rates. A Measured radial intensity profile of a circle FRAP experiment (circles) was fitted
(gray line) with a Gaussian function. Compare to the simplified uniform profile (black line).
B Fit of the same data sets with uniform and Gaussian initial conditions. Individual fits
are shown by an ”x” and the mean value of these fits by a dot. C Shown for each of the
conditions in B are corresponding one-dimensional profiles through the residuals plot along
∗
, kof f space (corresponding to the gray line in the colored plot) that yielded
a path in kon
∗
.
the minimum sum of residuals for each kon

with either of the two initial conditions. We found that the fits with the uniform profile are in good agreement with the originally published estimates
(Compare Fig. 5B and 1B). When we fitted the same data with the more
realistic Gaussian initial conditions we obtained estimates for the binding
rate which were more than two orders of magnitude smaller and in good
agreement with the new estimates (Compare Fig. 5B and 2). This huge
impact of the initial conditions can be explained by analyzing the residual
∗
plot in the parameter space of the binding rates kon
and kof f . We calculated
the squared sum of residuals between the experimental FRAP curve and
simulated FRAP curves with either uniform or Gaussian initial conditions
∗
for different kon
and kof f . When we plotted the sum of squared residuals
12

for the uniform initial conditions we found a global minimum with binding
rates close to the published values (Fig. 5C). In addition we found a local
minimum which was well separated from this global minimum. The binding rates of this local minimum were close to the new estimates and FRAP
curves with these parameters described the experimental FRAP data reasonably well. Interestingly, we found the reverse situation when we used
Gaussian instead of uniform initial conditions. We saw again two separated
minima but now the global minimum was close to the new estimates, while
the weaker second minima formed a plateau encompassing the old estimates.
This demonstrated that by just changing the initial conditions the FRAP
estimates could be converted from the original values to values very close to
the new ones. This arose because the improper uniform initial conditions
created a global minimum at the wrong parameters which was stronger than
the real global minimum and thus gave better fits. This showed that ignoring
the Gaussian initial conditions in the original study changed the estimates
for the binding parameters by several orders of magnitude.
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Figure 6: Influence of different initial conditions on strip FRAP. A Gaussian
and uniform initial conditions used for the data in in B. B We simulated a strip FRAP
∗
curve with the estimated parameters for p53 (kon
= 0.15s−1 , kof f = 0.4s−1 ) and Gaussian
initial conditions. The curve was fit with two different uniform photobleach profiles. Plots
∗
shows the path along the smallest sum of residuals in the (kon
, kof f ) space (compare to 5
B and C). When the size (3µm) was chosen to match the amount of fluorescence destroyed
by the simulated Gaussian photobleach, the residuals plot yielded a global minimum close to
the global minimum produced with the Gaussian initial conditions (top vs. middle). When
the presumed size of the uniformly bleached area was too small (2.25µm) to account for
the fluorescence destroyed by the Gaussian photobleach, a new global minimum appeared
at much larger binding rates that yielded a slightly better fit than the original minimum
(bottom).

Interestingly, the original p53 estimates with strip FRAP also ignored the
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Gaussian edges of the photobleach, yet the binding estimates were not grossly
different from our new estimates. We found that this differential sensitivity
to the incorrect initial conditions arose from differences in the presumed size
of the uniformly bleached region (Fig. 6B). Evidence for this came from
simulating a strip-FRAP curve with the new binding estimates for p53 and
typical Gaussian initial conditions for the new strip FRAP procedure. We
then fit this curve assuming different uniform initial conditions. In the original strip-FRAP, the presumed uniform photobleach was set to a size that
destroyed the same amount of fluorescence as the actual Gaussian photobleach. When we used this approach only a single global minimum appeared
in the residuals plot (Fig. 6B, middle), and the estimates obtained were close
to those with the true Gaussian initial conditions (Fig. 6B, top). However,
when the presumed uniform photobleach destroyed less fluorescence than the
actual Gaussian photobleach, a second minimum appeared in the residuals
plot, well separated from the first (6B, bottom). This second minimum was
stronger than the original global minimum and yielded binding estimates
that were two orders of magnitude larger than those obtained with the correct Gaussian initial conditions. This replicated the behavior seen above for
circle FRAP, but now for strip FRAP.
Motivated by this analysis, we found that the original GR circle FRAP
procedure could yield estimates only 50% smaller than the current GR estimates, simply by increasing the presumed size of the uniformly bleached circle
used to fit the GR FRAP data (from 1.35µm to 1.85µm, data not shown).
∗
) were deErrors of roughly similar magnitude (in this case for Df and kon
tected by simulating the original p53 strip FRAP procedure that presumed a
uniform bleach profile, and comparing its predictions to the true parameters
used to generate the simulated FRAP data with its actual Gaussian bleach
profile (data not shown).
In sum, we concluded that the exact shape of the initial conditions is
not of primary importance as long as they assume the correct amount of
fluorescence destruction produced by the intentional photobleach.

3.3

Numerical simulation of FRAP

The analytic solution for FRAP presented in the first section is limited in its
application to proteins which are homogeneously distributed in the nucleus.
This is not the case for many proteins. Some show binding at a single site,
i.e. GR binding at the MMTV array [45]. Others have a more punctate
nuclear distribution, i.e. the linker histone H1 [48]. For these cases numerical
simulations, with their flexibility to account for more complex geometries, can
be valuable to test assumptions and to help assess their impact on FRAP
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and parameter estimation.
3.3.1

Effects of a nuclear boundary on FRAP

To describe binding at a spatially localized cluster we derived a new analytic
FRAP model [70]. In this model the binding cluster is assumed to be centered in the nucleus in a pool of non-specific binding sites (Fig. 7 A). The
assumption of a centered binding cluster is necessary for the derivation of
the analytic solution, but is rarely the case for typical binding site clusters
in vivo.
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Figure 7: Effects of the nuclear boundary on FRAP at a cluster of binding
sites. A In the analytic model the localized cluster of binding sites is centered in the
nucleus. The numerical model allows the cluster to be positioned at an arbitrary radial
distance ∆ from the center. B FRAP recoveries slow down as the binding site cluster
moves closer to the impermeable boundary. C Simplified model domains for FRAP at
localized binding sites. D Nuclear boundary shows little effect when the FRAP recovery
is in the reaction-dominant domain (RD), but increasing disparities arise through the full
model domain (FM) reaching a maximum in the local equilibrium domain. Shown are the
sum of squared residuals between the FRAP curves predicted by two models with ∆ = 5µm
∗
at a constant ratio of the binding rates kon
/kof f 100. Boundaries of the domains are
shown with dotted lines and are extracted from Fig. 7C.

We measured the location of the MMTV array, the binding cluster for GR,
and found that on average it is 5µm displaced from the center of the nucleus.
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The analytic model, however, is restricted to centered binding sites and so
we implemented a numerical version of this model which allows placement of
the array at arbitrary locations in the nucleus (Fig. 7 A).
We first used the numerical model to investigate the impact of different
radial positions of the binding array. We compared FRAP curves with a
binding site cluster of 2µm in diameter located either at the nuclear center
or ∆µm distant from the center. For the predicted binding rates of GR at the
MMTV array we found that clusters closer to the nuclear membrane showed
slower recoveries (Fig. 7 B). To more systematically evaluate this difference
we varied the binding rates for the cluster over a wide range. We found that
the magnitude of this difference depended on the particular values of the
binding rates, more specifically on the relative contribution of diffusion to
the recovery. In short, the bigger the role of diffusion during the recovery
process, the bigger was the slow-down of the recovery for binding sites close
to the nuclear boundary.
This behavior can be more thoroughly explained in terms of simplified
forms of the full reaction-diffusion model [70]. Depending on the respective
contributions of diffusion and binding to the FRAP, the underlying model can
be reduced to simpler forms. These simplified cases are: (1) binding at the
cluster is negligible, (2) binding is much faster than diffusion at the cluster,
so the binding reaction rapidly achieves a local equilibrium (local-equilibrium
behavior), (3) binding is much slower than diffusion, so the recovery is dominated by binding and only the very first time points are influenced by diffusion (reaction-dominant behavior). These simplified behaviors are defined
for localized regions in the domain-space of the binding-rates (Fig. 7 A).
Our analysis showed that regardless of the radial position, the FRAP
curves were essentially identical for binding rates lying within the reactiondominant domain. However FRAP curves became increasingly different as
the binding rates transitioned from the full reaction-diffusion domain to the
local equilibrium domain. This result is consistent with a previous analysis of
the effects of the nuclear boundary on a purely diffusive FRAP recovery [12].
The slower recoveries can be explained by a decrease in the diffusive flux into
the bleached area due to the nearby impermeable boundary [12]. However,
for a reaction dominant model, this difference in diffusive flux is restricted
to only very early time points, and so the effect is negligible. In sum, our
results indicate that only FRAP recoveries at binding clusters in the full
model or local equilibrium domain will be significantly slowed down by a
nearby nuclear boundary.
We then evaluated the consequences of this nuclear boundary effect on
the parameter estimation for the case where we saw the biggest impact (local
equilibrium domain). In this domain only the ratio of the binding rates
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Figure 8: Effects of nuclear boundary on parameter estimation. Simulated
∗
FRAP curves with kon
/kof f = 1.7 and different radial displacements of the binding cluster
∆ are fit with the analytic model assuming a centered binding cluster. A Fit of a FRAP
∗
curve for ∆ = 2.5µm resulted in a slight overestimate of the ratio kon
/kof f . B Fit of a
FRAP curve with ∆ = 5µm resulted in a 50% overestimate of the true ratio.
∗
/kof f at the array can be determined [70]. We used the numerical model
kon
to simulate FRAP curves for binding clusters at different radial positions
∗
with a known kon
/kof f and then used the analytic model with the centered
cluster to fit these data. As expected, when the displacement from the nuclear
center was zero, the numerical simulation yielded an identical FRAP recovery
as the analytic model, and the fit yielded the ratio of the rate constants as
used for the numerical model. However, with increasing displacement of the
binding cluster from the nuclear center, the fits became less accurate as did
∗
the estimates of the binding parameters (8). The error in estimating kon
/kof f
for the case corresponding to the measured, average array location at 5 µm
from the nuclear center was ∼ 50%. This shows that the radial position of
the localized binding cluster has some effect on the parameter estimation
but error introduced is rather small and the magnitude can be determined.
In addition, the error is considerably smaller than those produced by other
simplifications in the model, such as ignoring either the role of diffusion or
the constraints of the local equilibrium domain [70].

3.3.2

H1 binding at chromatin

In a recently submitted publication ([V] in the list of publications) we used
quantitative FRAP to dissect the binding of the linker histone H10 to chromatin. It has been suggested that H10 has at least three different DNA
binding modules: the C terminal domain, the S1 and the S2 binding sites
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within the central globular domain [9,13]. One fundamental question to better understand the functionality of this protein is how the DNA binding of
these different domains occurs. In other words, how binding of one domain
influences the binding of other domains. To answer this question in vivo we
developed a new method based on quantitative FRAP to predict the order of
binding of the different domains. For this purpose we analyzed eight different
H10 constructs with different combinations of the three binding domains and
predicted a preferred binding sequence where binding is initiated by the C
terminal domain followed by sequential binding of S1 and S2. This data is
in agreement with recent in vitro studies [76] and provides important insight
into the in vivo binding behavior of H10 .
One complication with the analysis of the quantitative FRAP data of
0
H1 is that it does not bind DNA homogeneously but shows bright heterochromatic foci in the nucleus (Fig. 9 A). In order to assess the influence of
this inhomogeneous localization we compared FRAP of H10 at euchromatin
and heterochromatin. We found that the recoveries at heterochromatin were
consistently slower than at euchromatin, as shown by the estimated recovery
half times (t50 , the time required for the fluorescence intensity to reach 50%
of its final value (Fig. 9 B and C)). To further analyze these data and to provide an explanation for the observed difference between heterochromatic and
euchromatic regions, we used numerical simulations to extend our binding
model to include localized heterochromatic regions.
We could not use our analytic model for localized binding sites [70] since
quantitative FRAP predicted two different types of binding sites for all H10
constructs and the analytic model is only defined for one. These predicted
binding rates were obtained in the relatively homogeneous euchromatic regions of the cell. We first reproduced this scenario by assuming two homogeneous distributed binding sites with the known binding rates from the
experiments. FRAP was then simulated in a region comparable to the experimental conditions and we estimated the half-time t50 from the simulated
recovery curves. The predicted half-times for all H10 constructs were in good
agreement with the measured values (Fig. 9C). These results confirmed that
the numerical model could reproduce the euchromatic spot FRAP measurements within error.
Then we added a heterochromatic spot to the simulations by introducing
centered, localized binding sites. We assumed that these heterochromatic
sites have the same binding properties as the surrounding euchromatic sites
but are three times more concentrated. We achieved this by increasing the association rate for each of the heterochromatic sites by a factor of three. With
this assumption, simulations could reproduce most of the experimentally observed slowdown of FRAP at heterochromatin (Fig. 9C). The correspondence
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Figure 9: H1 binding at chromatin. A Heterochromatin appears as bright stained foci
by Hoechst-dye (blue), typically overlapping H10 -GFP foci (green). Cell with two different
regions for FRAP: a centered heterochromatic spot and a euchromatic spot to the right.
B The normalized FRAP recovery from panel A is slower at heterochromatin compared to
euchromatin. C Half-times t50 from experiments (greens bars) and simulations (blue bars)
for the different H10 constructs (’+’ indicates that a module is present, ’-’ indicates that a
module is deleted). In the simulations binding at heterochromatin was assumed to have the
same parameters as for euchromatin except that the binding site had concentration three
time greater. Half-times for all the euchromatic spot FRAPs were well predicted. The half
times for all the heterochromatic spot FRAPs were also reasonably well predicted (solid
blue bars).
between predicted and measured half times was not perfect, suggesting there
are other differences between heterochromatin and euchromatin beyond the
binding site concentration. However, the relatively good agreement produced
by changing a single parameter suggests the mode of H10 binding is comparable in euchromatin and heterochromatin.

3.4

Qualitative FRAP

Quantitative FRAP is not always the method of choice to study the nuclear mobility of proteins. In some cases it is technically very difficult or
even impossible to perform quantitative FRAP currently. In other cases the
underlying biological question can be satisfyingly answered with qualitative
FRAP, which is easier to implement and analyze. Our goal was to develop
new tools to analyze and process qualitative FRAP data which allow (a) a
more thorough statistical description of the data and (b) a better visualization of the results. We achieved this by combining a clustering method with
basic curve fitting procedures.
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3.4.1

Development of novel tools for qualitative FRAP

In many experiments FRAP curves are acquired under different conditions
and then compared to each other. In order to make this comparison more
systematic and thorough we used hierarchical clustering to identify the degree
of similarity between FRAP curves. This technique is widely used to analyze
results from microarray experiments [25]. It has two benefits in its application
to FRAP curves. First, the degree of similarity between different data sets
is determined in an unsupervised fashion and does not need complicated
models. Second, the results can be visualized in an intuitive dendrogram.
We further validated the predicted cluster by using a statistical test for a
pairwise comparison of FRAP curves. This test is based on a simple solution
for FRAP, which has been derived in the context of diffusion [68], and allows
for the description of a large number of FRAP curves with a single parameter
[68, 74]:
  
 
1
1
+ I1
,
f rap(t) = θ + (1 − θ)e I0
ρt
ρt
1
ρt

(2)

where I0 and I1 are modified Bessel functions, θ is the bleach depth and ρ is
the recovery rate.
In the extra sum-of-squares F-test [49], curves are compared pairwise to
determine if they share the same ρ (null-hypothesis model) or if they have
independent ρ (alternative model). It is important to stress that this recovery
rate does not have a direct biological meaning (e.g. a diffusion constant) but
simply enables an assessment of the speed of the recovery: the larger ρ is,
the faster the recovery.
3.4.2

Application of qualitative FRAP

We successfully applied this new approach in two studies. In the following
section we will briefly outline either project, explain why we used qualitative
FRAP and summarize the main conclusions.
BRD4-chromatin interactions
In the first study we analyzed the interaction of Brd4 with chromatin [52].
Brd4 is a mammalian protein that contains a double bromodomain. Each
of the two bromodomains interact with chromatin. It has been recently
reported that BRD4 specifically recognizes acetylated histones in vivo [16].
This is confirmed by in vitro data where it was shown that the bromodomains
recognize acetylated residues on histone tails. It has been further speculated
that each domain recognizes the acetylation of a specific residue [86].
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Figure 10: Altered mobility of Brd4 following treatment with acetyled H4peptides. A,B Averaged FRAP recovery from 15 individual FRAP experiments for each
treatment. C,D Dendrogram with hierarchical cluster trees for the FRAP curves in A and
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two distinct ρ values (alternative hypothesis).
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With the aim of studying the bromodomain-chromatin interaction more
rigorously in vivo, we introduced different unacetylated and acetylated histone tail peptides into live cells. We then used FRAP to assess the change in
the BRD4 mobility. Qualitative FRAP was sufficient to analyze the data
and provided sufficient insight to answer the underlying biological question. Our FRAP results showed that the tetra-acetyled H4 peptides consistently increased Brd4 mobility, while the unacetylated peptides had no
effect (Fig. 10A). A quantitative analysis of this data using the clustering algorithm showed that control samples (medium alone) and those with
the unacetylated H4 peptides (‘H4’) indeed formed a single cluster, while
those with tetra-acetylated H4 peptides formed a separate cluster (‘H4ac’)
(Fig. 10A). Among mono-acetylated H4 peptides, those with AcK5 and
AcK12 (‘H4AcK5’ and ‘H4AcK12’) but not AcK8 and K16 (‘H4AcK8’ and
‘H4AcK16’), yielded consistently faster recovery compared with unacetylated
peptides (‘H4’) (Fig. 10B). The analysis with the cluster algorithm confirms
this observation, since peptides with monoacetylation at K5 and K12 displayed a distinct cluster from those acetylated at K8 and K16 (Fig. 10D).
These results indicated that Brd4 specifically interacted with H4 peptides
containing AcK5 and AcK12.
To further assess the significance of the data, we first averaged the FRAP
curves in the respective cluster in Fig. 10C and D and then tested the
significance of the groupings with the F-test. Highly significant P values
were obtained in all cases indicating that the changes observed in the FRAP
recoveries and the predicted groups are statistically significant (Fig. 10E
and F). In summary, our results indicate that the acetylated H4 peptides,
unlike the unacetylated H4 peptides interact, with BRD4 in vivo and inhibit
the Brd4-chromatin interactions. This analysis supported the idea that H4
peptides, which are bound to Brd4 through specific acetyl residues, lead to
partial inhibition of Brd4-chromatin interactions in vivo.
Regulation of TATA binding protein dynamics in yeast
In the second study we analyzed the dynamic properties of the assembly of
the Pol II pre-initatition complex (PIC) in yeast [72]. We used qualitative
FRAP for this project because quantitative FRAP is extremely difficult to
perform in yeast. The main difficulty is that the initial condition cannot be
determined accurately because of the very small bleach spot size required in
small yeast nuclei and the corresponding fast recovery. This is, however, an
important prerequisite for the applicability of quantitative FRAP models as
outlined in the first section of this chapter.
The pathway for the assembly of the RNA Polymerase II (Pol II) PIC has
been well established in vitro (see Fig. 11A). However very little is known
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about the dynamic behavior of the Pol II PIC in vivo. From the in vitro
studies it is known that the PIC complex assembled by TBP remains stably
bound to the Pol II promoter. It was suggested that this facilitates the reinitiation of transcription [85]. This stands in contrast with recent in vivo data
for the PIC of another RNA Polymerase (RNA Pol I), where the proteins of
the complex are highly mobile [20]. The two polymerases transcribe different
genes: RNA Pol I makes the ribosomal RNA, whereas RNA Pol II makes
the RNA that will be translated into proteins. Nevertheless, they share some
subunits and are structurally similar to each other [1]. This makes the apparent discrepancy in the in vivo behavior perplexing since comparable complex
formation could have been assumed for the two polymerases based on their
structural similarity. We therefore used FRAP to study the dynamic behavior of different factors of the Pol II PIC in vivo and we compared the results
to the static behavior observed in vitro.
The results are summarized in Fig. 11B-D, where we show the mobility of
each protein expressed by its recovery rate. Interestingly, we found that TBP
is highly mobile, showing a complete recovery in less than 15s. This argues
that TBP is constantly exchanged at promotors and not statically bound.
TBP is, however, less mobile than other proteins like the freely diffusible
YFP or the transcription factor ACE1 (Fig. 11C and D). We showed in a
series of experiments that this reduction in mobility can be attributed to a
high degree to a specific interaction with the Pol II promoter.
First, we performed FRAP of the TBP mutant V71R which cannot bind
DNA [33]. The V71R mutation increased TBP mobility (Fig. 11C), supporting the idea that the reduced mobility of TBP seen for the wild-type protein
is due to interaction with chromatin. We then distinguished between two
scenarios of DNA interaction for TBP: first non-specific interaction with low
affinity DNA binding sites and second specific interaction with the TATA
box. The first possibility we tested by knocking out Bur6, a protein that relocates TBP along DNA and allows it to move toward or away from a TATA
box [65]. The mobility of TBP was not affected by Bur6 indicating that nonspecific binding does not explain the FRAP recovery (Fig. 11C, TBP WT vs
TBP bur6 ). The second scenario we tested by knocking out Mot1, a protein
that binds and removes TBP from the TATA box using ATP hydrolysis [14].
Knocking-out Mot1 resulted in a decrease of the mobility of TBP and TAF1
(Fig. 11C), suggesting that TBP is more stably bound to chromatin. Together these results suggest that the reduced mobility in the FRAP recovery
of TBP can be explained by specific interactions with the TATA box.
In order to study the dynamic behavior of PIC formation we then compared FRAP curves of different factors of the PIC, namely TBP, TFIIB,
TAF1 and Rpb1 (a subunit of PolII). All four proteins have distinctly dif23
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Figure 11: Dynamic behavior of the Pol II pre-initiation complex (PIC). A The
PIC formation starts at the TATA-box of a POLII promotor. This element is recognized
by the TATA-binding protein (TBP) together with other TBP-associated factors (TAFs).
The resulting TBP-DNA complex then provides a platform to recruit other factors and the
polymerase [81]. B-D Dot plots show the estimated recovery rate ρ and standard error for
each protein. Larger ρ describe faster recoveries. Note the logarithmic scale. Significant
differences in the pairwise comparisons are indicated by brackets with closed diamonds;
open diamonds denote no significant difference.

ferent FRAP curves as indicated by the significantly different recovery rates
(Fig. 11B). This suggests that these factors are not stably associated with
each other in a complex and that there are at least some independent populations. In addition, the mobility of all other factors, except TBP and
TAF1, were unaffected by Mot1, showing, that Mot1 specifically regulates the
dynamic behavior of TBP. The reduced mobility of TAF1 in Mot1 knockout cells could be evidence that TAF1 is bound by transcriptionally inactive TBP-containing complexes which are more stably bound to chromatin.
In summary, the distinct FRAP behavior of most Pol II factors that we
tested suggests that transcription complexes assemble via stochastic multistep pathways and that active Pol II transcription complexes can be much
more dynamic than previously considered.
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3.4.3

Semi-quantitative FRAP

When we analyzed FRAP curves of Rpb1 we found that the data was even
better described with a model containing a slower second component (Fig,
12B) rather than the one-component model (Eq. 2). Even if a direct biological interpretation of the estimated binding parameters is not possible,
the fits still allowed interesting semi-quantitative interpretations. Our data
predicted a fast fraction of 20-40% and a slower fraction of 60-80% which
recovers in less than 1 min (Fig 12A and B).
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Comparable FRAP experiments have been performed in mammalian cells
and a similar bi-phasic behavior has been observed: the curves are comprised
of a faster fraction of approximately 75% and a slower fraction of approximately 25%, with the latter requring more than 60 min to recover [38]. The
slower component has been proposed to be associated with the elongation
time of Pol II, i.e. the time Pol II is activly engaged in transcription [19, 38].
This allows an interesting comparison between yeast and mammalian cells in
terms of gene transcription. The average yeast gene is much shorter, since
it has fewer and shorter introns compared to mammalian cells [15, 42]. This
could explain why the slower component recovered much faster in yeast than
in mammalian cells, since the average time to transcribe a gene in yeast is
expected to be shorter. The larger fraction size of the slower component
suggests that a higher fraction of Pol II is engaged in transcription in yeast
than in mammalian cells.
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Discussion

In the next section we will summarize the results of our FRAP studies with
respect to both progress in the experimental procedures and their application
to biological problems. Then we will focus in the last section on how existing
FRAP procedures could be further improved.

4.1
4.1.1

Progress in FRAP
Qualitative FRAP

Many of the concerns for quantitative FRAP do not affect qualitative FRAP,
mainly because in qualitative FRAP the acquired curves are not fit with complex models mimicking the recovery process. One of the main applications
for qualitative FRAP is to determine the relative difference between curves
obtained under different experimental conditions. This comparison is valid
and the method can be used with confidence as long as the same settings for
FRAP are used to acquire the different curves.
We extended previous qualitative FRAP approaches by developing new
tools for data processing and visualization. Our new methods use clustering
algorithms to group FRAP curves based on their degree of similarity and then
validate this grouping with a statistical test. The resultant grouping of curves
is then visualized intuitively using a dendrogram and then the distribution
of recovery speeds is visualized by using a dot plot.
We applied these methods in two different studies. In the first project
we showed that the mobility of the protein Brd4 is affected by acetylated H4
peptides. Our results suggest that these peptides interact with Brd4 through
specific acetylated residues and inhibit the Brd4-chromatin interactions. In
the second project we studied the in vivo assembly of the RNA polymerase
II pre-initiation complex. Contrary to in vitro data we found that these
complexes can be very dynamic and that they probably form by a stochastic
multi-step process.
As demonstrated in these projects, the newly developed tools allow a more
thorough description of qualitative FRAP data, especially if multiple FRAP
curves are compared to each other. In addition they are easy to implement
and use, which makes them readily available, even for non-specialists.
4.1.2

Quantitative FRAP

The development of reliable quantitative FRAP procedures is an active area
of research and a variety of different implementations have been presented
[3,22,31,57,71]. These procedures differ in various aspects of the experimental
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protocol and the underlying mathematical FRAP models. They all share,
however, the difficulty that the models can only describe simplified scenarios.
Theses models cannot capture the full complexity of the experiment with
respect to either the dynamic behavior of the proteins or the details of the
FRAP experiment.
Although the consequences of some of these simplifications have been
investigated [3, 6, 12, 44, 70], it is not fully understood to what extent the
parameter estimation is affected. The impact of these assumptions can be
studied in part by directly comparing the results of different FRAP procedures and identifying possible discrepancies among them.
We started this approach by comparing three different quantitative FRAP
which have been applied to one set of nuclear proteins, the site-specific transcription factors [51]. The published binding interactions for the three proteins were vastly different from each other [31, 58, 71]. This suggested that
the transcription factor interactions with chromatin might be specific to each
of the proteins in question. We found, however, that this difference was not
due to a difference in the proteins’ mobility but rather due to a number of
previously unknown errors in the FRAP procedures. We identified the two
major problems which explained the majority of the difference and presented
modified versions of these procedures where we corrected for these mistakes
(see next section for details). When we applied these modified procedures to
the three transcription factors we obtained similar binding estimates for all
three proteins.
In summary we came to two important conclusions in this project. First,
we found that FRAP curves can be well described by incorrect models. The
parameter estimation with these models then yields erroneous binding rates
which lead to improper biological interpretations. This emphasizes the importance of selecting the appropriate models to describe the data and to carefully interpret and validate the results. Second, we obtained similar binding
rates for the three transcription factors which shows that they share a similar mode of interaction with chromatin. The consistent predictions for three
proteins suggest that other site-specific transcription factors may interact in
a similar fashion with chromatin. The nature of this binding interaction is
still under debate, but we favor the model that it reflects interaction with
non-specific DNA sites and is part of the search process for specific promotor
sequences.
4.1.3

Modified procedures for quantitative FRAP

We will focus on the key steps we introduced in the modified FRAP procedures and highlight their importance for the parameter estimation. First we
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will describe the two main problems we identified in the existing procedures.
We will then briefly describe two additional smaller changes which helped
to further improve the parameter estimation. A more detailed description of
the procedures can be found in [51].
We found that an accurate description of the initial condition is of crucial importance for the parameter estimation. Using over-simplified initial
conditions can dramatically influence the parameter estimation and yield
completely wrong estimates. We therefor modified two aspects of the FRAP
procedures to model the actual fluorescence distribution introduced by the
intentional photobleach. First, we directly determined the fluorescence distribution from the experimental FRAP data. Second, we developed FRAP
models where this measured distribution can be used as initial conditions.
Together these changes guarantee that the models incorporate the real bleach
profile as accurately as possible and thus minimize adverse effects on the parameter estimation.
The second crucial point for a reliable parameter estimation is to properly
model diffusion during the recovery process. We illustrated that improperly
ignoring diffusion in the FRAP model can lead to grossly inaccurate binding
estimates. More specifically, we found that a failure to incorporate diffusion can be compensated by erroneously adding a second binding site to the
model. We therefore strongly suggest testing for the role of diffusion with a
simple independent experiment developed by Beaudouin et al. [3]. This test
determines if diffusion can be neglected or not and so ensures that diffusion
will no be improperly ignored.
In addition to these two major points, we introduced an improved method
to correct for observational photobleaching, i.e. the unintentional photobleaching during data acquisition. In our method to correct for observational
photobleaching we estimated the characteristic bleaching curve at the exact
same spatial location where the FRAP has been performed. When we compared our new method to existing methods we found that it helps to decrease
the variability in the estimated parameters.
For one of the FRAP procedures, the strip FRAP, we found a previously
undocumented instrumental defect. On our microscope the intentional photobleach introduced a transient loss of sensitivity in the detector. This leads
to an underestimation of the fluorescence intensity at the beginning of the
recovery curve. We provide a method to identify this defect and correct it
using fixed cells as a calibration standard. When we compared results from
fitting corrected and uncorrected curves, we discovered that this effect mainly
leads to an an over-estimation of the diffusion constant.
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4.1.4

Numerical simulations

The accurate modeling of the recovery process is an important part of quantitative FRAP. The models used can be either analytical or numerical. The
analytical models are easier to implement and allow a straightforward parameter estimation. They are, however, restricted to some simplifications,
especially with respect to the model geometry. More complex geometries
can be analyzed with numerical models, which provide more flexibility to
incorporate complexities of the real problems.
An analytic model has the important function of validating the idealized
implementation of the numerical model. Then gradual perturbation from this
idealized scenario can be introduced in the numerical model. This allows one
to identify possible limitations in the analytic model and to study their effect
on the parameter estimation. We successfully applied this approach in two
projects.
In the first study, we investigated the effect of the proximity of the nuclear
membrane on the FRAP at a localized cluster of binding sites [70]. We
found that the FRAP is slowed down when the cluster gets closer to the
nuclear membrane. The magnitude of this effect depends on both the distance
between the cluster and the membrane and the role of diffusion during the
recovery process. We were able to determine that our estimates are affected
by not more than ∼ 50%.
In the second study, we analyzed the binding interaction of the linker
histone H10 to chromatin. We used a numerical model to simulate different
states of chromatin density known to be present in real cells. The simulations
further confirmed the experimental data and showed that the mode of H10
binding at these chromatin states may be comparable.
In both projects we applied numerical and analytical models side-byside and used the strength of each model to successfully test some of the
simplifications made. We think that this combined approach will be valuable
in the future to test more assumptions and will help to develop even more
reliable FRAP procedures.

4.2

Future perspective for FRAP

In our study we identified and corrected a number of problems of quantitative
FRAP by comparing three different procedures. Despite this progress, it
is important to emphasize that there are still assumptions which may be
incorrect and corrupt the parameter estimation (see [51] for more details).
The impact of these assumptions on quantitative FRAP needs to be carefully studied by extending our comparison to more FRAP procedures and
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cross-validating the results obtained. This will identify errors and limitations in the different procedures, and should eventually yield consistent results among them. This will lead to further improvements in the experimental
procedures and the theoretical framework, and thereby further increase the
robustness and reliability of quantitative FRAP procedures.
An interesting comparison is already possible between our data for GR
and recently published data on the androgen receptor (AR) [22, 23]. Both
proteins are closely related and belong to the group of ligand-activated steroid
receptors [62]. Therefore, it might be expected that they have comparable
interactions with chromatin. However, this is only partly the case as revealed by a comparison of the predicted chromatin binding interactions. The
biggest difference is that for AR a tight interaction with chromatin is predicted whereas we did not detect similar tight binding for GR. One possible
explanation for this difference is that AR is transcriptionally more active in
the cell-line examined and thus more tight and specific binding occurs. Another possibility is that AR was expressed at physiological levels whereas GR
was over-expressed in our experiments. This over-expression could reduce the
contribution to the recovery of specific binding interactions and make it more
difficult to measure. Besides this difference, both studies do agree on a weaker
binding interaction which could be contributed to non-specific binding.
In conclusion, this comparison shows encouraging agreement between the
two different quantitative FRAP procedure. But it also illustrates the importance of further studies where the two proteins are compared under identical
experimental conditions which will help to resolve the existing differences.
Improved experimental procedures for FRAP
The development of new fluorescent dyes and faster and more sensitive fluorescence detection enable less invasive FRAP experiments. In addition, improvements in microscopes will enable data acquisition with increased spatial
and temporal resolution. These enhancements will improve the quality of the
FRAP curve, especially in the crucial early stage.
A related technique to FRAP which could help to to circumvent some of
the technical limitations is fluorescence decay after photoactivation (FDAP,
[43]). This technique exploits the development of photoactivatable proteins
which can be changed from a non-fluorescent dark state to a fluorescent
bright state by a brief pulse of light [43]. In FDAP experiments the proteins
in a small region of the nucleus are photoactivated and then the fluorescence
decay is monitored in this region. The measured decay curve is essentially
an inverted FRAP curve and so existing FRAP models can be applied after
some small modifications.
FDAP can therefore profit from the theoretical work that has already been
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done on FRAP. In its experimental implementation FDAP has two advantages over FRAP. First, the photo-activiation can be performed faster than
the photo-bleaching in FRAP. This reduces the effect of diffusion during this
initial fluorescence pertubation and yields better-defined initial conditions.
Second, the photo-activation can be done at lower laser intensity than the
FRAP photobleach. This reduces the potential photodamage of DNA and
reduces the risk of artifacts like photodenaturation of DNA [4, 18] or crosslinking of proteins to DNA [17].
Sensitivity and identifiability of the estimated parameters
The theoretical framework of quantitative FRAP is constantly extended by
the development of new numerical and analytical models [3, 23, 31, 36, 51, 78].
In some of these studies not only the recovery process has been modeled
but also simplified model domains and limits for the estimated parameters
have been presented [3, 71]. What is lacking is a rigorous investigation of the
sensitivity and identifiability of these estimates. This important theoretical
analysis will help to better understand the conditions under which the unknown parameters are identifiable. Furthermore, it will help to optimize the
experimental design to measure the binding rates and allow the development
of faster and better fitting procedures.
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Outlook

Even if the major remaining problems with FRAP are resolved we can still
not be sure that the estimated parameters are correct, since there could
be some intrinsic problems that all FRAP procedures share. The ultimate
goal is to develop reliable assays to measure in vivo binding and define a
‘gold standard’ for these kinds of measurements. This could be achieved by
combining two different approaches.
First, our comparison of different FRAP methods could be extended to
include other in vivo binding measurement procedures like fluorescence correlation spectroscopy FCS [30,39] and single molecule tracking SMT [27,40].
Each of these techniques has a different underlying principle of how to measure the intra-nuclear mobility of proteins. Thus, their direct comparison will
help not only to better characterize the intrinsic problems of each procedure,
but also to identify limitations in their applicability.
FRAP is the most intuitive method and results can be obtained and processed comparatively easily. SMT and FCS, on the other hand, are more
complicated in both the experimental realization and the downstream data
processing, but they have some distinct advantages over FRAP. For both
techniques, measurements are performed at low laser intensities and more
importantly no photobleach is performed. This reduces the photodamage
of proteins and DNA. In addition only relatively low concentrations of the
protein under study are needed, which reduces potential artifacts introduced
by over-expression. SMT has the additional advantage that individual proteins are analyzed rather than the averaged behavior of many proteins, which
allows the extraction of more information [7].
Second, the development of artificial systems to measure binding interactions in vitro [21,75] will help to improve the in vivo measurements. Although
the results from these in vitro measurements may differ from the more complex in vivo behavior [46], they are still important for two reasons. First, they
will provide the opportunity to test and validate the various measurement
procedures under simpler conditions. Second, they will reveal additional information about the kinetic properties of proteins which can then be used to
more accurately model the more complex in vivo behavior.
Ultimately, this combined approach will lead to the development of reliable assays for the accurate measurement of the in vivo binding kinetics of
proteins.
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Conclusions

The possibility to measure protein binding in vivo is of great value since it
allows characterization of the dynamic properties of proteins in the complex
environment of a living cell. But these measurements are still in there infancy
and have to be carefully validated in the future. We started this approach
in the present study and identified and corrected for a number of previously
unknown mistakes in established FRAP procedures. Continuing this work
will allow accurate and reliable measurement of in vivo binding.
Once binding rates can be determined with confidence, the binding interaction of various proteins can be measured under different conditions.
This will broaden our understanding of how proteins perform their molecular
function in living cells. Additionally, more complex, quantitatively accurate
models can be developed and used to understand more complex regulatory
networks.
Overall the measurement of in vivo binding will be an important contribution for systems biology and help to better understand genome function
within the framework of a nucleus in vivo.
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Materials and methods

We will describe material and methods for the experiments which were most
relevant for the main focus of this studies. For more details see the methods
section of the respective publications.

8.1

Cell culturing

Mouse adenocarcinoma cell line 3134 was grown in Dulbeccos modified Eagle’s medium (GIBCO BRL, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 2mM
glutamine (GIBCO BRL, Grand Island, NY) and 10% FBS (HyClone, Logan, UT). For p53 or Max FRAPs, the 3134 cells were transiently transfected
by electroporation (BTX T820 Square Porator with three square wave pulses
140 V, 10ms, BTX Instrument Division, Holliston, MA) with either p53GFP [63] or Max-GFP [84] DNA, and then subjected to FRAP 6 h (p53) or
12 h (Max) later.
For GFP-GR FRAPs, a stably transfected form of 3134 cells containing
GFP-GR (mouse 3617 cells) was used. These cells were prepared for FRAP
experiments as previously described [71].

8.2

Microscopy and FRAP

All FRAP experiments were performed on a Zeiss 510 confocal microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) with a 100x/1.3 NA oil-immersion objective
and a 40 mW argon laser. Cells were imaged in LabTek II chambers (Nalgene). Mammalian cells were kept at 37o C using an air-stream stage incubator (Nevtek, Burnsville, Rochester, NY). Yeast cells were kept at roomtemperature.
The settings for imaging and the FRAP experiments were adapted for
each study and a detailed description can be found in the methods section
of the respective publication.
Data Processing
Individual FRAP curves were background subtracted and corrected for bleaching due to imaging either with a standard method [73] or our newly developed method [51]. Fluorescence intensity was recorded at equidistant time
intervals throughout the measurement. For the analysis, data points were
binned so that later time points were evenly distributed on a logarithmic
time scale [80]. For yeast, about 30-100 curves from separate FRAP experiments were averaged to generate a single FRAP curve.
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8.3

Computational methods

All computational analysis was programmed in MATLAB (The MathWorks,
Natick, MA).
Parameter estimation in quantitative FRAP
The Matlab routine nlinfit was used to fit the models to experimental data.
A simplified pure diffusion form of the models was tested first, and then if
this failed to yield a good fit, the full model equations were employed. The
full model fit was performed with a grid search to identify the best starting
guesses to obtain the unique global minimum.
Numeric simulations of FRAP
The Finite Element Method (FEM) was used for numerical simulations of
FRAP [35]. Models were implemented with the Matlab PDE toolbox [50].
FRAP at a localized binding cluster
The nuclear pool of binding sites was assumed to be homogeneously dis∗
and kof f,1 . The localized binding
tributed with distinct binding rates kon,1
∗
cluster with different binding rates kon,2 and kof f,2 was defined on top of this
pool. The size and radial position of this binding cluster can be changed.
The numerical implementation was validated for the idealized case of a centered cluster by comparison with the analytical solution. We found that 200
mesh points along the boundary of the binding cluster provided sufficient
accuracy to yield an excellent match between the numerical and analytical
models. For a nucleus of 15µm in diameter containing a 2µm diameter binding site cluster, this resulted in 900 finite elements within the cluster and
2600 elements in the rest of the nucleus.
FRAP of linker histone H10
The quantitative FRAP analysis of H10 in euchromatin yielded two different type of binding sites which were modeled in the numerical simulation,
∗
each having a set of binding rates kon
and kof f . The implementation was
tested by comparing simulated recovery half times (t50 , the time required for
the fluorescence intensity to reach 50% of its final value) to experimentally
obtained recovery half times. For this purpose curves were simulated with
the experimentally estimated binding rates. From these curves the recovery
half times were calculated. Excellent agreement with the experimentally obtained values was observed. Heterochromatin was simulated by substituting
the euchromatic binding sites in a centered circle with two distinct binding
sites. The size of this localized area was approximately matched to the size
of a typical heterochromatic focus in live cells. Mesh at the boundary was refined as described in [70]. The only difference between heterochromatin and
euchromatin in the numerical simulation is the concentration of available
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binding sites. This was achieved by assuming that the dissociation rates kof f
are similar in heterochromatin and euchromatin. Only the assosciation rates
kon was changed for both sites by a constant factor. This factor was determined by matching simulated to experimental t50 for one particular protein
(S1+S2-C-). The same factor was then used for all other simulations.
Cluster analysis
The distance between any pair of FRAP curves was defined as the sum of
the squared residuals computed at each of the time points. Cluster trees
were generated using the Matlab routine linkage with the group average
method. The results of the hierarchical cluster tree were visualized with in
dendrogram with the function dendrogram.
Extra sum of F test
To assess the statistical difference between two FRAP curves, we applied the
extra sum-of-squares F-test [49]. FRAP curves were fit either with the same
ρ (null-hypothesis model) or two independent ρ (alternative model) (see Eq.
2). The squared sum of residuals and the degrees of freedom for each model
were combined to calculate an F value. P values were then computed from
the F distribution. The best fits for the alternative model were found using
the Matlab routine nlinfit, while the best global fit for the null-hypothesis
model was found using the Matlab routine fminsearch which minimized the
sum of squared residuals for the concurrent fit.
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Analysis of Binding at a Single Spatially Localized Cluster of Binding
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ABSTRACT Cells contain many subcellular structures in which specialized proteins locally cluster. Binding interactions within such
clusters may be analyzed in live cells using models for ﬂuorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). Here we analyze a threedimensional FRAP model that accounts for a single spatially localized cluster of binding sites in the presence of both diffusion and
impermeable boundaries. We demonstrate that models completely ignoring the spatial localization of binding yield poor estimates for
the binding parameters within the binding site cluster. In contrast, we ﬁnd that ignoring only the restricted axial height of the bindingsite cluster is far less detrimental, thereby enabling the use of computationally less expensive models. We also identify simpliﬁed
solutions to the FRAP model for limiting behaviors where either diffusion or binding dominate. We show how ignoring a role for
diffusion can sometimes produce serious errors in binding parameter estimation. We illustrate application of the method by analyzing
binding of a transcription factor, the glucocorticoid receptor, to a tandem array of mouse mammary tumor virus promoter sites in live
cells, obtaining an estimate for an in vivo binding constant (107 M), and a ﬁrst approximation of an upper bound on the transcriptionfactor residence time at the promoter (;170 ms). These FRAP analysis tools will be important for measuring key cellular binding
parameters necessary for a complete and accurate description of the networks that regulate cellular behavior.

INTRODUCTION
interactions have challenged the notion that a stable transcriptional complex forms at a promoter. However, a detailed
understanding of these transient interactions requires a model
that first explains what the FRAP curve reflects, and then
quantifies the underlying processes.
Quantitative analyses of FRAP have been performed for
binding sites that are homogeneously and globally distributed throughout a cellular compartment (4–9), but fewer
studies (10–14) have tackled the problem for heterogeneously distributed binding sites such as that which occurs at
a spatially localized cluster of binding sites, despite its
obvious biological importance. The primary reason is that
the analysis is more complicated compared to homogeneously and globally distributed binding sites. A cluster of
specific binding sites is always embedded in a larger domain
throughout which molecules may freely diffuse or interact
weakly with uniformly distributed nonspecific sites. Thus
spatial variability must be considered in any reasonable model
for localized binding. To simplify such an analysis, most
previous FRAP models for spatially localized binding have
presumed that diffusion plays a negligible role. In those cases
where diffusion has been ignored, the consequences of this
assumption have not been tested. In addition, previous analyses
have been tailored to the specific problem under study, and
general principles about expected FRAP behaviors at a spatially
localized cluster of binding sites have not been elucidated.
Here we investigate a FRAP model that also incorporates
diffusion within and around a spatially localized cluster of
binding sites. We show that completely ignoring the localization of binding sites will introduce serious errors into
the estimation of binding parameters. However, we find that

Knowledge of in vivo binding constants will be important for
understanding molecular interactions within live cells. In vivo
binding measurements can in principle be accomplished
either by fluorescence auto- or cross-correlation spectroscopy
(FCS), or by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP). Compared to FCS, FRAP is currently more widely
used and easier to implement. Unlike the limited number of
FCS studies, the vast majority of FRAP studies do not attempt
quantitative estimates of binding interactions, although they
often make inferences about these interactions based on the
shape of the FRAP curve. These interpretations, however, are
suspect without a model that explains what underlying
processes give rise to the FRAP curve. Thus realistic FRAP
models are important for both qualitative and quantitative
interpretation of FRAP experiments.
We are using FRAP to assay the in vivo binding
interactions of a transcription factor with its promoter target
site. We employ a cell line (1) containing a tandem array of
mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) promoters and the
GFP-tagged form of one of this promoter’s cognate transcription factors, the glucocorticoid receptor (GFP-GR). This
tandem array can be visualized as a single bright region of
GFP-GR binding within the nucleus. We have shown that the
FRAP recovery within this spatially localized cluster of
specific binding sites is rapid (2), and that it contains
information about the in vivo binding interactions of GFPGR with the MMTV promoters (3). These transient binding
Submitted September 1, 2005, and accepted for publication April 19, 2006.
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a reasonable approximation can often be achieved by assuming a cylindrical column of binding sites that accounts
for spatially localized binding in every xy cross section of the
cell, but not along z. The resultant model is considerably
easier to implement and faster to compute, and so should be
more widely useful. We also identify limiting behaviors for
FRAPs at spatially localized binding sites where either
diffusion or binding dominate, and show how ignoring diffusion can also lead to serious errors in the estimation of
binding parameters at the localized binding site cluster. Finally, we apply these methods to the analysis of GFP-GR
binding at the MMTV promoter, and obtain a first approximation to an upper bound on the GR residence time of
;170 ms. This figure underscores the transient nature of this
binding interaction, and has broader implications for how
assembly of the transcription complex may occur.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines
FIGURE 1 The MMTV array in the 3617 mouse cell line. (A) The MMTV
array appears as a bright region due to the local accumulation of GFP-GR.
(B) An xz cross-sectional slice of the nucleus shows that the MMTV array
does not extend throughout the full height of the nucleus. (C) The same
(fixed) cell now bleached with a 2-mm-diameter circular spot (white dots).
(D) An xz cross section of this cell reveals that the photobleach extends
throughout the nucleus defining approximately a cylindrical profile. (E) The
average nuclear and array dimensions from three-dimensional measurements
of 10 cells are shown. The average radial coordinate of the array is also
shown as determined by two-dimensional 2D measurements from 50 cells.
The effective diffusion constant of GR in the nucleoplasm was measured to
be D1eff ¼ 1.2 mm2/s with g 1eff ¼ 4:0 using the FRAP model for globally
distributed binding sites described in Sprague et al. (8). Scale bars, 2 mm.

Mouse adenocarcinoma cell line 3617 containing the MMTV array was used
for all experiments. These cells stably express GFP-GR under the control of
a tetracycline-off system (1). Cells were grown and prepared for fluorescence imaging as previously described (3). Thirty minutes prior to imaging,
GFP-GR translocation to the nucleus was induced by the addition of 100 nM
dexamethasone (synthetic hormone).

FRAP protocol
FRAP experiments were carried out on a Zeiss 510 confocal microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) with a 1003/1.3 NA oil-immersion objective.
Bleaching was performed using the 488- and 514-nm lines from a 40-mW
argon laser operating at 75% laser power. Bleaching was done with a single
scan that lasted 17 ms. Fluorescence recovery was monitored at low laser
intensity (0.2% of the 40 mW laser) at 78 ms intervals. Normalized FRAP
curves were generated from the raw data exactly as described in Stavreva
and McNally (15).

was ;7.5 mm, and the average nuclear height was ;4.5 mm
(Fig. 1 E). We measured the average radial coordinate of the
array (i.e., distance from the center of the nucleus), and
found that most arrays occupied radial positions between 3.3
and 6.3 mm, with a mean radial coordinate of ;4.8 mm.
Finally, we measured the distance of the center of mass of
arrays to the closest edge of nucleoli (dark regions where
GFP-GR is largely absent), and found an average distance of
1.1 mm, with some arrays as far as 3.5 mm from a nucleolus.
Away from the MMTV array, GFP-GR is distributed
rather uniformly throughout the rest of the nucleus, again
with the exception of nucleoli (Fig. 1 A). To define GR
interactions throughout the nucleoplasm, FRAP experiments
can be performed at some distance from both the MMTV
sites and nucleoli. These nucleoplasmic FRAP recoveries are
consistently faster than FRAP recoveries at the MMTV array
(3), suggesting that GR associates more strongly with the
array sites than with the nucleoplasmic sites. Analysis of
these nucleoplasmic FRAPs predicts that GFP-GR interacts
predominantly with a single binding state in the nucleoplasm
(8). Moreover, for bleach spots .1 mm, the FRAP recovery
exhibits effective diffusion, which means that the free and

MODELS
Essential features for modeling spatially localized
binding at the MMTV array
The 2 Mb MMTV tandem array contains ;200 copies of a
basic repeat unit: the MMTV promoter (;1 kb) followed by
a ras reporter gene and additional sequence from the bovine
papilloma virus (totaling ;9 kb). With six binding sites for
the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) at each of the 200 MMTV
promoters, the MMTV array is a cluster of ;1200 specific
binding sites (Fig. 1, A and B). FRAP experiments at the
MMTV array are typically performed by bleaching it with a
circular spot equal to the diameter of the MMTV array (Fig. 1
C), with the axial extent of the bleach reasonably approximated as a cylinder (Fig. 1 D).
We measured typical nuclear dimensions in the MMTV
array cell line, and found that the average diameter and axial
height of the array were ;2.0 mm, the average nuclear radius
Biophysical Journal 91(4) 1169–1191
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bound GR in the nucleoplasm behave as if they were a single
species diffusing at a rate much slower than free diffusion.
The molecular identity of this nucleoplasmic binding state is
unknown, but it may reflect nonspecific DNA binding, or
some other generic association of this transcription factor
with chromatin.

To model a FRAP recovery, we write differential equations to describe the chemical kinetics for these binding
reactions and the diffusion of the unbound molecules. As
in other analyses of FRAP (4–6,8,9), we make two
simplifying assumptions. First, we presume that the binding
sites are immobile relative to the time- and lengthscale of the
FRAP experiment. This is reasonable for the MMTV array
because time-lapse movies have shown that this array
moves very little during the 1-min FRAP recovery. This
simplification eliminates a diffusion term for bound molecules (C1 or C2). Second, we assume that the system is at
equilibrium before the bleach. This is satisfied if the total
amount of the GFP-fusion protein does not change appreciably during the recovery period. This is also a reasonable
assumption since the FRAP experiments were performed
;18 h after induction of GFP-GR expression and ;30 min
after hormone induction has led to a constant nuclear
concentration of GFP-GR. This simplification means that
throughout the FRAP recovery the concentration of free
binding sites for each binding state is constant and spatially
uniform (namely S1eq and S2eq), since bleaching alters the
fluorescence, but not the total concentration of either the free
or bound GFP-GR.

Mathematical model for FRAP at a single cluster
of localized binding sites
Based on the above features, a minimal model for FRAP at
the MMTV array must incorporate two types of binding: the
nucleoplasmic sites, S1, and the MMTV array or spatially
localized sites, S2 (for a listing of all model variables and
parameters; see the Appendix, Tables 3 and 4). The S1 sites
are found throughout the nucleus including within the array
(since ;90% of the DNA at the MMTV array is not
promoter sequence). However, the array specific sites S2 are
restricted to just the array (Fig. 2 A).
The two binding sites S1 and S2 have different binding
affinities, given by characteristic on and off rates (k1on, k1off
and k2on, k2off). This leads to the following spatially restricted
binding reactions:
r # R0

and

R0 , r # Rb

n

jzj # Z0
or

n

Z0 , jzj # Zb

and

R0 , r # Rb

jzj # Z0

or

Z0 , jzj # Zb

1on

k2off

F 1 S2 $
C2
k
2on

k1off

F 1 S1 $
C1 ;
k

(1)

1on

where F represents freely diffusing (unbound) GFP-GR, S1
and S2 represent available binding sites of each type, C1
and C2 represent GFP-GR bound to the S1 or S2 sites,
respectively, R0 is the radius of the zone containing the
localized S2 binding sites (presumed to be circular), and Z0 is
the half-height of this same zone. The nucleus is modeled as

r # R0

k1off

F 1 S1 $
C1
k

With these two assumptions, we obtain two sets of
differential equations that can be used to compute the FRAP
recovery. Inside the array region, we use the equations for a
homogeneous distribution of two binding states, while
outside the array region we use the corresponding equations
for a single binding state (see Sprague et al. (8)):

8
@f
2


>
>
¼ Df =r;z f  k1on f 1 k1off c1  k2on f 1 k2off c2
>
>
>
@t
>
<
@c1

¼ k1on f  k1off c1
> @t
>
>
>
>

>
: @c2 ¼ k2on
f  k2off c2
@t
8
@f
>
2

>
< ¼ Df =r;z f  k1on f 1 k1off c1
@t
;
>
@c

>
: 1 ¼ k1on
f  k2off c1
@t

(2)

where =2r;z is the Laplacian operator in radial and axial
coordinates, Df is the diffusion coefficient of the free molecules,

k1on
¼ k1on S1eq is an association rate constant (also known as
a pseudo first order on rate or effective first order rate constant)

for the nucleoplasmic binding sites, k2on
¼ k2on S2eq is an

a cylinder with radial boundary at Rb and half-height of Zb ;
and the array in this first idealization is presumed to be
located at the center of the nucleus and surrounded by a
homogeneous region without potential complications introduced by the presence of nucleoli.
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FIGURE 2 Localized binding versus
globally distributed binding. (A) The Axial
and Radial Binding Model presumes a
cylindrical (r,z) cluster of specific binding
sites (MMTV promoters) 2 mm high and
2 mm in diameter, centered within a
cylindrical nucleus 4.5-mm high and 15
mm in diameter filled with nonspecific
binding sites and bleached with a cylindrical photobleach 2 mm in diameter (see Fig.
1 E). The FRAP recovery is calculated as
the average fluorescent intensity within the
specific binding zone, and corresponds to
the measurement of intensity at the MMTV
array from an optical section. (B) For the
Global Binding Model specific binding
sites are presumed to be distributed everywhere throughout the nucleus. In this
model, variation in the axial dimension (z)
is also ignored (dots indicate this symmetry
in z). (C) Due to their different geometries,
the two models generate different FRAP
curves for the same binding parameters. (D)
The Global Binding Model can be used to
fit FRAP data generated by the Axial and
Radial Binding Model, but the binding
parameters predicted (red text) are quite different from the ‘‘true’’ values (black text). Thus the global binding model is a poor approximation to FRAPs at a
cluster of binding sites. The FRAP curves in this and all subsequent figures have been normalized to their final recovery level. Units for k*2on and k2off in this
and all subsequent figures are s1.

initial fluorescence immediately after the bleach) is normalized to zero in the bleach zone, and therefore at t ¼ 0;
f1eff ¼ 0 and c2 ¼ 0 for all r # R0 : Outside the bleach zone,
fluorescence is initially at its equilibrium concentration
f1eff ¼ Feq;1eff at t ¼ 0 for all R0 , r # Rb : Note that for
simplicity these initial conditions presume a cylindrical
bleach (i.e., no z dependence), which is a reasonable first
approximation to bleach patterns of the MMTV array cells
(Fig. 1 D). Boundary conditions are no flux at r ¼ Rb and
jzj ¼ Zb ; reflecting the fact that the nuclear membrane is
impermeable to GR on the timescale of the FRAP recovery.
Note that solutions to Eq. 3 for spatially localized binding
generalize in the following way. At the essence of the

association rate constant for the MMTV specific binding sites,
and f ; c1 ; and c2 are the concentrations of the free and bound
unbleached fluorescent molecules, F, C1 ; and C2, respectively.
The effective diffusion behavior at the nucleoplasmic sites
(described above and in Sprague et al. (8)) enables us to
reduce the number of equations in Eq. 2 from five to three
(see section A in the Appendix). This simplification arises by
recognizing that with effective diffusion the free and bound
fluorescence in the nucleoplasm behave as a single entity, an
apparent ‘‘free’’ species f1eff ðf1eff ¼ f 1c1 Þ that appears to
diffuse at  a rate given by D1eff ¼ Df =g 1eff ; where

g1eff ¼ 11 k1on
=k1off : This yields the reduced system:

r # R0

jzj # Z0

and

R0 , r # Rb

or

Z0 , jzj # Zb
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>
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>
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2off 2
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2 on
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@t
(
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2
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To simplify the analysis of these equations, we presume
that the bleach spot radius is selected to coincide with the
circular zone of MMTV specific binding sites, a constraint
that is easily achieved experimentally. Equation 3 is then
subject to the initial condition that the bleach depth (the

(3)

geometry described by these equations is a small domain of
specific binding sites centered in a much larger domain where
molecules diffuse freely. The solutions we obtain below
should apply to all such scenarios. The diffusion constant may
be that for either free or effective diffusion (as long as there are
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the Matlab nonlinear fit routine nlinfit. (The initial fine
sampling was necessary because we found in a number of
test cases that nlinfit did not converge correctly unless the
starting guess was close to the correct solution). The entire
fitting procedure was accomplished in ;1 min.

binding sites present throughout the larger region that exhibit
effective diffusion behavior). Here we analyze the solutions to
Eq. 3 using a diffusion constant corresponding to the effective
diffusion constant for GFP-GR measured under our current
conditions (D1eff ; 1.2 mm2/s) and a bleach-spot radius
corresponding to the size of the MMTV array (R0 ; 1.0 mm).
Fixing these parameters sets a characteristic time for diffusion
(R20 =D1eff ) within the bleach spot, but does not alter the
prototypical behaviors of the solution. Extending the applicability of the present findings to other binding site and
ligand systems can be facilitated in future studies by
nondimensionalizing the governing equations to remove the
dependence upon the particular parameter values employed in
the simulations for MMTV and GFP-GR.

Off-center radial binding model
To account for the fact that arrays are not located at the center
of the nucleus, a numerical version of the Radial Binding
Model was implemented. This Off-Center Radial Binding
Model still presumed a cylindrical zone of array binding sites,
but the numerical analysis was performed on a Cartesian (x,y)
grid that enabled us to position the array at arbitrary locations throughout the nucleus (see Fig. 6 B, Section C in
the Appendix and Müller (16)), and so determine the consequences of a nearby impermeable boundary such as the
nuclear membrane.

Axial and radial binding model
We refer to Eq. 3 as the Axial and Radial Binding Model
because it accounts for both the axial and radial localization of
the binding site cluster (Fig. 2 A). We solved Eq. 3 numerically
using a finite element method (see section B in the Appendix
for details) implemented in the commercial software package
FEMLAB (COMSOL, Burlington, MA). Running on a
Pentium 3 processor, this approach required 5 min to generate
a single FRAP curve for each set of model parameters.
To fit FRAP curves with this model, we first generated a

series of possible solutions by independently varying k2on
and
k2off from 105 to 1015 in increments of 100.5. This sampling

produced a best (k2on
, k2off ) guess, defined as that yielding the
smallest difference in the sum of residuals between the
predicted FRAP and the experimental data. This best guess
was then used as a starting point for finer sampling (increments
of 100.1) within its vicinity. This then yielded the best fitting
solution. The entire fitting procedure required ;24 h.

Global binding model
Finally, we derived a solution for the case in which the specific
binding sites were neither radially or axially restricted, but
rather distributed homogeneously and globally throughout
the nucleus. We refer to this model as the Global Binding
Model (Fig. 2 B). These equations were also solved by a
Laplace transform technique (see section D in the Appendix),
and calculation of a FRAP curve was also done in Matlab in
,1 s. The fitting procedure was identical to that described
above for the Radial Binding Model.
RESULTS
Effects of a spatially localized cluster
of binding sites

Radial binding model

The Axial and Radial Binding Model accounts in three
dimensions for a spatially localized cluster of specific binding
sites. We used this model to examine how FRAP recoveries
and binding parameter estimation were influenced by spatially localized binding. First, we assessed the consequences
of completely ignoring this spatial localization of specific
binding sites. To this end, we compared FRAP recoveries
generated by the Axial and Radial Binding Model (Fig. 2 A)
with those from the Global Binding Model in which the same
binding sites were distributed uniformly throughout a nucleus
of the same size (Fig. 2 B). As expected, these FRAPs differed
for all values of k*2on, k2off tested (Fig. 2 C), demonstrating
that the spatial localization of binding sites leads to characteristically different FRAP behaviors.
Next we asked what the consequences of this difference
were for binding parameter estimation. Here we used the
Global Binding Model to fit the FRAP data generated by the
Axial and Radial Binding Model. Interestingly, we found
that we could obtain reasonable fits with the Global Binding

To obtain an analytical solution, Eq. 3 was simplified by
assuming that the zone containing specific sites extended as a
cylinder throughout the depth of the nucleus. This removes
all axial (z) terms from the equations and so yields a model
that accounts only for the radial localization of the specific
binding sites. We refer to this model as the Radial Binding
Model (Fig. 3 B), and solved the corresponding equations
using a Laplace transform technique (see section C in the
Appendix; final solutions summarized in Table 1). The Laplace
transform was numerically inverted in Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Running on a Pentium 4 processor, this
approach required less than 1 s to generate a single FRAP
curve for each set of model parameters.
To fit FRAP curves with this model, we followed a similar
procedure to that described above for the Axial and Radial
Binding Model, except that possible solutions were sampled
over a finer grid, namely increments of 100.1. This yielded an
initial best guess that was then used as the starting guess for
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FIGURE 3 Restricted axial height of
localized binding. (A) The Axial and Radial
Binding Model accounts for a localized
cluster of specific binding sites in three
dimensions (see Fig. 2 A for details). (B)
The Radial Binding Model accounts for a
localized cluster of specific binding sites in
each xy cross section of the cell, while
ignoring localization in the z direction (dots
indicate this presumed symmetry in z). (C)
The presumption of uniformity in the axial
direction has little effect on the FRAP curve
when binding at the specific sites is
relatively weak (small k*2on/k2off values),
as the two models produce virtually identical FRAP curves for the same binding
parameters. (D) However, with stronger
binding at the localized sites (larger k*2on/
k2off values), there is significant deviation
between the recoveries predicted by the two
models. (E) This discrepancy is largely due
to the axial flux of fluorescence into the
localized specific sites present in the Axial
and Radial Binding Model. This flux makes
up a significant portion of the total flux into
the FRAP measurement zone when binding
at the localized sites is strong. (F) Despite
differences in the influx of axial fluorescence, the Radial Binding Model can yield
a good fit to the Axial and Radial Binding
Model with good estimates for the ratio
k*2on/k2off (well within an order of magnitude, 48 vs. 100). (These particular FRAP
data are in the local-equilibrium domain,
so only the ratio k*2on/k2off can be reliably
estimated).

for larger values of k*2on/k2off (tighter binding at the specific
sites), the two models disagreed (Fig. 3 D).
A significant contributing factor to this difference was the
additional flux of fluorescence that could enter the bleached
zone in the Axial and Radial Binding Model from the regions
above or below the localized binding sites (Fig. 3 E). This
flux is completely absent in the Radial Binding Model because it lacks an axial component. The axial flux generated in
the Axial and Radial Binding Model increased as the binding
at the localized sites became tighter, as did the discrepancy
between the FRAP curves predicted by this model and the
simpler Radial Binding Model (data not shown). We conclude that a restricted axial height for the localized binding
sites leads to detectable differences in the FRAP recovery,
with greater differences arising when binding is tighter at the
localized sites, and that much of this difference arises due to
the axial flux of fluorescence into the zone of localized
binding.
To determine the consequences of ignoring the restricted
axial height of the localized binding sites on fitting FRAP
data, we generated FRAP curves using the Axial and Radial
Binding Model and then attempted to fit them with the

Model, but the binding parameters estimated were incorrect
by more than an order of magnitude (Fig. 2 D). These results
demonstrate that when spatial localization of binding occurs,
a localized-binding site model is essential for accurate FRAP
analysis of the binding interactions.
The Axial and Radial Binding Model, however, required
5 min to generate a single FRAP curve and up to a day to
generate the hundreds of curves required to fit experimental
FRAP data (see ‘‘Axial and Radial Binding Model’’ in the
Models section). Thus, we wondered whether the computationally less expensive Radial Binding Model (Fig. 3 B)
could be substituted in some cases. This model requires ;1 s
to generate a single FRAP curve and ;1 min to fit experimental FRAP data, but presumes that the localized sites form
a cylindrical column spanning the height of the nucleus,
thereby ignoring the spatial variation of binding sites only
along the z axis. To evaluate the utility of this model, we first
generated FRAPs with it and compared the curves to those
generated with the same parameters for the Axial and Radial
Binding Model. We found that for smaller values of k*2on/
k2off (weaker binding at the specific sites), the two models
yielded FRAP curves that were quite similar (Fig. 3 C), while
Biophysical Journal 91(4) 1169–1191
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TABLE 1 Solutions for the radial binding model

Full model

Negligible specific binding

Radial binding model


2AFeq;1eff
frapð pÞ ¼
I1 ðq1 R0 Þ 3
pq1 R0



k =g
1 1 2on 1eff
p 1 k2off
frapðpÞ ¼



Unique constants

k =g1eff
p
; q22 ¼
11
D1eff
p 1 k2off

2on

p
D1eff
 

1
I1 ðq2 Rb ÞK0 ðq2 R0 Þ 1 I0 ðq2 R0 ÞK1 ðq2 Rb Þ q1
I1 ðq1 R0 Þ
A ¼ I0 ðq1 R0 Þ 
I1 ðq2 R0 ÞK1 ðq2 Rb Þ  I1 ðq2 Rb ÞK1 ðq2 R0 Þ q2

q21 ¼

2A
I1 ðqR0 Þ
pqR0

q2 ¼

p
D1eff

A ¼ qR0 ½K1 ðqR0 Þ  I1 ðqR0 Þ½K1 ðqRb Þ=I1 ðqRb Þ
Reaction dominant


frapðtÞ ¼


1  r2
2 3
1 1 ar

r2 ¼ R20 =R2b

a ¼ k2on
=ðg 1eff k2off Þ



að1  r2 Þ k2off tð1 1 ar2 Þ
e
1
11a
Local equilibrium

frapðpÞ ¼

2A
I1 ðq1 R0 Þ
pq1 R0

pg 2eff 2
p
;q ¼
D1eff 2 D1eff
 

1
I1 ðq2 Rb ÞK0 ðq2 R0 Þ 1 I0 ðq2 R0 ÞK1 ðq2 Rb Þ q1
I1 ðq1 R0 Þ
A ¼ I0 ðq1 R0 Þ 
I1 ðq2 R0 ÞK1 ðq2 Rb Þ  I1 ðq2 Rb ÞK1 ðq2 R0 Þ q2
2

q1 ¼

Equations for FRAP recoveries for the Radial Binding Model. Derivations can be found in section C of the Appendix. Definitions of all variables
and parameters used can be found in Tables 3 and 4 in the Appendix.

Radial Binding Model. In some cases, like that in Fig. 3 C,
the restricted axial height of the localized binding sites has
little effect on the FRAP curve. As expected, we found for
these cases that the Radial Binding Model yielded excellent
fits to FRAP data generated by the Axial and Radial Binding
Model with perfect estimates of the binding parameters (data
not shown). Interestingly, for cases where the Axial and
Radial Binding Model FRAP recovery was noticeably different from that produced by the simpler Radial Binding
Model (such as Fig. 3 D), the simpler model could nevertheless produce reasonable fits to data generated by the Axial
and Radial Binding Model (Fig. 3 F).
Of course in these cases, despite the good fit, the Radial
Binding Model yielded incorrect estimates for the rate
constants. However these estimates, either for k*2on, k2off, or
their ratio k*2on/k2off (see Fig. 3 F for an example), were
always within an order of magnitude of the ‘‘true’’ values
used in the Axial and Radial Binding Model to generate the
FRAP curve to be fit. We conclude that ignoring the axial
flux of fluorescence into the localized sites affects parameter
estimation when binding at the localized sites is strong, but
good fits can still be obtained yielding errors smaller than an
order of magnitude for these binding parameters. Thus the
Radial Binding Model, though not completely accurate, may
often be a useful tool for fitting FRAP data.

Identifying when these limiting behaviors occur is important
because the simpler equations can then be used to most efficiently extract binding information, and for certain behaviors there are limitations on exactly what binding information
can be extracted. In addition, these domains introduce selfconsistency checks (8,17).
To identify these domains for FRAPs at localized binding
sites, we created simplified versions of the Axial and Radial
Binding Model corresponding to each of the expected limiting
behaviors (see section B in the Appendix). These behaviors
are: 1), when binding at the cluster of localized sites is
negligible; 2), when binding is not negligible, but the expected
time to diffuse across the bleach spot is much shorter than the
expected time to begin binding (reaction-dominant behavior);
and 3), when binding is not negligible, but the expected time to
diffuse across the bleach spot is much longer than the expected
time to begin binding (local-equilibrium behavior).
To determine when these limiting behaviors of the Axial
and Radial Binding Model were valid approximations to the
true FRAP behavior, we compared the FRAPs they predicted
to those produced using the full version of the model.
Comparisons were performed over a wide range of biolog
ically relevant rate constants at the localized sites (k2on
;
k2off ), while fixing the effective diffusion constant and the
bleach-spot radius at values typical for our biological FRAPs.
We identified three large domains of k*2on, k2off where at
least one of the approximate solutions was reasonably accurate, and a fourth domain where only the full solution described the FRAP recovery (Fig. 4 A).
Since we had found above that the Radial Binding Model
for localized binding was a reasonable approximation to the
Axial and Radial Binding Model, we also asked whether the

Different limiting FRAP behaviors at a cluster of
localized binding sites
Several previous studies have demonstrated that FRAPs
could sometimes be reduced to simpler equations, defining
limiting behaviors in the general equations (4,5,8,9,14).
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Radial Binding Model would exhibit comparable simplified
domains. To investigate this, we derived equations corresponding to the different limiting behaviors outlined above
(see section C in the Appendix for the derivations, and the
second to fourth rows in Table 1 for the solutions). We
compared the solutions for these limiting behaviors to the
solutions for the full-model version of the Radial Binding
Model (first row, Table 1) over the same range of biologically relevant rate constants examined above. We found a
comparable domain structure (Fig. 4 B) as determined above
for the Axial and Radial Binding Model. These results
demonstrate that although it is simplified, the Radial Binding
Model possesses an analogous pattern of limiting behaviors
as found for the Axial and Radial Binding Model, and so
further support the utility of the Radial Binding Model for
FRAP analysis at localized binding sites.
Interestingly, the resultant distribution of idealized domains for FRAPs at localized binding sites resembles that
previously identified for FRAPs at homogeneously and globally distributed binding sites (compare Fig. 4, A and B, to
Fig. 2 D in Sprague et al. (8)), even though the two models
yield entirely different FRAP curves for the same k*2on, k2off
(Fig. 2 C). This similarity in domain structure was not
necessarily expected because the spatially localized binding
model is based on an entirely different geometry, namely a
cluster of one type of binding site overlaid on a much larger

suffices. Binding parameters (k*2on, k2off) were varied from 105 to 105
while holding the effective diffusion constant and the bleach-spot radius
constant at typical values (D1eff ¼ 1.2 mm2/s, R0 ¼ 1 mm). This subdivided
(k*2on, k2off) parameter space into the four regions shown. (A fifth region
defined by the black hatched zone was uncomputable due to memory
limitations in the numerical analysis; see Fig. 8 and the associated subsection
on model validation in section B of the Appendix). The lines separating the
domains correspond to a difference of one for the summed residuals
calculated at 200 equally spaced time points for the full-model FRAP curve
compared to the limiting behavior FRAP curve. The resultant simplified
domains define whether localized binding parameters can be measured
(outside the negligible specific binding domain), whether diffusion contributes significantly to the FRAP (outside the reaction-dominant domain), and
whether independent estimates of the binding parameters can be extracted
(outside the local-equilibrium domain). (B) A comparable procedure was
performed with the Radial Binding Model using the full solution for this
model (first row in Table 1) compared to the solutions for limiting behaviors
(second to fourth rows in Table 1). A comparable domain structure was
detected, indicating that the simpler Radial Binding Model still captures the
essential behaviors present in the more complex Axial and Radial Binding
Model. (This model also yielded an uncomputable zone defined again by the
black hatched region in which the inverse Laplace transform for the local
equilibrium model could not be computed). (C) Times for FRAP recoveries
at localized binding sites were calculated as a function of location in (k*2on,
k2off) parameter space for the Radial Binding Model (time in seconds to
reach 99% of complete recovery is shown on the contour lines). FRAP
recoveries lasting several minutes were found in domains where diffusion
contributes significantly, namely in the full-model and local-equilibrium
domains. With the same bleach-spot size, a diffusing molecule such as GFP
would fully recover in ,1 s. Therefore, despite this significant difference in
recovery time, diffusion may still contribute substantively to many slow
FRAP recoveries.

FIGURE 4 Simplified domains for FRAP at localized binding sites. (A)
We generated solutions for limiting behaviors of the Axial and Radial
Binding Model (see section B in the Appendix). Then we asked when these
simplified solutions were good approximations to the full solution of the
Axial and Radial Binding Model. A good match between the two predicted
FRAP curves indicates that for the binding parameters used, the FRAP data
are well approximated by the limiting behavior, and so this simpler solution
Biophysical Journal 91(4) 1169–1191
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region throughout which diffusion (or effective diffusion)
occurs. In contrast, the situation for globally distributed
binding sites is much simpler. There is only one type of site,
and it is distributed uniformly throughout the entire region.
Nevertheless, despite the increase in complexity accompanying spatially localized binding, the distribution of simplified domains as a function of rate constants is preserved.
Given this similarity of both the domains and their distribution between the spatially localized and globally distributed binding models, a number of the general conclusions
drawn about global binding (8,17) can now be extended to
FRAPs at a spatially localized cluster of binding sites. These
are: 1), the contribution of diffusion to a FRAP recovery can
be safely ignored only in the reaction-dominant domain,
where the expected time for diffusion across the bleach spot is
much faster than the expected time for binding (and so
diffusion is effectively instantaneous on the timescale of the
FRAP recovery). This idealized behavior occupies ;1/3 of
the region of rate-constant parameter space where binding
parameters can be estimated (Fig. 4, A and B). Thus diffusion
is expected to contribute to the majority (;2/3) of FRAP
recoveries at a cluster of binding sites, given typical values
for effective diffusion and bleach spot size. Although these
proportions are rough estimates because they depend on the
specific values for the diffusion constant and bleach-spot size,
the results nevertheless point to the importance of carefully
considering diffusion’s role in a FRAP at a cluster of binding
sites. 2), Long FRAP recoveries do not necessarily reflect
reaction-dominant behavior, as is often presumed. By
computing the time for complete recovery as a function of
k*2on, k2off, we find that FRAP recoveries of up to 4 min. can
occur at localized binding sites in domains where diffusion
contributes substantively (Fig. 4 C), even though a FRAP of a
freely diffusing molecule would be complete in ;1 s. 3), Fits
to FRAP data can be subjected to a consistency check based
on the estimated rate constants. Essentially, the predicted rate
constants should lie in the appropriate domain in k*2on, k2off

parameter space consistent with the type of model used to fit
the data (see Table 2 for details). These constraints may be
used to rule out incorrect models for a cluster of binding sites
that nevertheless yield a good fit. 4), FRAP recoveries lying
in the local-equilibrium domain will not yield independent


estimates for k2on
; k2off , but rather only the ratio k2on
=k2off :
This is because the local-equilibrium solution for a cluster of

binding sites depends only on the ratio k2on
=k2off (see Table 1;
fourth row and the definition for g 2eff in Table 4).
Effects of ignoring either diffusion or
local equilibrium behavior on binding
parameter estimation
In most current localized-site FRAP models, diffusion has
been presumed to be fast and negligible. This simplification
is invoked based on the fact that FRAP recoveries for GFPtagged proteins typically last much longer than those for free
diffusion, as assayed by a FRAP of unconjugated GFP. However, as shown in the domain analysis above, recoveries of
up to 4 min often involve a role for diffusion (Fig. 4 C).
Moreover, we found that for typical values of the effectivediffusion constant and the bleach-spot radius, many FRAP
recoveries at a cluster of binding sites are expected to depend
on diffusion (Fig. 4 A).
To calculate errors introduced by improperly ignoring
diffusion, we generated FRAP curves using the Axial and
Radial Binding Model in domains where the recovery was
expected to depend on diffusion (the local-equilibrium domain
and the full-model domain as defined in Fig. 4, A and B). We
then attempted to fit these FRAP data with a reactiondominant form of the Axial and Radial Binding Model
produced simply by setting the free diffusion constant to a
very large value (see section B in the Appendix). This
reaction-dominant form is therefore equivalent to models
that presume diffusion is so rapid that it can be ignored.
When improperly applied to FRAP data that actually

TABLE 2 Consistency checks
Model domain
Reaction dominant

Full model

Local equilibrium

Constraints on parameter estimates

2on

 



k =g 1eff
2
. 0:005; k2on =g1eff # ð0:03Þ D1eff =R0
k2off


  



k2on =g1eff
2
2
. 0:1; ð0:03Þ D1eff =R0 , k2on =g1eff , ð50Þ D1eff =R0
k2off

 



k2on
=g1eff
2
. 0:1; k2onfullmodel =g 1eff . ð50Þ D1eff =R0
k2off

Consistency checks derived from the Radial Binding Model. The parameters estimated by each type of fit should satisfy the constraints shown. These
constraints are derived from the structure of the simplified domains (Fig. 4, A and B). The first constraint in the second column ensures that the estimated

binding parameters place the solution outside of the negligible-binding domain. The second constraint in this column ensures that k2on
is of the proper

magnitude to place the solution in the correct simplified domain. Note that for the local equilibrium constraint, k2on
is annotated as ‘‘full model’’. The local


=k2off ; but a full-model fit should produce a series of nearly equivalent fits to the same data yielding a series of k2on
equilibrium fit produces only the ratio k2on
values that satisfy the inequality.
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depended on diffusion, this reaction-dominant model nevertheless yielded fairly respectable fits to the diffusiondependent data, but the binding parameters estimated were
off by almost two orders of magnitude (Fig. 5 A). These poor
estimates often produced k*2on estimates that were too large
to be in the reaction-dominant domain (see Fig. 5 A legend
and Table 2 for details), and so could be ruled out by this
consistency check, if it were applied. We conclude that
improperly ignoring diffusion’s role in localized binding can
lead to serious errors that might otherwise be identified by
applying the appropriate consistency check.
We also considered the consequences of improperly
ignoring the constraints imposed by the local-equilibrium
domain for a cluster of binding sites. For this, we generated a
FRAP curve using the Axial and Radial Binding Model in
a domain that we identified as local equilibrium from Fig.
4 A. Then we decreased both k*2on and k2off by an order of
magnitude, and used the same Axial and Radial Binding
Model to generate a second FRAP curve that nevertheless
yielded an excellent fit to the first curve (Fig. 5 B). Indeed,
we found that many pairs of (k*2on, k2off) values yielded
excellent fits to the original data, with the set of successful
(k*2on, k2off) values describing a line in the log-log plot of
rate constants (dotted black line in Fig. 5 C). This line of
good fits corresponds to the constant ratio k*2on/k2off that is
the only parameter that can be estimated in the local equilibrium domain. We conclude that it is critical to demonstrate
that FRAP data from a cluster of localized binding sites are
not in the local-equilibrium domain before assigning unique
values to k*2on and k2off, otherwise meaningless, independent estimates of rate constants can result.

Effects of ignoring proximity to an
impermeable boundary
Both the Axial and Radial Binding Model and the simpler
Radial Binding Model presume that the binding site cluster is
at the center of the nucleus. This is, however, rarely the case
either for the MMTV array (Fig. 1 E) or for other typical
binding site clusters. To evaluate the effects of an off-center
location, we used the Off-Center Radial Binding Model to
position the cluster of binding sites at an arbitrary position
within the nucleus (Fig. 6, A and B).
We varied k*2on, k2off over a wide range of values, and then
compared FRAP curves for a 2-mm-diameter binding site
cluster located either at the nuclear center or 5 mm distant from

FIGURE 5 Consequences of ignoring either diffusion or local equilibrium
behavior. (A) To investigate the impact of improperly neglecting diffusion,
we used the Axial and Radial Binding Model and generated FRAP curves
using binding parameters that would produce recoveries that depended on
diffusion (either from the full model or the local equilibrium domains).
These diffusion-dependent recoveries were then fit using the simplified
solution of the Axial and Radial Binding Model that ignored diffusion (the
reaction-dominant solution). We found we could obtain decent fits with this
approach, but estimates of the binding parameters were often in error by
almost two orders of magnitude (true parameters in black text, estimated
parameters in red text). This improper fit could in fact be rejected by
the
applying
 reaction-dominant

 consistency check in Table 2, namely that

k2on
=g 1eff # ð0:01Þ D1eff =R20 : For the reaction-dominant fit here,
g1eff ¼ 4; D1eff ¼ 1:2 mm2/s and R20 ¼ 1 mm. Therefore, the estimated



value for k2on
must satisfy k2on
# 0:02 s1, which is violated by the k2on
estimate of 6.3 s1 (red text). (B) To investigate the consequences of
ignoring the constraints imposed by local-equilibrium behavior, we
generated FRAP data within this domain using the Axial and Radial Binding
Model. We were able to achieve excellent fits to these data using the same
model and a range of other binding parameters. Shown here is a case where

the binding rates differ by an order of magnitude (purple versus orange text),
but even larger differences were possible as long as the ratio k*2on/k2off was
kept constant. (C) A constant ratio k*2on/k2off ¼ 100 yields the equation
log(k*2on)  log(k2off) ¼ 2, which produces a line of slope 11 (dotted black
line) in the log-log plot of rate constants. All points along this line yield
virtually identical FRAP curves demonstrating that independent estimates of
the rate constants cannot be obtained in the local equilibrium domain.
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the center (i.e., 2.5 mm from the nuclear membrane). The two
FRAP curves were essentially identical for values of k*2on,
k2off lying within the reaction-dominant domain, but became
increasingly different as k*2on increased and the FRAP curves
entered first the full model domain and eventually the local
equilibrium domain (Fig. 6 C). Within these domains, clusters
closer to the impermeable nuclear membrane always showed
slower recoveries (Fig. 6 D), consistent with a previous
analysis of the effects of an impermeable boundary on a purely
diffusive FRAP recovery (6). These slower recoveries reflect a
decrease in the diffusive flux into the bleach spot due to the
nearby impermeable boundary (6). However, for a reactiondominant scenario, this difference in diffusive flux should be
restricted to only the earliest time points, and so as we observed
for these recoveries, the effect of proximity to the impermeable
boundary should be negligible. In sum, our results indicate that
only FRAP recoveries in the full model or local equilibrium

regimes will be significantly retarded by their proximity to an
impermeable boundary.
We evaluated the consequences of ignoring this boundary
effect by using the analytical solution of the Radial Binding
Model to fit the FRAP recoveries generated by the OffCenter Radial Binding Model for the worst-case scenario,
namely FRAP data in the local equilibrium domain. As
expected, when the displacement from the nuclear center was
zero, the Off-Center Radial Binding Model yielded an
identical FRAP recovery as the Radial Binding Model, and
the fit of the Radial Binding Model yielded the same rate
constants as the ‘‘true’’ values used to generate the FRAP
curve by the Off-Center Radial Binding Model (data not
shown). However, as displacement from the nuclear center
increased and the binding site cluster came closer to the
nuclear membrane, the fits became less accurate as did the
estimates of the binding parameters (Fig. 6, E and F). This

FIGURE 6 Effects of a nearby impermeable boundary. (A) The Radial Binding Model accounts for a localized cluster
of specific binding sites centered in the
middle of the cell. (B) The Off-Center
Radial Binding Model allows the binding
site cluster to be positioned at an arbitrary
radial distance D from the cell center. (C)
Comparison of FRAP curves predicted
by these two models shows little difference when the FRAP recovery is in the
reaction-dominant domain (RD), but increasing disparities arise through the full
model domain (FM) reaching a plateau in
the local equilibrium domain. Boundaries
between the domains are shown with
dotted lines extracted from Fig. 4 B.
Shown are the sum of the squared
residuals between the Radial Binding
Model FRAP curve and the Off-Center
Radial Binding Model FRAP curve with
D ¼ 5 mm at a constant k*2on/k2off ratio of
100. (D) FRAP recoveries in the full
model or local equilibrium domain (the
latter case is shown here) slow down as
the binding site cluster moves closer to
the impermeable boundary. (E) The
FRAP recovery in panel D for D ¼
2.5 mm fit with the Radial Binding Model
resulting in a slight overestimate of the
true ratio k*2on/k2off. (F) The FRAP
recovery in panel D for D ¼ 5.0 mm fit
with the Radial Binding Model resulting
in a 50% overestimate of the true ratio
k*2on/k2off.
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error in estimating k*2on/k2off was ;50% for a case corresponding to the average MMTV array location at ;5 mm
from the nuclear center (Fig. 6 F). Despite the fact that errors
arise due to ignoring an impermeable boundary, the errors
are considerably smaller than those produced by other simplifications, such as ignoring either the role of diffusion, the
constraints of the local equilibrium domain, or the localization of specific binding sites.

Using GFP-GR FRAP data from the MMTV array, we
achieved a good fit with the local-equilibrium version of the
Axial and Radial Binding Model, using a single free
parameter, namely the ratio k*2on/k2off ¼ 2.3 (Fig. 7 A).
We also achieved a good fit with the local equilibrium form
of the Radial Binding Model, again just using a single free
parameter, in this case yielding the estimate k*2on/k2off ¼ 2.5
(Fig. 7 B). Note that as expected from our analysis above, the
difference in this estimate of k*2on/k2off (2.3 vs. 2.5) is well
within an order of magnitude.
We next subjected these fits to a consistency check. We
used the full-model form of the Axial and Radial Binding
Model to fit the FRAP data. This model should be able to fit all
FRAP data from a localized binding site cluster regardless of
whether it lies in a simplified domain or not, but as we show
here this fit can be used to confirm the assignment to a
simplified domain. We found that the full model version of the
Axial and Radial Binding Model actually yielded a family of
good-fitting curves for which the sum of residuals between the
fit and the experimental data was negligibly different. All of
these good fits shared the property that k*2on/k2off ¼ 2.3 (data
not shown), consistent with the local equilibrium constraint
that only this ratio is determined by the data. Further, nearly all
of the successful fits yielded k*2on values that were in the local
equilibrium domain as defined by the constraints in Table 2.
We conclude that the current MMTV FRAP data are in the

Application to GFP-GR FRAP recoveries at the
MMTV promoter sites
To fit experimental FRAP data from the MMTV array, we
used both the Axial and Radial Binding Model (Fig. 3 A and
section B in the Appendix) and the Radial Binding Model
(Fig. 3 B and section C in the Appendix). Calculation of a
single FRAP curve required ;5 min for the Axial and Radial
Binding Model and ;1 s for the Radial Binding Model.
Unfortunately, finding a good fit took longer because we
generated a large number of FRAP curves (at least 500) to
find the one producing the closest match to the experimental
data (see Models section). For this reason, the fitting procedure required ;1 min with the Radial Binding Model, and
;1 day with the Axial and Radial Binding Model. These
times could be dramatically shortened if a more efficient
fitting procedure were identified.

FIGURE 7 Fitting FRAP of GFP-GR
at the MMTV array. (A) The FRAP
recovery curve for GFP-GR at the
MMTV array (average of 10 experiments) was well fit with the local
equilibrium form of the Axial and
Radial Binding Model. This fit was
obtained with a single free parameter,

namely the ratio k2on
=k2off ; which was
estimated by the fit to be 2.3. All other
parameters in the model were fixed at
measured values (see Fig. 1 E). (B) The
same experimental GFP-GR recovery
curve was also well fit with the localequilibrium version of the Radial Binding Model (fourth row, Table 1), again
with a single free parameter yielding a
second estimate of the binding constant

ratio of k2on
=k2off ¼ 2:5: (C) Experimental FRAPs on a set of arrays whose
centers were either 0.5–1.0 mm away
from nucleoli or 1.7–3.0 mm away from
nucleoli. No significant difference was
detected. Error bars have been omitted
for clarity, but are comparable to those
in panels A and B. (D) Although only
the ratio k*2on/k2off can be estimated
from these local equilibrium data, a
lower bound on the off rate is available
based on the structure of the domain space. The estimate k*2on/k2off ¼ 1.7 defines a series of points along the thick black line, each of which is consistent with
the experimental FRAP data. At the star, this line intersects the contour line specifying the boundary separating the local-equilibrium domain from the fullmodel domain (see also Fig. 4, A and B). Therefore, the thick black line cannot be extrapolated beyond this boundary, otherwise the experimental data would
not have been fit by the local-equilibrium form of the model. Thus the smallest value for k2off is given by the location of the star, yielding k2off . 10.8 ¼ 6 s1.
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local equilibrium domain and that only the ratio k*2on/k2off can
be reliably estimated.
These self-consistent results from the modeling analysis
were satisfying; however, we wondered how the estimates of
k*2on/k2off might be affected by ‘‘real-life’’ complications,
specifically the off-center position of the array and the presence of nucleoli near the array. The Axial and Radial Binding Model and the Radial Binding Model both presume a
central location of the array surrounded by a homogeneous
distribution of ‘‘nonspecific’’ GR binding sites. In reality,
MMTV arrays are distributed throughout the nucleus with an
average radial location of ;5 mm from the nuclear center,
and are often very near nucleoli.
To account for the off-center location of the array, we
used the analysis of FRAP recoveries produced by the OffCenter Radial Binding Model. Comparing this model to the
Radial Binding Model, we showed above (Fig. 6 F) that the
Radial Binding Model will overestimate k*2on/k2off by ;50%
for a binding site cluster that is ;5 mm from the nuclear
center. This example (Fig. 6 F) corresponds precisely to the
array data, as both the Radial Binding Model in Fig. 6 F and
the array data yield k*2on/k2off ¼ 2.5 instead of the ‘‘true’’
k*2on/k2off ¼ 1.7. Thus to account for the array’s off-center
location, the ratio k*2on/k2off ¼ 2.5 should be corrected to 1.7.
All of the models analyzed in this study ignore the
presence of nucleoli in the vicinity of the array, and instead
presume that the concentration of fluorescence surrounding
the array is uniform before the bleach and that the diffusion
and binding properties of the nucleoplasm surrounding the
array are homogeneous. However, compared to the rest of
the nucleoplasm, nucleoli contain little or no GFP-GR. This
could arise because there may be very few binding sites for
GR within nucleoli, or because nucleoli might be fairly impermeable to GR, or some combination of these two factors.
Fewer GR binding sites within nucleoli should lead to faster
FRAP recoveries near nucleoli because GR diffusion through
the neighboring nucleolus would be less retarded by binding
interactions. Conversely, a less permeable nucleolus should
lead to slower FRAP recoveries near nucleoli due to slower
diffusion of GR through the nucleolus.
To test the impact of nucleoli on GR recoveries at the
MMTV array, we performed FRAPs first on one set of arrays
whose centers were 0.5–1.0 mm away from nucleoli, and
second on another set of arrays whose centers were 1.7–
3.0 mm away from nucleoli. Since arrays are ;1 mm in radius,
all of the arrays from the first data set directly contacted
nucleoli while none of the arrays in the second data set did. We
expected to detect some difference between these two sets of
FRAP data, at least at early time points, if the nucleolus either
slows down or speeds up the FRAP recovery. However, the
measured recoveries from the two data sets were within
experimental error at all time points (Fig. 7 C). This suggests
that the nucleolus has at best a modest effect on the FRAP
recovery, perhaps because the properties of the nucleolus
counteract each other, or because cell-to-cell variability

overshadows small differences arising from nucleoli. We
conclude that the estimate of k*2on/k2off ¼ 1.7 for the MMTV
array is not significantly altered by the presence of nucleoli.
This estimate of k*2on/k2off for the array enables an estimate of an in vivo binding constant. Using GFP-tagged viral
particles, we have previously determined that on average
;900 of the possible 1200 GFP-GR binding sites at the
MMTV array are occupied (18). Therefore, there are ;300
free binding sites at the array, which permits an estimate of
S2eq, the equilibrium concentration of free binding sites at
the array. Using our measurements of the array volume
(V ¼ pR20  2Z0 ¼ 2:3 mm3), we obtain S2eq ; 220 nM.
Since k*2on/k2off ¼ (k2on/k2off)S2eq ¼ (1/Kd)S2eq we arrive at
an order of magnitude estimate for the binding dissociation
constant, Kd ; 107 M for GFP-GR binding to MMTV.
Although we cannot extract independent estimates of
k*2on or k2off from these FRAP data, we can use the structure
of the domain space (Fig. 4, A and B) to obtain a rough
upper-bound estimate of the GFP-GR residence time at the
MMTV promoter. This is because local-equilibrium behavior imposes a lower bound of ;6 s1 for k2off (see Fig. 7 D).
Since the residence time is given by t R ¼ 1/k2off, a lower
bound of 6 s1 for k2off yields an upper bound for the
GFP-GR residence time at the MMTV promoter of ;170 ms.

DISCUSSION
Models for FRAP analysis at localized
binding sites
We have analyzed models for FRAP recoveries at a single
cluster of binding sites that extend current techniques for the
evaluation of such data. The Radial Binding Model incorporates the effects of diffusion and binding and also accounts
for finite, impermeable cell boundaries. Using this model
implemented on a PC, a FRAP curve could be computed in
,1 s. The Axial and Radial Binding Model further extends
this analysis by incorporating the effects of a finite axial
height for the region of localized binding sites. Although
more realistic, this model is considerably slower, requiring
;5 min to generate a FRAP curve. A second disadvantage of
this approach is that it also requires specialized numericalanalysis software (FEMLAB).
Even though the Radial Binding Model presumed an axial
zone of localized binding extending throughout the entire
nucleus, we could still use this model to achieve ‘‘good’’ fits
of simulated FRAP data generated from the Axial and Radial
Binding Model, which accounted for not only the radial but
also the axial restriction in localized binding. By ‘‘good’’ fit,
we mean that we could find a FRAP curve using the Radial
Binding Model that nearly overlapped the one produced by
the Axial and Radial Binding Model. The parameters estimated from this fit were in all cases less than an order of
magnitude different from the true parameters used to produce
the FRAP curve in the Axial and Radial Binding Model. This
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when FRAP data are in the local-equilibrium domain before
assigning unique values to the on and off rates.
Importantly, these preceding features echo those that we
found for FRAPs at homogeneously and globally distributed
binding sites (8), and they are also similar to observations of
Beaudouin et al. (14) for a heterogeneous distribution of
binding sites. This suggests that these features are generic to
all FRAP analyses.

suggests that the faster and more easily implemented Radial
Binding Model might still be used in many cases to achieve
order of magnitude estimates of binding parameters, even
though it ignores the restricted height of the localized binding zone. This result is consistent with the observation that a
two-dimensional FRAP analysis also yields reasonable estimates for binding parameters obtained for the heterogeneous
three-dimensional distribution of certain chromatin associated proteins (14). Our results, however, demonstrate that
there are limits to this simplification, for example as the
binding strength increases so too do the errors in parameter
estimation. An additional cautionary note is that our results
are only valid for a single binding site cluster like the MMTV
array that occupies ;50% or more of the nuclear height.
Further numerical analysis would be required to quantify the
errors introduced for a smaller cluster, such as a centrosome,
which may occupy ,10% of the nuclear height, or for
multiple clusters such as nuclear pores, which may be close
enough together to influence each other.

Comparison of analytical
and numerical approaches
In this study, we employed parallel numerical and analytical
approaches. For ultimate precision, numerical models are
preferable since they can incorporate all essential features of
the real experiment. We used our numerical analysis to account both for the effects of a restricted axial height of
localized binding sites and for the effects of proximity to an
impermeable boundary. In a more general numerical approach, Beaudoin et al. (14) account for FRAPs arising from
an arbitrary distribution of binding sites that can be measured
directly from the image data.
These numerical methods can also be used for additional
future tests of the many assumptions still present in most
FRAP models. These assumptions often overlook the complicated geometries of real bleaching patterns (19), the finite
time involved in bleaching (6,20,21), and the methods for
correcting the unintentional bleaching that occurs during the
measurement of the FRAP recovery (6,22). Given all of these
approximations, we believe that our current measured values
for binding parameters are likely to be order-of-magnitude
estimates at best. As further refinements in these numerical
methods are implemented, additional improper assumptions
can be identified and remedied, ultimately enabling more
precise estimates of binding parameters.
While a numerical approach offers many advantages, the
analytical approach also has merit. From a practical standpoint,
analytical solutions are much faster to compute, in our case, by
more than two orders of magnitude. Typically, an analytical
approach also provides more insights into the structure and
general behavior of a model. For FRAP this has led to the identification of limiting behaviors, and these in turn have generated
the consistency checks on estimated parameters. Finally, analytical solutions provide test cases to validate numerical models,
which often suffer from implementation defects. In this way, we
identified a defect in the initial implementation of our numerical
method (see section B and C in the Appendix).

Insights provided by a knowledge of limiting
FRAP behaviors at localized sites
We also investigated several additional assumptions that are
often made in fitting FRAP data at localized binding sites. A
role for diffusion is frequently ignored, first because FRAP
recoveries of many GFP fusion proteins are much slower than
those for unconjugated GFP, and second because the spatially
localized cluster of specific binding sites occupies a small
domain in which diffusion should occur rapidly. We found
however that these presumptions are often incorrect: FRAP
recovery times within a cluster of localized binding sites may
last several minutes and still involve diffusion. Based on
typical parameters for cellular binding, bleach-spot diameter
and diffusion, we estimate that a sizeable proportion (perhaps
as much as 2/3) of FRAP recoveries at a cluster of binding
sites are likely to involve diffusion. Moreover, we demonstrate here that improperly ignoring this role for diffusion at
the binding site cluster will have serious consequences
leading to very poor estimates of the binding parameters.
A second common assumption in all FRAP models at
localized sites is that independent estimates of the on and off
rates of binding can be recovered. Using the models for a
binding site cluster, we showed that in a simplified domain
that we called local equilibrium, the FRAP recovery depended only on the ratio of these rates. If we improperly
ignored this constraint, we found that the models could
produce vastly different estimates for these rates. These radically different estimates still yielded a constant ratio, which
is the only parameter that can be accurately estimated in the
local-equilibrium domain. This domain can be recognized
using the inequalities in Table 2, or simply by checking to
see if a series of equally good fits can be achieved for different on and off rates that are constrained to yield a constant
ratio. Our results underscore the importance of determining

Application of the models to transcription factor
binding at a promoter
We have applied these models to the analysis of FRAP
recoveries at a tandem array of MMTV promoters. We found
that FRAPs at this site were well fit by the local equilibrium
solutions of both the Axial and Radial Binding Model and the
Radial Binding Model. These fits passed the consistency
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checks enforced by the domain structure of the models.
Namely, the full-model solution yielded a set of nearly equivalent fits in the local-equilibrium domain each with the same
ratio k*2on/k2off, and the local-equilibrium solution itself
yielded a good fit demonstrating that only the ratio k*2on/
k2off could be determined.
We could obtain good fits for the MMTV FRAP data with
the Axial and Radial Binding Model or the Radial Binding
Model using only a single free parameter, namely the ratio
k*2on/k2off. The predicted ratio differed only by ;10% between these two models, consistent with our detailed comparison of these alternate approaches. This ratio was found to be
an overestimate by ;50% based on the proximity of the
average array to the impermeable nuclear membrane, leading
to a final estimate of k*2on/k2off ¼ 1.7. With this ratio
combined with an earlier estimate of the number of free
binding sites at the MMTV array (18), we could calculate an
in vivo binding dissociation constant for GR at MMTV of
Kd ; 107 M. This first in vivo estimate indicates weaker
binding than previous in vitro estimates, which have ranged
from Kd ; 108–1010 (23,24). This may reflect the fact that
the in vitro estimates were obtained using naked DNA and a
truncated GR molecule that contained primarily the DNA
binding domain, while our in vivo estimates are based on an
intact GFP-GR molecule interacting with chromatin in the
ionic environment found within a living nucleus.
Since the FRAP data for GFP-GR were in the localequilibrium domain, we could not obtain independent estimates of k*2on and k2off. However, we could deduce an
approximate lower bound estimate for k2off of 6 s1, which
led to an upper bound estimate of ;170 ms for the GFP-GR
residence time at the MMTV promoter. This estimate of an in
vivo residence was derived indirectly from the domain
structure of the model, rather than from a direct estimate of
k2off based exclusively on the FRAP curve. As a result, this
value should be treated with caution until more direct estimates of k2off can be achieved. Nevertheless, it seems safe to
conclude that the in vivo GR residence time will be significantly shorter than in vitro estimates, which have been
as long as 108 min (23). Shorter in vitro residence times
(;20 s) however have been measured as the concentration of

r # R0

and

R0 , r # Rb

jzj # Z0

or

Z0 , jzj# Zb

nonspecific DNA present in the in vitro reaction is increased
to 22 mg/ml (24), at which point the temporal resolution of the
in vitro gel-shift assay is reached. The concentration of DNA
within the nucleus (;10 mg/ml) greatly exceeds these in vitro
concentrations, and so this might contribute to the faster in
vivo residence times that we measured. However, other
cellular factors may also be at play, as the environment of the
nucleus is far more complicated than the simple conditions
used in the in vitro assays. The tools developed here will be
useful for identifying these various cellular factors and their
influence on GR binding to MMTV in live cells.
Regardless of the factors influencing transient binding, our
current in vivo estimate for the GR residence time suggests
that the binding interaction is quite rapid. In the simplest
model for transcription, the full transcription complex including coactivators, remodelers, and the polymerase might
be assembled during the GR residence time at the promoter.
Alternatively, partial and progressive assembly of the complex may occur with repeated visits of GR to this site (25). The
procedures developed here can now be used to help distinguish between such models by determining if most other
factors at the promoter exhibit comparable or vastly different
residence times.
APPENDIX OVERVIEW
The Appendix is divided into four sections. In section A, we show how the
FRAP equations for binding at the MMTV promoter sites can be reduced to
a simpler set when the nucleoplasmic sites exhibit effective diffusion. In
section B, we explain how these equations are solved numerically for the
Axial and Radial Binding Model and its three simplified domains, and we
provide some validation of the numerical analysis. In section C, we derive
analytical solutions for the Radial Binding Model and its corresponding
three simplified domains. We also discuss our numerical implementation of
the Off-Center Radial Binding Model using a Cartesian coordinate system.
In section D, we derive the analytical solution for the Global Binding Model.
For convenience, we list in Table 3 all variables used in the models, and in
Table 4 all parameters derived from these variables.

APPENDIX A: REDUCTION OF THE MODEL
EQUATIONS WHEN THE NUCLEOPLASMIC
SITES EXHIBIT EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION
Equation 2 in the text is:

8
@f
2


>
>
> ¼ Df =r;z f  k1on f 1 k1off c1  k2on f 1 k2off c2
>
>
@t
>
<
@c1

¼ k1on f  k1off c1
>
@t
>
>
>
>
> @c2 ¼ k  f  k c
:
2off 2
2on
@t
8
@f
>
2

>
< ¼ Df =r;z f  k1on f 1 k1off c1
@t
>
@c

>
: 1 ¼ k1on
f  k2off c1
:
@t

(4)
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@ðf 1 c1 Þ @ðg1eff f Þ
¼
Z0 , jzj # Zb
@t
@t


Df
2
2
¼ Df =r;z f ¼
= ðg f Þ:
(7)
g1eff r;z 1eff

TABLE 3 Variables and basic nomenclature
Name
t
p
S1
S1eq
k1on
k1off
C1
c1
S2
S2eq
k2on
k2off
C2
c2
F
f
Df
R0
Rb
Z0
Zb

R0 , r # Rb

Meaning
Time
Laplace transform variable
Nonlocalized binding sites
Equilibrium concentration of unoccupied nonlocalized binding sites
On rate at the nonlocalized binding sites
Off rate at the nonlocalized binding sites
Fluorescent molecules bound to S1 binding sites
Concentration of fluorescent molecules bound to S1 binding sites
Localized binding sites
Equilibrium concentration of unoccupied localized binding sites
On rate at the localized binding sites
Off rate at the localized binding sites
Fluorescent molecules bound to S2 binding sites
Concentration of fluorescent molecules bound to S2 binding sites
Freely diffusing fluorescent molecules
Concentration of freely diffusing fluorescent molecules
Free diffusion constant
Radius of both the localized binding region and of the bleach spot
Radius of the cell nucleus
Half-height of the localized binding zone
Half-height of the cell nucleus

The term f 1c1 ¼ g 1eff f is the sum of the free and bound fluorescence in the
nucleoplasm, and therefore equals the total fluorescence measured in a
FRAP recovery due to the nucleoplasm. By defining an apparent free species
f1eff and an effective diffusion constant D1eff :

f1eff ¼ g 1eff f

and

jzj # Z0


R0 , r # Rb

R0 , r # Rb

or

Z0 , jzj # Zb

(8)

or

Z0 , jzj # Zb

@f1eff
2
¼ D1eff =r;z f1eff :
@t
(9)

This is the diffusion equation, and therefore demonstrates how the nucleoplasmic fluorescence (free plus bound) behaves as a diffusing species with
diffusion constant D1eff.
A similar strategy can be applied to the first three equations of Eq. 4
yielding a reduction in the number of these equations from three to two,
dependent now on f1eff and D1eff.

8
 

@f
>
< 1eff ¼ D1eff =2r;z f1eff  k2on
=g 1eff f1eff 1 k2off c2
@t


>
: @c2 ¼ k =g 1eff f1eff  k2off c2 :
2on
@t

These equations can be simplified when the nucleoplasmic sites (S1)
exhibit effective diffusion. We have shown that this occurs for bleach spot
sizes of ;1 mm radius (8). Since the MMTV array is also of ;1 mm radius,
effective diffusion can be used to model the nucleoplasmic sites both within
and outside this zone. Adding the last two equations from Eq. 4 for the
nucleoplasmic sites yields:



and D1eff ¼ Df =g1eff ;

we can rewrite Eq. 7 as:

The names and definitions of all variables and directly related parameters
used in the models.

r # R0

or

(10)

Thus the effective diffusion behavior of the nucleoplasm reduces the five
equations of Eq. 4 to the three equations of Eqs. 9 and 10. Two equations
disappear because the variables f and c1 are absorbed into a single variable,
the apparent free species f1eff : This yields Eq. 3 in the text.
The initial conditions within the bleach zone are that f1eff ðr; z; 0Þ ¼
c2 ðr; z; 0Þ ¼ 0; since the FRAP data are normalized to zero within this zone.
The initial conditions outside the bleach zone are that f1eff ðr; z; 0Þ ¼ Feq;1eff ;
the equilibrium concentration for f1eff ; since this outer zone is not initially
affected by the bleach. This equilibrium concentration for f1eff is obtained by
setting @c2 =@t ¼ 0 in Eq. 10, yielding:

@f @c1
2
1
¼ Df =r;z f :
@t
@t
(5)



C2eq ¼
The effective diffusion simplification arises when the expected time for
binding at the nucleoplasmic sites (S1) is rapid compared to the expected
time for diffusion across the bleach spot. Under these conditions, the nucleoplasmic binding interaction is locally at equilibrium, yielding ð@c1 =@tÞ  0:

This implies by the last equation in Eq. 4 that c1  ðk1on
=k1off Þf ¼
ðg1eff  1Þf , where:

g1eff ¼ 1 1


1on

k
:
k1off

k2on =g1eff
Feq;1eff :
k2off

(11)

Since the FRAP data are normalized to one, Feq;1eff 1C2eq ¼ 1: Combining
this with Eq. 11 yields:

k2off

Feq;1eff ¼  
k2on =g1eff 1 k2off

and



k =g
C2eq ¼   2on 1eff
:
k2on =g1eff 1 k2off

(6)

The boundary conditions are no flux at r ¼ Rb and jzj ¼ Zb :

Thus substituting into Eq. 5, we obtain:
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TABLE 4 Model parameters
Name

Meaning

Definition


k1on

k2on


k1on

k2on

Association rate constant at the nonlocalized binding sites
Association rate constant at the localized binding sites

g 1eff

Effective diffusion retardation factor accounting for
local equilibrium at S1 binding sites

g2eff

Effective diffusion retardation factor accounting for local equilibrium at S2 binding sites

D1eff

Effective diffusion constant incorporating local equilibrium behavior at S1 binding sites

f1eff

Apparent free species incorporating free fluorescence and local equilibrium behavior
at S1 binding sites

Feq;1eff

Equilibrium concentration of fluorescence in the apparent free species

C2eq

Equilibrium concentration of fluorescence bound to the localized S2 sites

¼ k1on S1eq
¼ k2on S2eq


g1eff ¼ 1 1

k1on
k1off

g2eff ¼ 1 1

k2on
g1eff k2off



D1eff ¼ Df =g1eff
f1eff ¼ f 1 c1 ¼ g 1eff f

Feq;1eff ¼ 

C2eq ¼ 

k2off


k2on
=g 1eff 1 k2off


k2on
=g 1eff

k =g1eff 1 k2off

2on

The names of all derived parameters used in the models, and their definition in terms of either other parameters or the model variables listed in Table 3.

Summarizing, the FRAP problem at a central cluster of binding sites is
defined by:

1. Governing equations:

r # R0

and

R0 , r # Rb

jzj # Z0

or

Z0 , jzj # Zb

8
 

@f1eff
>
2
>
¼ D1eff =r;z f1eff  k2on =g 1eff f1eff 1 k2off c2
<
@t
 

>
@c
>
: 2 ¼ k2on
=g 1eff f1eff  k2off c2
@t

@f1eff
2
¼ D1eff =r;z f1eff :
@t

(13)

2. Initial conditions:

r # R0 and jzj # Z0
R0 , r # Rb or Z0 , jzj # Zb

ff1eff ðr; z; 0Þ ¼ 0 and
ff1eff ðr; z; 0Þ ¼ Feq;1eff :

c2 ðr; z; 0Þ ¼ 0

(14)

3. Boundary conditions:

APPENDIX B: AXIAL AND RADIAL BINDING
MODEL AND ITS SIMPLIFIED DOMAINS
Full model
@f1eff ðRb ; z; tÞ @f1eff ðr; jZb j; tÞ
¼
¼ 0:
@r
@z

Equations 13–15 were solved numerically with FEMLAB version 3.1, using
the mass balance application within the chemical engineering module. An

(15)
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axi-symmetric, two-dimensional cylindrical geometry was created, in which
two fluorescent species existed: an ‘‘effective free’’ species, f1eff, and a
bound species, c2. The parameters were those defined in Fig. 1 E, namely
Rb ¼ 7:5 mm; R0 ¼ 1 mm; Zb ¼ 2:25 mm; Z0 ¼ 1 mm; D1eff ¼ 1:2 mm2 =s;
and g 1eff ¼ 4:0: The time-dependent solver was then used to compute the
total fluorescence, f1eff 1 c2, as a function of time. This quantity was
integrated over the blue cylindrical zone of localized binding illustrated in
Fig. 2 A, and then normalized by dividing it by the final total fluorescence
within the blue cylindrical zone of localized binding.

Outside of the localized sites, the last equation of Eq. 13 still holds, namely:


R0 , r # Rb

To investigate the simplified case when binding at the localized sites was
nonexistent, we set the association rate to be very small and the off rate to be

r # R0 and jzj # Z0
R0 , r # Rb or Z0 , jzj # Zb

Validation of the axial and radial
binding model

To create a reaction-dominant form of the Axial and Radial Binding Model,
the effective diffusion constant D1eff was set very large (108 mm2/s), such
that the effectively diffusing species would equilibrate ‘‘instantaneously’’ in
the 1-mm diameter bleach spot relative to the specific binding rates tested

(maximum association rate constant at the localized sites k2on
was 105 s1).

We tested whether the Axial and Radial Binding Model was correctly
implemented by simplifying it to mimic the Radial Binding Model, which
can be solved analytically (see section C below). We generated a numerical
version of the Radial Binding Model by extending the axial column of
localized sites throughout the height of the nucleus to create a numerical
model with no axial dependence. The FRAP recoveries generated by this
model were then compared to those obtained analytically using the Radial
Binding Model.
Initially we detected some discrepancies between the FRAPs predicted
by each model (Fig. 8 A), despite the adaptations to induce a match between
them. To determine how these discrepancies arose, we compared the
fluorescent intensity distributions at different time points predicted by each
model. These distributions always differed, whether at late (Fig. 8 B) or early
times (Fig. 8 C) after the bleach, with the difference consistently arising around
the boundary defining the transition between the spatially localized binding sites
and the surrounding diffusive zone (also defined as the edge of the bleach spot
in each of the models). By increasing the number of finite elements (the mesh
size) at this boundary in the numerical model, we could always improve and
sometimes even eliminate these differences to produce FRAP curves that
matched those from the analytical model (Fig. 8 D).
However, available memory on the computer ultimately set a limit on the
number of finite elements in the model, and so for a cluster of binding sites of
very high affinity (and therefore sharp discontinuities in fluorescence), the
numerical method failed to produce the sharp discontinuity at the boundary.
Sharp discontinuities in fluorescence are not uncommon for localized
binding sites within cells, or for the bleach-spot patterns that can be
produced by laser scanning confocal microscopes, so an awareness of these
limitations in a finite element implementation is important. However, as
shown in the text, the binding at the MMTV array is not so tight, and so we
do not expect errors in the numerical model to impact our analysis of this
system.
Importantly, for all analyses involving the Axial and Radial Binding
Model, we have used the finest mesh possible at the localized-site boundaries
both radially and axially, and have avoided comparisons at large values of
k*2on/k2off where we know the numerical solution becomes inaccurate.

Local-equilibrium solution
The local-equilibrium version of the Axial and Radial Binding Model was
created by first deriving the appropriate governing differential equations
based on the local-equilibrium assumption for specific binding. Starting with
Eq. 13, a strategy was employed similar to that used for the effective
diffusion simplification of nucleoplasmic binding in Eqs. 5–10. Local
equilibrium at the specific binding sites arises when ð@c2 =@tÞ  0; and so by
the middle equation in Eq. 13:


(16)

where

k2on
:
g1eff k2off

(17)

f1eff 1 c2 ¼ g 2eff f1eff :

(18)

Note then that:

By adding the first two equations of Eq. 13 and employing Eq. 18, we
obtain:


r # R0
¼ g2eff

and jzj # Z0

@ð f1eff 1 c2 Þ
@t

@f1eff
2
¼ D1eff =r;z f1eff :
@t

(21)

where the last equality arises from Eq. 18 and the fact that the FRAP is
normalized to one within the localized binding zone. The boundary
conditions for the local equilibrium case are identical to those in Eq. 15 for
the full equations.

Reaction-dominant solution

g 2eff ¼ 1 1

@f1eff
2
¼ D1eff =r;z f1eff :
@t
(20)

ff1eff ðr; z; 0Þ ¼ 0
ff1eff ðr; z; 0Þ ¼ Feq;1eff ¼ 1=g2eff ;


¼ 105 and k2off ¼ 105 : These rate constants ensure
very high, namely k2on
that fluorescent molecules will never be found at these specific binding sites,
and so there will be no binding at these sites.

k2on
f1eff ¼ ðg 2eff  1Þf1eff ;
g1eff k2off

Z0 , jzj # Zb

Thus the local equilibrium case reduces to Eqs. 19 and 20. To implement
these equations in FEMLAB, the factor g 2eff in Eq. 19 is accounted for
by using a timescale coefficient of g2eff in the inner zone (r # R0
and jzj # Z0 ).
The initial conditions for the local equilibrium equations are obtained by
reduction of the initial conditions for the full equations (Eq. 14). This yields:

Negligible speciﬁc binding solution

c2 ¼

or

(19)
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FIGURE 8 Validating the numerical
analysis used in the Axial and Radial
Binding Model. (A) To confirm that the
numerical models were solved correctly, a numerical solution for the
Radial Binding Model was obtained
and compared to the analytical solution
(Table 1, first row). With our initial
numerical solver protocol, we found a
discrepancy between the two models
that increased as a function of time
during the recovery. This discrepancy
only arose in cases where binding at
the specific sites was very tight (i.e.,
for large values of k*2on/k2off; curves
shown here are for k*2on ¼ 100, k2off ¼
0.01). (B) To investigate the source of
this discrepancy, we examined the
spatial distribution of fluorescence as a
function of time. At the endpoint of the
FRAP, when the fluorescence has
equilibrated, the analytical solution reveals a constant fluorescence within the
zone of specific binding sites, and a
much lower constant fluorescence outside of this zone. The largest discrepancy between the numerical and
analytical solutions is found at the
boundary of the spatially localized
binding sites (at r ¼ 1 mm). (C) A
discrepancy between the analytical and
numerical solutions also arises at early time points in the FRAP recovery. Once again the largest difference is found at the boundary between the localized and
nonlocalized sites. (D) By refining the finite element mesh around the interface (r ¼ 1 mm), we could obtain good agreement between both the radial
distributions of fluorescence (data not shown) and the FRAP recoveries (comparison shown in panel D for k*2on ¼ 100, k2off ¼ 0.01; note that the dashed curve
is essentially superimposed on the solid curve). Here, the grid was refined once at 0 # r # 2; again at 0:75 # r # 1:25; and twice again at 0:9 # r # 1:1; over
all z in each instance. This procedure eliminated the discrepancy between the models except when the binding at the localized sites was extremely tight (k*2on/
k2off . ;30,000), and further mesh refinements became prohibitive due to memory limitations.

(

APPENDIX C: RADIAL BINDING MODEL
AND ITS SIMPLIFIED DOMAINS

r # R0

Full model

 

2
p
u ¼ D1eff =r u  k2on =g 1eff u 1 k2off v 1 Feq;1eff
 

p
v ¼ k2on =g 1eff u  k2off v 1 C2eq
2

R0 , r # Rb fp
u ¼ D1eff =r u:

Equations 13–15 can be solved analytically if we presume that the circular
cluster of binding sites extends throughout the height of the nucleus
(jzj # Zb ). This removes all z dependence from the equations, and permits a
Laplace transform solution.
To obtain this solution, we first make the change of variables u ¼ Feq;1eff 
f1eff and v ¼ C2eq  c2 ; thereby transforming Eqs. 13 and 14 to Eq. 22.
Taking the Laplace transform of Eq. 22 yields Eq. 23:

r # R0

R0 , r # Rb

(23)

Using the second equation, we can solve for v in terms of u:

v ¼

8
 

@u
>
2
>
¼ D1eff =r u  k2on =g1eff u 1 k2off v
<
@t

>
@v  
>
:
¼ k2on =g 1eff u  k2off v
@t

@u
2
¼ D1eff =r u
@t



1  
k2on =g1eff u 1 C2eq :
p 1 k2off

(24)

uðr; 0Þ ¼ Feq;1eff
vðr; 0Þ ¼ C2eq
uðr; 0Þ ¼ 0:

(22)
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1 Feq;1eff
k =g
C2eq

1 1 2on 1eff 
¼ 0:
p
p
p 1 k2off
p 1 k2off

Substituting this into the first equation of Eq. 23, and then rearranging the
first and third equations yields:

r # R0
R0 , r # Rb

2

(30)

2

f=r u  q1 u ¼ V
;
2
2
f=r u  q2 u ¼ 0

Thus Eq. 29 simplifies to:

(25)


frapðpÞ ¼

where




p
k =g
p
2
1 1 2on 1eff ; q2 ¼
;
D1eff
D1eff
p 1 k2off



Feq;1eff
k =g
1 1 2on 1eff :
V¼
D1eff
p 1 k2off

2AFeq;1eff
I1 ðq1 R0 Þ
pq1 R0




k =g
1 1 2on 1eff :
p 1 k2off

(31)

2

q1 ¼

Negligible-binding solution
(26)

When specific binding at the localized sites is negligible, then the entire
domain r # Rb contains only homogeneously distributed nucleoplasmic
binding sites that exhibit effective diffusion behavior. For this simplified
scenario, Eq. 22 reduces to:

Equations 25 and 26 are similar to those we previously derived to describe a
FRAP recovery for globally and homogeneously distributed binding sites
(see Eq. 15 in Sprague et al. (8)) bleached by a circular spot. Following the
strategy outlined in Sprague et al. (8), we can write solutions comprised of
Bessel functions for the two different zones of the problem. In the current
scenario, the inner zone corresponds to both the bleach spot and the localized
and nonlocalized binding sites, whereas the outer zone corresponds to the
nonbleached region and the nonlocalized binding sites:

r # R0
R0 , r # Rb

n

uðrÞ ¼ qV2  a1 I0 ðq1 rÞ
1


r # R0
R0 , r # Rb

@u
2
¼ D1eff =r u
@t

@u
2
¼ D1eff =r u
@t

uðr; 0Þ ¼ 1
(32)
uðr; 0Þ ¼ 0:

Laplace transformation and rearrangement yields:

;

(27)

r # R0
R0 , r # Rb

f
uðrÞ ¼ a2 K0 ðq2 rÞ 1 a3 I0 ðq2 rÞ

where I0 and K0 are modified Bessel functions of the second kind.
There are two key differences between this current solution and our
previous solution (Eq. 16 in Sprague et al. (8)). First, in our earlier analysis
the expression for q1 held both inside and outside the bleach spot, reflecting
the fact that binding sites were uniformly distributed. Now, however, the
localized binding sites are present only in the bleach spot, and so a different
value, q2 ; is obtained outside the bleach spot. Second, our current analysis
requires a boundary condition, namely no-flux at r ¼ Rb (Eq. 15). This we
allow for by adding a second term (a3 I0 ðq2 rÞ) to the solution for uðrÞ in the
zone surrounding the localized binding sites.
The three constants a1 ; a2 ; a3 in Eq. 27 are determined by the continuity
of uðrÞ and its first derivative d
uðrÞ=dr at the interface r ¼ R0 ; and by the
uðRb Þ=dr ¼ 0:
requirement of an impermeable boundary at r ¼ Rb ; namely d
The solution for a1 is:

2
2
f=r u  q u ¼ V
2
2
f=r u  q u ¼ 0;

(33)

where:
2

q ¼

p
;
D1eff

V¼

1
:
D1eff

(34)

This system can be solved analogously to Eq. 27 above leading to the
reduced FRAP solution:

frapðpÞ ¼

2A
I1 ðqR0 Þ;
pqR0

(35)

where A is still given by Eq. 28. However, with q1 ¼ q2 ¼ q and with the
Bessel function identity I0 ðqR0 ÞK1 ðqR0 Þ1 I1 ðqR0 ÞK0 ðqR0 Þ ¼ 1=qR0 ; the
equation for A now simplifies to Eq. 36.

 
V
2 A
q1
 

1
I1 ðq2 Rb ÞK0 ðq2 R0 Þ 1 I0 ðq2 R0 ÞK1 ðq2 Rb Þ q1
A ¼ I0 ðq1 R0 Þ 
I1 ðq1 R0 Þ :
I1 ðq2 R0 ÞK1 ðq2 Rb Þ  I1 ðq2 Rb ÞK1 ðq2 R0 Þ q2

a1 ¼

With this expression for a1 ; we can derive a solution for the FRAP
recovery according to the procedure outlined in Eqs. 18–21 in Sprague et al.
(8) to yield:



1 Feq;1eff
2A
1
frapðpÞ ¼ 
I1 ðq1 R0 Þ
p
q1 R0
p



k =g
C2eq
:
3 1 1 2on 1eff 
p 1 k2off
p 1 k2off

A ¼ qR0 ½K1 ðqR0 Þ  I1 ðqR0 Þ½K1 ðqRb Þ=I1 ðqRb Þ:

(28)

(36)

Reaction-dominant solution
In the reaction-dominant scenario, diffusion is instantaneous on the timescale of the FRAP recovery, and so there is no longer spatial dependence in
the problem. Rather, f1eff and c2 depend only on time, and so an ordinary
differential equation results describing the uptake of fluorescence within the
localized binding region:

(29)

With the aid of Eq. 11 relating Feq;1eff and C2eq ; it can be shown that:
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@c2 ðtÞ  
¼ k2on =g1eff f1eff ðtÞ  k2off c2 ðtÞ r # R0 :
@t

Local-equilibrium solution

(37)

We begin with the defining equations from the Axial and Radial Binding
Model for local equilibrium (Eqs. 19 and 20), except now without z
dependence:

This equation cannot be directly solved because f1eff also depends on t.
However, f1eff can be expressed in terms of c2 by imposing the impermeable
boundary condition. This requires that the total fluorescence after the bleach
is conserved, and given by:

T after ¼ pR2b  f1eff ðtÞ 1 pR20  c2 ðtÞ:


r # R0

(38)
R0 , r # Rb

The FRAP data are normalized such that the photobleach initially reduces
the fluorescence to zero in the bleach zone. Thus T after can be calculated by
multiplying the initial concentration of fluorescence outside of the bleach
zone (Feq;1eff ) by the area of this outer zone:

T after ¼ pðR2b  R20 Þ  Feq;1eff


k2off
;
¼ pðR2b  R20 Þ 
k2on =g1eff 1 k2off

r # R0
R0 , r # Rb

(39)

2

q1 ¼ pg2eff =D1eff ;

að1  r Þ
2
ð1 1 aÞð1 1 ar Þ

Zone 1 :
Zone 2 :

(46)

V ¼ 1=D1eff :

(47)

2A
I1 ðq1 R0 Þ;
pq1 R0

(48)

where A is still given by Eq. 28, except that q1 and q2 are now specified by
Eq. 47.

(42)

Off-center radial binding model
The most general equations for a binding site cluster (Eq. 2 in the text) were
converted to Cartesian coordinates in x,y but without z dependence.
Allowing for a binding site cluster centered at an arbitrary location (a,b)
yields two zones. Zone 1 contains the cluster of specific binding sites and
Zone 2 contains the rest of the nucleus:

(43)

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
x 1 y # Rb
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
ðx; yÞ 2 x 1 y # Rb
ðx; yÞ 2

2

q2 ¼ p=D1eff ;

frapðpÞ ¼

Since the FRAP measures the total fluorescence, it can be calculated by
adding Eqs. 40 and 42, which after some simplification yields:

frapðtÞ ¼ f1eff ðtÞ 1 c2 ðtÞ

2 
2
1r
að1  r Þ k2off tð1 1 ar2 Þ
e
:
¼
1

2
11a
1 1 ar

2
f= u  q2 u ¼ 0;

The solution can be obtained according to the procedure outlined above for
Eq. 25:

(41)

With the initial condition c2 ðtÞ ¼ 0; the solution to Eq. 41 is:

c2 ðtÞ ¼

2

2
r

where

2

h
i
2
k
tð1 1 ar Þ
:
1  e 2off

2

R0 , r # Rb


where r2 ¼ R20 =R2b and a ¼ k2on
=ðg 1eff k2off Þ: Next with substitution of
Eq. 40 into Eq. 37 we obtain the following first-order linear differential
equation:

2

(45)

f=r u  q1 u ¼ V

r # R0

(40)

@c2 ðtÞ k2off að1  r Þ
2
¼
 k2off ð1 1 ar Þc2 ðtÞ:
@t
11a

2

fpg 2eff u ¼ D1eff =r u 1 1
:
2
fp
u ¼ D1eff =r u

This can be written as:

2

1r
2
 r c2 ðtÞ;
11a

(44)

We make the change of variables u ¼ Feq;1eff  f1eff ¼ ð1=g 2eff Þ  f1eff ; with
the latter equality arising from Eq. 21. Laplace transformation of Eq. 44 then
yields:

with the last term obtained by using Eq. 12 for Feq;1eff : Substitution of Eq. 39
into Eq. 38 yields:

f1eff ðtÞ ¼

@f1eff
2
¼ D1eff =r f1eff
g 2eff
@t

@f1eff
¼ D1eff =2r f1eff :
@t

and
and

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
ðx  aÞ 1 ðy  bÞ # R0
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
ðx; yÞ; ðx  aÞ 1 ðy  bÞ # R0 :
ðx; yÞ 2

(49)

The differential equations within each zone are:

Zone 1 :

Zone 2 :

8
@f
2


>
>
> ¼ Df =x;y f  k1on f 1 k1off c1  k2on f 1 k2off c2
>
>
@t
>
<
@c1

¼ k1on f  k1off c1
>
@t
>
>
>
>

>
: @c2 ¼ k2on
f  k2off c2
@t
8
> @f
2

>
< ¼ Df =x;y f  k1on f 1 k1off c1
@t
>
> @c1 ¼ k  f  k c
:
2off 1
1on
:
@t

(50)
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The boundary conditions are no flux across the circular boundary of Zone 2.
The initial conditions are f ¼ c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 0 in Zone 1, and f ¼ k1off =



ðk1on
1k1off Þ and c1 ¼ k1on
=ðk1on
1 k1off Þ; the equilibrium concentrations of
f and c1 in Zone 2.
These equations were solved numerically using the partial differential
equation (PDE) toolbox in Matlab based on the method described in Müller
(16). Analogous to our observations for the numerical analysis of the Axial
and Radial Binding Model, we found that for ða; bÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ; the numerical
solutions of the Off-Center Radial Binding Model failed to match the
analytical solutions of the Radial Binding Model unless the finite element
mesh at the boundary of the binding site cluster was successively refined.
We found that 200 mesh points along this boundary provided sufficient
accuracy to yield an excellent match between the numerical and analytical
models. For a nucleus of 15 mm in diameter containing a 2-mm-diameter
binding site cluster, this resulted in ;900 finite elements within the cluster
and ;2600 elements in the rest of the nucleus.
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ABSTRACT How site-speciﬁc transcription factors scan the genome to locate their target sites is a fundamental question in gene
regulation. The in vivo binding interactions of several different transcription factors with chromatin have been investigated recently
using quantitative ﬂuorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). These analyses have yielded signiﬁcantly different
estimates of both the binding rates and the number of predicted binding states of the respective transcription factors. We show here
that these discrepancies are not due to fundamental differences among the site-speciﬁc transcription factors, but rather arise from
errors in FRAP modeling. The two principal errors are a neglect of diffusion’s role and an oversimpliﬁed approximation of the
photobleach proﬁle. Accounting for these errors by developing a revised FRAP protocol eliminates most of the previous
discrepancies in the binding estimates for the three different transcription factors analyzed here. The new estimates predict that for
each of the three transcription factors, ;75% of the molecules are freely diffusing within the nucleus, whereas the remainder is bound
with an average residence time of ;2.5 s to a single type of chromatin binding site. Such consistent predictions for three different
molecules suggest that many site-speciﬁc transcription factors may exhibit similar in vivo interactions with native chromatin.

INTRODUCTION
with different in vivo binding procedures will ultimately
identify errors and limitations in the different procedures, and
should eventually yield a consensus estimate for the molecule
in question.
This is the approach that we have begun here, focusing on
one set of nuclear proteins, the site-specific transcription
factors. These molecules must scan all possible DNA binding
sites within the nucleus to locate the much smaller subset of
promoter sequences whose downstream genes are under their
regulatory control. This scanning process can be assayed by
quantitative FRAP. Three different studies have employed
this approach on three different site-specific transcription
factors, arriving at very different binding estimates.
Sprague et al. (8) predicted for live mouse nuclei that
;85% of the total glucocorticoid receptor (GR) molecules
were bound with an average residence time of ;0.01 s to a
single type of chromatin binding site, which they argued was
nonspecific DNA (8). Hinow et al (6) predicted for human
nuclei that ;43% of the total p53 molecules were bound with
an average residence time of ;2.5 s to a single type of
chromatin binding site, which they also argued was nonspecific DNA (6). Phair et al. (7) examined seven different
site-specific transcription factors in mouse and human nuclei,
and argued that each was bound to two different types of
chromatin binding sites, which they suggested might reflect
specific and nonspecific DNA sites (7). For a representative
transcription factor, Max, Phair et al. predicted that ;98% of
Max molecules were bound in one of the two chromatin
binding states, with a residence time of ;5 s for the weak
binding state and ;14 s for the tight binding state. Thus these
three different FRAP studies have yielded vastly different

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) has
been used extensively in recent years to show that most nuclear proteins are highly dynamic (1). These studies have
been aided by the development of mathematical models for
FRAP that provide estimates of the binding rates of nuclear
proteins to chromatin (1–8). As a result, we now have in vivo
chromatin binding estimates for histones, histone-associated
proteins, mRNA-binding proteins, DNA repair proteins, and
transcription factors.
In vivo binding measurements have advantages over their
in vitro counterparts since the latter cannot easily account for
the complexities of the in vivo cellular milieu, such as the
packaging of DNA into higher order chromatin, the potential
association of a nuclear protein with other cellular factors that
could modulate its binding, or molecular crowding (9–11).
Thus in vivo assays have the potential to provide more accurate measurements.
However, in vivo assays for binding are still in their infancy, so the quantitative results from such procedures cannot
as yet be validated against a ‘‘gold standard’’ to determine
how accurate they are. Establishing a gold standard requires
applying different in vivo binding procedures to the same
molecule to determine if similar estimates are obtained, and if
not, then why not. When different procedures yield different
estimates for the same molecule, then the procedures should
be modified to eliminate the differences by identifying and
correcting inaccurate assumptions. Iteration of this approach
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identify starting guesses for the nlinfit routine. Bound and free concentrations
were calculated using the estimated association (k*on) and dissociation (koff)
rates: bound, Ceq ¼ k*on/(k*on 1 koff) and free, Feq ¼ koff/(k*on 1 koff) (8).
Average residence time was calculated as 1/koff. The MATLAB source code
for the newly developed circle FRAP procedure with documentation is
available upon request.

estimates for either the fraction of bound transcription factor
(from 43% to 98%), the number of distinct binding states
(either one or two), and the residence time of the transcription
factor on chromatin (from 0.01 s to 14 s).
Although each of the preceding studies used FRAP to
quantify transcription factor binding, the details of the FRAP
procedures differed in numerous ways, including the size and
shape of the bleached region, the number of iterations used to
perform the bleach, the temporal sampling rate for collecting
recovery data, and the cell type examined. In addition, the
mathematical and computational procedures applied to extract quantitative binding estimates also differed in their assumptions about the intensity profile of the photobleach and
the role of diffusion in the recovery.
Thus it is not clear whether the vastly different predictions
in binding reflect intrinsic differences among the transcription factors or simply differences in the FRAP procedures. To
address this, we applied the three different procedures to the
same transcription factor in the same cell line, and obtained
three completely different binding estimates. We then scrutinized the three FRAP protocols to identify potentially incorrect assumptions, which led us to adapt two of the existing
procedures such that they differed only in the bleach-spot
geometry. The new procedures then yielded the same binding
estimates for the same transcription factor in the same cell
line. Interestingly, the estimates for the three transcription
factors were now also similar to each other, suggesting a
common mode of interaction of site-specific transcription
factors with chromatin.

Implementation of the original circle, strip, and
half-nuclear FRAP procedures
Three different bleach spot geometries were used in the original studies: a
small circle (performed originally for GR (8)), a narrow rectangular strip
(performed originally for p53 (6)), or a large, roughly semicircular region
covering half of the nucleus (performed originally for Max (7)). Since we
have applied these procedures to different transcription factors, we refer to
them here based on their bleach-spot geometry, namely as circle, strip, or
half-nuclear FRAPs.
Circle FRAP recovery data were obtained, corrected for observational
photobleaching, and fit to a FRAP model, all as originally described (8).
Strip FRAP recovery data were also obtained as described, except that we
used 5 instead of 10–50 iterations for the photobleach (6), since with our 40
mW argon laser 10 or more iterations induced excessive bleaching. Unlike
the original study, we also detected observational photobleaching during the
FRAP. We corrected for this effect using the same observational photobleaching correction procedure described below for the new strip FRAP.
Half-nuclear FRAP was also performed as described (7), but with the
following adjustments. To achieve the published ;0.5 s acquisition time per
frame, we used zoom 4 and unidirectional scanning at speed 7. For image
acquisition, we used an acousto-optical tunable filter (AOTF) setting of 0.5
instead of 0.1, which led to some observational photobleaching. This
was corrected using a custom ImageJ macro from the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (Heidelberg, Germany) available at http://www.
embl-heidelberg.de/eamnet/html/body_bleach_correction.html. For application
of this macro, we defined the whole nucleus in the first postbleach image as
the reference region. All succeeding images were then corrected such that the
fluorescence in the nucleus was conserved. As in the published study, we also
used two iterations of the photobleach, except for the measurements in Fig. 2
E, where one iteration was used. To fit the published Max FRAP data, we
used simplified forms of the original model (Eqs. 14 and 15 in Appendix 4
with u ¼ 0:14 and u ¼ 0:51) that captured its essential features, namely one
or two different binding states with no contribution from diffusion. The same
equations were used to fit the GR half-nuclear FRAP data in Fig. 1.

METHODS
Cells
Mouse adenocarcinoma cell line 3134 was grown in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (GIBCO BRL, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 2 mM
glutamine (GIBCO BRL, Grand Island, NY) and 10% FBS (HyClone, Logan, UT). For p53 or Max FRAPs, the 3134 cells were transiently transfected
by electroporation (BTX T820 Square Porator with three square wave pulses
140 V, 10ms, BTX Instrument Division, Holliston, MA) with either p53green fluorescent protein (GFP) (12) or Max-GFP (13) DNA, and then
subjected to FRAP 6 h (p53) or 12 h (Max) later.
For GFP-GR FRAPs, a stably transfected form of 3134 cells containing
GFP-GR (mouse 3617 cells) was used. These cells were prepared for FRAP
experiments as previously described (8).

Implementation of the new circle and strip
FRAP procedures
Data collection
Recovery data were acquired with the argon laser operating at 95% laser
power and the AOTF set at 0.5%. The confocal pinhole was set to 3.0 Airy
units corresponding to an optical slice of 2.5 mm, which yields a good signal/
noise ratio without extending the depth of field outside the nucleus. The
zoom factor was 4 yielding a pixel size of 0.045 mm for both circle and strip
FRAP. Images were 512 3 50 pixels for strip FRAP (23 3 2.25 mm) and 512 3
90 pixels for circle FRAP (23 3 4.0 mm). Scanning was bidirectional with
scan speed 12, yielding 44 ms per circle FRAP image and 25 ms per strip
FRAP image. Prebleach images were acquired for ;12 s (300 images for
circle FRAP or 500 images for strip FRAP) to ensure that observational
photobleaching was in a regime that could be accurately described by a single
exponential decay (see ‘‘Data processing’’ below and Appendix 1). Then
intentional photobleaching with a single iteration was performed with the
488 nm line from the 40 mW argon laser with the AOTF set to 100%. For
circle FRAP, the photobleach was performed in a circle of 1.35 mm radius in
the center of the image (bleach duration: 24 ms). For strip FRAP the photobleach was performed in a strip of 0.68 mm height centered vertically in the

Generic FRAP conditions
FRAP experiments were performed on a Zeiss 510 confocal microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) with a 1003/1.3 NA oil-immersion objective
and a 40 mW argon laser. Cells were imaged in LabTek II chambers (Nalgene) kept at 37C using an air-stream stage incubator (Nevtek, Burnsville,
Rochester, NY). Recovery data were binned logarithmically (14) generating
relatively uniform spacing of points along the FRAP curve so as not to bias
one phase of the curve when fitting with a FRAP model.
The FRAP model equations were programmed in MATLAB (The
MathWorks, Natick, MA), and the routine nlinfit was used to fit the models to
experimental data. A simplified pure diffusion form of the models was tested
first, and then if this failed to yield a good fit, the full model equations were
employed (8). The full model fit was performed with a grid search (8) to
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circle FRAP presumption of a uniform photobleach within an infinite nucleus. We used the published version of the strip FRAP model, except that we
used the measured spatial profile of the photobleach as the initial condition
(Appendix 4 includes a description of this minor extension of the published
strip FRAP model).
For both the circle and strip FRAP models, we used the measured photobleach profile as the initial condition. We then used the measured final
recovery level of the FRAP curve to determine either the radius (circle
FRAP) or length (strip FRAP) of the model nucleus that was required to
account for the reduction in fluorescence predicted by the photobleach
profile. The details of this procedure are in Appendix 5.

image but spanning its width (bleach duration 6.8 ms). In both procedures,
postbleach images were acquired for 25 s.

Data processing
For circle FRAP, the recovery was measured in a circle of radius 2.0 mm,
whereas for strip FRAP, the recovery was measured from a 2.25 mm strip
spanning the nucleus. Background intensity was measured separately by
finding a region of the LabTek II chamber containing no cells, and then this
background value was subtracted from the measured FRAP data.
Next, the detector blinding effect was corrected. As described in Appendix 3, this effect led to a temporary loss of detector sensitivity after the
photobleach. This was calibrated by photobleaching fixed cells containing
GFP-GR using the photobleaching parameters described in the preceding
section. Normalizing this response curve to its final recovery level produced
a correction curve for this detector blinding effect, which was then divided
into the FRAP data to yield a corrected recovery curve. Under our conditions,
detector blinding occurred only in strip FRAP not circle FRAP, so the correction was only applied to the strip FRAP data.
After correction for detector blinding, observational photobleaching was
accounted for using a new procedure to generate a calibration curve by collecting a second time series identical to the FRAP but without a photobleach
(see Appendix 1 for details and justification). Specifically, upon completion of
the FRAP, we waited 1 min to ensure that fluorescence had completely reequilibrated, and then collected images for ;37 s (900 images for circle FRAP
and 1500 images for strip FRAP) using the FRAP data collection parameters
defined in the preceding section. This second time series was used to generate a
calibration curve for observational photobleaching by measuring the fluorescence decay at the same location and in the same way as for FRAP. During the
period corresponding to the FRAP recovery (from 12 s to 37 s), this decay was
well described by a single exponential (see Appendix 1), and so the FRAP
curve was corrected by dividing it with this fitted exponential decay function
(see Supplementary Material 2 for justification).
Finally these background-subtracted data that had been corrected for
detector blinding and observational photobleaching were normalized such
that the prebleach intensity was 1.

RESULTS
Application of the three different FRAP
procedures to the same transcription factor
We refer to the three different FRAP procedures by the geometry of the photobleach: circle FRAP for the original GR
procedure, strip FRAP for the original p53 procedure, and
half-nuclear FRAP for the original Max procedure. When we
applied these different procedures (see Methods) to the same
transcription factor (GR) in the same cell line (mouse 3617
cells), we obtained good fits to the FRAPs, but three completely different sets of binding estimates (Fig. 1, A and B).
Both the circle and strip FRAP procedures predicted a
single binding state for GR, but the circle FRAP binding
estimates were more than two orders of magnitude larger than
the strip FRAP binding estimates. These circle FRAP estimates for GR were, however, close to the published circle
FRAP estimates for GR (8), whereas the strip FRAP estimates for GR were close to the published strip FRAP estimates for p53 (6) (Fig. 1 B versus 1 C). The half-nuclear
FRAP estimates for GR yielded two binding states instead of
the one binding state predicted by the circle and strip procedures. This was consistent with the predictions of two
binding states for all of the seven transcription factors ana-

FRAP modeling
We derived a new circle FRAP model (see Appendix 4) to account for both
the nonuniform spatial distribution of the photobleach and for the finite size
of the nucleus, since these are more realistic conditions than the previous

FIGURE 1 FRAP with GR using the
original circle, strip, and half-nuclear
procedures. (A) Experimental data (gray
circles) collected according to the original procedures are well fit (solid line) by
the original FRAP models. Insets show a
schematic illustrating the FRAP procedures. (B) The estimated values for k*on
and koff are, however, radically different
for each procedure (note the log scale).
(C) Published estimates for each procedure (Circle FRAP for GR, strip FRAP
for p53, half-nuclear FRAP for Max) are
in the same range as the parameters
estimated by each of the procedures for
GR. This suggests that the FRAP procedure itself could significantly influence the binding estimates.
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the entire nucleus (Fig. 2 A). This profile changed its shape
over time (2) (Fig. 2, C, E, and G), suggesting that diffusion
contributed to these half-nuclear FRAPs. These measurements argue that it was improper to ignore diffusion both in
the original Max analysis and in the preceding analysis of the
GR half-nuclear FRAP (Fig. 1 B).
Although diffusion appeared to contribute to half-nuclear
FRAPs, it was not clear whether it would also play a role for
smaller bleach spots. The smaller the bleach spot, the more
likely it is that diffusion can be neglected (8). We therefore
performed FRAPs of Max, GR, and p53, photobleaching a
very narrow strip (Fig. 2 B, 0.68 mm in width) through the
nucleus. We found even in these cases evidence for shape
changes in the fluorescence profiles of Max, GR, and p53
over time (Fig. 2, D, F, and H), arguing that diffusion should
not be neglected for these transcription factors even with
bleach spots close to the diffraction limit. In sum, these
measurements support the inclusion of diffusion in any form
of FRAP model for GR, p53, and Max.

lyzed in the original Max study (7). Together, these results
suggested that the details of the FRAP procedure might account for many of the differences between the published
binding estimates for GR, p53, and Max.
Differences among the FRAP procedures
To understand how different FRAP procedures could yield
radically different estimates, we identified key differences
among the procedures. First, we focused on why the approaches differed in the number of predicted binding states
(one for circle and strip FRAP, two for half-nuclear FRAP).
An obvious difference was that the circle and strip FRAP
models incorporated terms for both diffusion and binding,
whereas the half-nuclear FRAP model incorporated only a
term for binding, presuming that diffusion could be neglected.
To investigate this assumption, we performed a half-nuclear FRAP of Max, GR, and p53, and then plotted the spatial
profile of fluorescence intensities as a function of time across

FIGURE 2 Test for diffusion-dependence of the FRAP.
Schematic of the measurement for half-nuclear FRAP (A)
and strip FRAP (B). The photobleach was performed in the
dotted region. Intensity profiles were measured in the solid
rectangle by starting at the base of the arrows (distance,
0 mm) and averaging pixels along lines perpendicular to
the direction of the arrows. All postbleach profiles were
normalized by the prebleach profile. Correction for observational photobleaching was performed as described in
Methods. Scale bars, 5 mm. (C–H) Plots display averaged
fluorescence intensity versus distance for Max, GR, and
p53. The insets show the same profiles normalized between
0 and 1. Normalized profiles change in all cases indicating
that diffusion should be incorporated into the FRAP model
for Max, GR, and p53.
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2. The two original methods differed in how the initial
conditions were determined. Although in both strip and
circle FRAP the spatial profile of the photobleach was
presumed uniform across the bleached region, the size of
the bleached region was determined differently. In strip
FRAP, the bleach-spot size was indirectly deduced based
on conservation of total fluorescence, i.e., the width of the
bleached strip was calculated such that it could account for
the destruction of fluorescence corresponding to the final
recovery level of the FRAP curve. In circle FRAP, the
bleach spot size was measured from fixed cells that were
photobleached. We found that both of these procedures
might be flawed, since our measurements indicated that the
photobleach pattern in strip or circle FRAP was not spatially uniform. In the new strip and circle FRAP, we used
the spatial distribution of fluorescence measured from the
first postbleach image as an approximation for the real
photobleach profile (see Appendix 2).
3. Neither the original strip nor circle FRAP accounted for a
phenomenon that we have called detector blinding, in
which the photomultiplier tube on the confocal microscope
can suffer a transient loss in sensitivity after the photobleach. We found under our conditions that detector blinding occurred in strip but not circle FRAP. This is probably
due to the larger bleached area in strip FRAP, which more
easily saturates the detector. We calibrated detector blinding using fixed cells, and used these data to correct strip
FRAP recoveries at early time points (see Appendix 3).
4. The two original mathematical models differed in the
presumed size of the nucleus, with strip FRAP presuming

Based on these data implicating a role for diffusion, we
focused our attention on the circle and strip FRAP procedures, since these had already incorporated diffusion into the
FRAP model. Although these procedures both predicted a
single binding state, the predicted binding rates differed by
more than two orders of magnitude (Fig. 1 B). This discrepancy could be explained by a variety of differences between the circle and strip procedures.
Modiﬁcations in the strip and circle
FRAP procedures
We identified the primary procedural differences between circle and strip FRAP (other than the bleach spot geometry), decided on an optimal approach, and then implemented that. The
principle changes are summarized here and outlined in Table 1:
1. The two original methods differed in their correction for
observational photobleaching. In strip FRAP, no correction was applied because observational photobleaching
was negligible. In circle FRAP, a correction was applied
based on the rate of fluorescence loss at a site some
distance away from the intentional photobleach (15). We
found that choice of this measurement site could yield
variable corrections (data not shown). Thus, we developed an improved procedure based on measurement of
fluorescence decay at the same site as the intentional photobleach (see Appendix 1), and then applied this procedure to the new circle FRAP. We also applied it to the
new strip FRAP, since under our conditions we detected
observational photobleaching in strip FRAP.

TABLE 1 Comparison of the main features of the original and new FRAP procedures: principal differences between the original
procedures, and their reconciliation in the new procedures
Original FRAP
Correction for observational
photobleaching
(Appendix 1)

Circle
Strip
Circle

Initial conditions
(Appendix 2)

Strip

Detector blinding
(Appendix 3)

Circle
Strip

Circle
Mathematical model
(Appendix 4)
Strip

Conservation of fluorescence
(Appendix 5)

Circle
Strip

New circle and strip FRAP

Correction derived from an adjacent
region of the nucleus
No correction, since observational
photobleaching not detected

Correction derived from the
photobleached region

Uniform circular photobleach
Uniform rectangular photobleach of
a computed width to satisfy
conservation of fluorescence

Gaussian photobleaching profile
measured from the first postbleach image

Not considered
Not considered

Circle Not detected
Strip Present and corrected for

Infinite nucleus
Applicable only to uniform
circular photobleach
Finite nucleus
Applicable to an arbitrary
photobleach pattern

Finite nucleus
Applicable to an arbitrary photobleach pattern

Guaranteed (Infinite nucleus)
Enforced (Nuclear ‘‘size’’ measured,
bleach-spot size deduced)

Enforced
(Bleach-spot profile measured, nuclear ‘‘size’’ deduced)
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a finite nucleus and circle FRAP presuming an infinite
nucleus. We developed a new circle FRAP model for the
more realistic case of a finite nucleus (see Appendix 4).
The new model also allowed for an arbitrary initial
photobleach profile to incorporate the measured nonuniform photobleach profiles (point No. 2 above).
5. The two original methods differed in how the models
conserved fluorescence. In circle FRAP, an infinite nucleus was modeled and so the fluorescence destroyed
by the photobleach was negligible, which automatically
guaranteed conservation of fluorescence. This was not
the case in strip FRAP, which modeled a finite nucleus.
Here a measurable amount of fluorescence was destroyed
by the photobleach. In this model, the profile of this
initial photobleach was calculated to ensure conservation
of fluorescence based on two measured parameters: the
‘‘length’’ of the nucleus and the final recovery level of
the FRAP curve. (Note that this approach requires an
independent experiment demonstrating that there is no
immobile fraction, guaranteeing that the final recovery
level of the FRAP reflects only the fluorescence destroyed by the photobleach (6).) In the new circle and
strip FRAP, we measured the initial photobleach profile
and then conserved fluorescence by calculating the size
of the model nucleus that would be consistent with the
final recovery level of the FRAP curve (this also requires
a demonstration that there is no immobile fraction). This
new approach has the advantage that the photobleach
profile is more easily measured than the size of the model
nucleus. Nuclear size in the model corresponds to the
accessible fluorescent volume of the real nucleus. Since
the real nucleus contains nucleoli and does not extend
uniformly along the optical axis, its total fluorescence is
not simply given by a measurement of its ‘‘length’’ or
‘‘radius’’ (see Appendix 5).

transcription factors were similar compared to each other
(Fig. 3 B). The average bound fraction was 25% and the
average residence time was 2.5 s. We did find that Max recoveries were somewhat faster than either GR or p53,
yielding a higher disassociation rate for Max. This might
reflect a small difference in the interactions of Max with
chromatin compared to GR or p53. Overall, our average estimates are close to the original estimates for p53 (Figs. 3 B
and 6 A), indicating that the changes we made in the FRAP
procedures had their biggest impact on Max and GR.

Comparison of the original and new procedures
Max

The most striking disparity between the original and new
results for Max was that the new procedures predicted a
single binding state whereas the original procedure predicted
two binding states (Fig. 4 A). As we discuss below, this
difference most likely arises because diffusion was omitted
from the original FRAP model for Max. This omission appears to be improper based on our current measurements
(Fig. 2 C), which suggest that diffusion was not negligible
during the Max FRAP recovery.
To evaluate the consequences of improperly ignoring
diffusion, we used the new circle FRAP model to generate
simulated FRAP curves that spanned a large range of reaction-diffusion FRAP curves (k*on and koff ranging from 104
s1 to 1014 s1 with Df ¼ 5 mm2/s). We found that every one
of these simulated curves could be well fit with a two-binding
state reaction dominant model, i.e., a model neglecting diffusion, which is comparable to the model used by Phair et al.
(7) (see Fig. 4, B and C, for examples, and Appendix 4 for the
reaction-dominant model). These simulations illustrate that
FRAP curves exhibiting reaction-diffusion behavior can be
well fit with an improper model that lacks diffusion, if the
model erroneously presumes there are two binding states
rather than one. This improper model then yields incorrect
predictions about the number of binding states and their
binding rates.
To specifically evaluate Max, we used the published FRAP
curve for Max, and attempted to fit it with a reaction-dominant model. Consistent with our simulations, we achieved a
good fit of the Max data using a two binding state reactiondominant model (Fig. 4 D). The binding estimates for this fit
were similar to the published estimates from the original
study (Fig. 4 D versus 4 A). These results suggest that excluding diffusion from the original FRAP model for Max led
to the prediction of a second binding state.

Application of the new strip and circle
FRAP procedures
After implementing the preceding changes, we applied the
new circle and strip procedures to GR, p53, and Max. None
of the FRAP data could be fit with a simplified pure diffusion
form of the new models (see Appendix 4), but all of the data
could be fit with a full model that presumed a single type of
chromatin binding state (Fig. 3 A). This yielded estimates for
the diffusion constant (Df), the association rate (k*on), and the
disassociation rate (koff) for each transcription factor that
were similar, whether obtained by circle or strip FRAP (Fig. 3
B). This result suggests that the modifications made in the
two FRAP procedures eliminated the principal differences
between them.
Importantly, not only did we find consistent estimates for
the same transcription factor with circle and strip FRAP, we
also found that the binding estimates for the three different

GR

The most striking disparity between the new and original
estimates for GR was that although in both cases a single
binding state was predicted, the new estimates were more
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FIGURE 3 FRAP with GR, p53, and Max using the new
circle and strip procedures. (A) Experimental single-cell
data (shaded circles) collected according to the two new
procedures are well fit (solid line) by the new FRAP
models. (B) The estimated values for Df, k*on, and koff from
such fits show good agreement between circle and strip
procedures for the same proteins, and also among different
proteins. Average values from 10 to 15 cells are shown
with standard deviations.

ting the corrected FRAP data, presuming a large nuclear
radius (to mimic the infinite nucleus in the original procedure) and a uniform photobleach as the initial condition (to
match the initial condition of the original procedure). The
best fit yielded binding rates close to the original estimates
(Fig. 5 B, Original Original), demonstrating that we could
use this modified form of the new procedure to capture the
essence of the original procedure. Interestingly, when we
plotted the sum of squared residuals for the fits (Fig. 5 C,
Original Original), we discovered a well separated local
minimum away from the global minimum. The binding rates
of this local minimum were close to the new estimates and
yielded reasonable fits to the FRAP data (data not shown).
This indicated that the original and the new estimates could
both give reasonable fits to the FRAP data, but under conditions mimicking the original procedure, the original estimates produced a somewhat better fit.

than two orders of magnitude smaller than the original estimates (Fig. 5 A). We found that nearly all of this difference
could be explained simply by the change in the model’s
initial conditions from a uniform photobleach to one with
Gaussian edges (Fig. 5 B).
The evidence for this came from examining individually
the consequences of the two main differences between the old
and new circle FRAP procedures: the initial conditions and
the correction for observational photobleaching. We did this
by analyzing the same FRAP data sets (collected with the
new FRAP protocol; see Methods) with three variants of the
new circle FRAP model. First, we mimicked the original
FRAP procedure, then we changed just the initial conditions
and then finally we added the new correction method for
observational photobleaching.
We mimicked the original circle FRAP procedure by applying the original photobleaching correction, and then fit-
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Strikingly, this situation reversed itself when we used
Gaussian instead of uniform initial conditions but still applied the original photobleaching correction (Fig. 5 C, New
Original). We discovered again two well separated minima,
but now the global minimum was close to the estimates obtained by the new FRAP procedure, whereas the former
global minimum changed to a local plateau. This demonstrated that changing just the initial conditions was sufficient
to convert the FRAP estimates from the original values to
ones close to the new values.
Finally, when we added the other principal features of the
new procedure, namely the new photobleaching correction
and the finite nucleus, the global minimum became somewhat sharper and deeper, but its location shifted only slightly
(Fig. 5 C, New New). This indicated that the new photobleaching correction and finite nucleus had only a modest
influence on the magnitude of the binding estimates. Their
principal effect was to reduce their variability (compare the
variability in individual estimates in Fig. 5 B, New Original
and New New). This is probably because the new photobleaching correction was calibrated from the same spot at the
same location as the intentional photobleach, whereas the
original procedure was calibrated from a spot at a different,
arbitrarily chosen location.
Hence in contrast to the effects of the photobleaching
correction and finite nucleus, the wrong initial conditions had
a much larger effect on the magnitude of the estimates. This
arose because these improper initial conditions created a
specious global minimum that suppressed the real global
minimum. In simple terms, the wrong model was capable of
producing a good fit to the data with parameters that bore no
relationship to the parameters obtained using a more accurate
initial condition.
p53

There were relatively small differences between the new and
old estimates for p53 (Fig. 6 A), with only the estimates for Df
outside of the error bounds. This minor difference in Df estimates may have arisen from some combination of the approximations made by each approach in the initial conditions
(Appendix 2) or in the possible effects of detector blinding
(Appendix 3).
Overall, the relative agreement in p53 binding estimates
was encouraging because it suggested that the original and
new procedures were reasonably robust. At the same time,
this agreement was puzzling given the sensitivity of the GR
estimates to the model’s initial conditions (see preceding
section). Like GR, the original p53 procedure incorrectly
presumed a uniform photobleach, yet unlike GR this had
minimal effect on the p53 estimates.
We found that this differential sensitivity to the incorrect
initial conditions arose from differences in the presumed size
of the uniformly bleached region (Fig. 6 B). Evidence for this
came from simulating a strip-FRAP curve with the new

FIGURE 4 Reaction-diffusion FRAPs with one binding state are well described by a reaction-dominant model with two binding states, explaining the
major difference in the old and new estimates for Max (A). A pure diffusion curve
((B) Df ¼ 10 mm2/s, shaded circles) or a full model curve ((C) Df ¼ 10 mm2/s,
k*on ¼ 0.5 s1, koff ¼ 0.5 s1, shaded circles) are not well fit by a reactiondominant model with one binding state (dashed line). However, both curves
are well fit with a two binding state reaction-dominant model (solid line). Data
from the original Max study (shaded circles) are also well fit by a two-binding
state reaction-dominant model (D). The fit in D yields estimated off rates (koff,1,
koff,2) and estimated bound fractions (Ceq,1, Ceq,2) for the two predicted binding
states that are in good agreement with the published values (compare to A).
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binding estimates for p53 and typical Gaussian initial conditions for the new strip FRAP procedure. We then fit this curve
assuming different uniform initial conditions. In the original
strip-FRAP, the presumed uniform photobleach was set to a
size that destroyed the same amount of fluorescence as the
actual Gaussian photobleach. When we used this approach,
only a single global minimum appeared in the residuals plot
(Fig. 6 C, middle), and the estimates obtained were close to
those with the true Gaussian initial conditions (Fig. 6 C, bottom). This replicated the situation for the original versus new
p53 strip FRAPs. However, when the presumed uniform
photobleach destroyed less fluorescence than the actual
Gaussian photobleach, then a second minimum appeared in
the residuals plot, well separated from the first (Fig. 6 C, top).
This second minimum was stronger than the original global
minimum and yielded binding estimates that were two orders
of magnitude larger than those obtained with the correct
Gaussian initial conditions. This replicated the behavior seen
above not only for circle FRAP, but now for strip FRAP.
Motivated by this analysis, we found that the original GR
circle FRAP procedure could yield estimates only 50%
smaller than the current GR estimates, simply by increasing
the presumed size of the uniformly bleached circle used to fit
the GR FRAP data (from 1.35 mm to 1.85 mm; data not
shown). Errors of roughly similar magnitude (in this case for
Df and k*on) were detected by simulating the original p53
strip FRAP procedure that presumed a uniform bleach profile, and comparing its predictions to the true parameters used
to generate the simulated FRAP data with its actual Gaussian
bleach profile (data not shown). We conclude that uniform
initial conditions are only slightly detrimental if they are set
to match the amount of fluorescence destroyed by the real
photobleach.
DISCUSSION
Errors in previous FRAP analyses
We found that applying the wrong FRAP model could lead to
major errors in the model’s predictions about binding.
instead of the old uniform initial conditions but still corrected the data with
the old photobleaching correction procedure. This converted the k*on and
koff estimates from the same data set to values (rows labeled New Original)
much closer to those from the new procedure (rows labeled New New). The
‘‘New New’’ estimates were obtained from the same data by applying the
new photobleaching correction procedure and using a model with a finite
nucleus with the same Gaussian initial conditions. This yielded some change
in the average value of the estimates and a tightening in the spread of the
estimated values. The sum of squared residual plots for these fits reveals how
the initial conditions corrupted the original estimates (C). Shown for each of
the conditions in B are corresponding one-dimensional profiles through the
residuals plot along a path in (k*on, koff) space (corresponding to the gray
line in the colored plot) that yielded the minimum sum of residuals for each
k*on. The old initial conditions created a global minimum (Original Original)
that disappeared with the new initial conditions (New Original). The new
photobleaching correction and finite nucleus yielded a more pronounced
version of the new global minimum.

FIGURE 5 Differences in the old and new circle FRAP estimates for GR
(A) are primarily due to changes in the initial conditions. To test the
contribution of the initial conditions and the photobleaching correction (the
other major difference between the old and new circle FRAP procedure), we
collected FRAP data with the new acquisition procedure and fit the same
data with different variants of the new circle FRAP model. First we
processed the data with the original photobleaching correction procedure
and fit these data with a form of the new circle FRAP model designed to
mimic the old model: the nuclear radius was set to 50 mm to approximate an
infinite nucleus, and the initial conditions were set to a uniform circular
bleach to match the old initial conditions. (Each fitted data set is shown by
an ‘‘3’’ and the mean of these fits by a dot). By themselves, these changes in
analysis of the new circle FRAP data yielded estimates for k*on and koff
(rows labeled Original Original) that were close to the original estimates.
Then we used the new initial conditions (Gaussian edges in the photobleach)
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Diffusion was presumed to be negligible in the original
FRAP model for Max (7). This assumption was based on the
fact that the recovery time for Max was significantly longer
than the recovery time for unconjugated GFP, suggesting that
diffusion of Max would occur much faster than binding of
Max. However, it is now recognized that diffusion can contribute to very slow FRAP recoveries as long as the time to
associate with a binding site is fast compared to the time to
diffuse across the bleach spot (2,8,16). Thus recovery time
itself cannot be used to rule out a role for diffusion. As a
direct test of diffusion’s role, we found that the spatial fluorescence intensity profile for Max changed its shape during
the recovery, suggesting that diffusion contributed substantively to the FRAP (2). We showed that excluding diffusion
from the FRAP model led to the prediction that Max was
bound to two distinct chromatin binding states instead of
just one.
Though diffusion had been accounted for in the FRAP
model for GR, the original study made another significant
error. The photobleach profile was presumed spatially uniform with discontinuous edges (8), whereas the actual profile
had Gaussian edges. We showed that ignoring the Gaussian
edges changed the estimates for the binding parameters by
more than two orders of magnitude. Correcting this error
resulted in a change of the GR estimates that brought them
into the range of the original p53 estimates.
Interestingly, the original p53 estimates also ignored the
Gaussian edges of the photobleach, yet the binding estimates
were not grossly different from our new estimates. We found
that this agreement arose because in the original p53 study,
the width of the presumed uniform photobleach was set to
match the amount of fluorescence destroyed by the actual
Gaussian-edged photobleach. Thus our results now show that
if uniform initial conditions lead to conservation of total
fluorescence after the photobleach, then the error in the
binding estimates will be small.
In addition to these errors in FRAP modeling, we also
detected an instrumental defect that under some conditions
could alter FRAP estimates. This occurred on our confocal
microscope when we photobleached a large enough fraction
of the imaged area, as in strip FRAP. The photobleach introduced a transient loss of sensitivity in the photomultiplier
tube, probably reflecting a partial ‘‘blinding’’ of the detector due to the bright burst of fluorescence produced by
photobleaching. This led to an underestimate of the fluorescence intensity at a few early time points, thereby reducing the depth of the FRAP curve. If we ignored this
defect, it led to a fivefold overestimate of the diffusion
constant in the new strip FRAP (Appendix 3). Since this
defect depends on the laser power, it is impossible to know
if it played any role in the original strip FRAP; however, it
seems prudent to test for this effect in future FRAP studies.
We now provide a method to identify the defect and in
principle correct it using a fixed specimen as a calibration
standard (Appendix 3).

FIGURE 6 Influence of presuming uniform initial conditions for strip
FRAP of p53. The original and new estimates were reasonably close (A), yet
the original strip FRAP for p53, like the original circle FRAP for GR,
presumed uniform initial conditions for the photobleach. The much smaller
impact of this incorrect presumption on the p53 estimates was due to the
presumed size of the uniformly bleached region for p53 versus GR. A
simulated strip FRAP curve was generated with the estimated binding rates
for p53 (k*on ¼ 0.15 s1, koff ¼ 0.4 s1) and Gaussian initial conditions
(length of nucleus ¼ 20 mm, s ¼ 1 mm, bleach depth u ¼ 0.2). Then this
curve was fit with a strip FRAP model using a uniform photobleach profile
of two different sizes. When the size (3 mm) was chosen to match the amount
of fluorescence destroyed by the simulated Gaussian photobleach, then the
residuals plot yielded a global minimum close to the global minimum
produced with the Gaussian initial conditions (C, middle versus bottom,
analog of p53 scenario). When the presumed size of the uniformly bleached
area was too small (2.25 mm) to account for the fluorescence destroyed by
the Gaussian photobleach, then a new global minimum appeared at much
larger binding rates that yielded a slightly better fit than the original
minimum (C, top, analog of GR scenario—compare to Fig. 5 C).
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Prospects for further improvement in
quantitative FRAP

studies of transcription factors using FCS and single molecule tracking.
Fourth, although binding reactions in FRAP models have
been presumed to occur in a single step, some evidence
suggests that other factors could either inhibit or catalyze the
binding process (9,10,25). If so, then the rate equations describing binding would be more complex than those in current use, and this could also influence the binding estimates
derived. Detection of intermediate binding states might be
addressed in part by future single molecule tracking of
transcription factors.
Fifth, most FRAP experiments are performed in cells with a
GFP-tagged protein that is usually expressed at higher levels
than the endogenous protein. Competition between tagged and
untagged proteins has no effect on the binding estimates. This
is because FRAP is typically performed at times when tagged
protein levels are constant, and so competition for free binding
sites has reached an equilibrium that is unchanged by the
photobleach. Of course, if the tag itself interferes in any way
with normal binding, then the measured binding affinity will
not reproduce that of the endogenous protein. A further complication is that overexpression of the tagged protein will lead
to occupation of more binding sites than normal. This reduces
the concentration of free sites, which in turn reduces the estimated association rate (k*on, which is the product of the concentration of free sites and the on rate (8)). This effect will be
significant only if the overexpression levels are high enough to
substantially change the normal concentration of free binding
sites. This issue can be addressed using knock-in systems
combined with more sensitive detection to enable measurement of FRAP recoveries at endogenous protein levels.
In addition to these potential inaccuracies in the FRAP
model, there are also shortcomings in FRAP data acquisition
that might be overcome in future studies. We found that the
correction method for observational photobleaching had
some influence on the binding estimates. Reducing or eliminating observational photobleaching by utilizing more sensitive detectors should improve future FRAP estimates. We
also found that a more accurate determination of the initial
photobleach profile markedly altered the binding estimates.
Even better estimates of this initial condition could be achieved in the future with instrumentation permitting faster
photobleaching and more rapid data acquisition after the
photobleach.
Until all of these uncertainties can be resolved, some
caution is advisable in accepting the quantitative estimates of
binding reported here and elsewhere by FRAP. Our results
have shown quite strikingly that the good fits obtained for
FRAP curves in some previous analyses do not guarantee that
the quantitative estimates derived from the fits are correct.
However, even if our current best estimates are revised once
again, they will likely change concordantly for p53, GR, and
Max, since we found that the same FRAP procedure produced very similar FRAP curves for each of these transcription factors.

Our current binding estimates were obtained using two different FRAP procedures (circle and strip FRAP), and so
should be more robust than previous estimates. In addition,
our estimates are close to those obtained by another laboratory for one of the proteins (p53) (6).
Despite this progress in obtaining consistent estimates, it is
important to realize that the circle and strip procedures are not
completely orthogonal, since they share some assumptions
that may not be correct. Both methods presume that the
FRAP can be described by a set of two-dimensional, reaction-diffusion equations with an instantaneous photobleach
performed at the center of a homogeneous distribution of
fluorescence. Although the consequences of some of these
approximations have been investigated (2,4,17,18), at least
five fundamental assumptions still remain largely unexplored.
First, the reduction of the model equations from three to
two dimensions is only valid if the bleach distribution along
the optical axis (z axis) is homogeneous (8). Although this is
a reasonable first approximation (17), some deviation is expected since the three-dimensional illumination profile of the
bleaching laser beam is only cylindrical for relatively low
numerical aperture objectives and conical otherwise (19).
This will produce a conical photobleach profile that may be
further exacerbated by fluorescence saturation effects, which
can occur at the high laser powers used for photobleaching
(20). It has been shown that ignoring just these saturation
effects can introduce up to a 60% underestimate in the diffusion coefficient for the case of simple diffusion (21). The
effects of these factors in the more complex reaction diffusion
case are at present unknown, but could be addressed by numerical models for FRAP that account for the actual threedimensional photobleach profile.
Second, the presumption of homogeneously distributed
fluorescence throughout the nucleus is obviously violated
by the actual fluorescence distribution of most transcription
factors. These molecules are found at low concentrations
within nucleoli, and at higher concentrations elsewhere,
and their distribution outside of nucleoli is somewhat
punctate. The impact of these inhomeogeneities can also be
addressed by using numerical models of FRAP that in this
case account for the actual distribution of nuclear fluorescence (2).
Third, the presumption of simple diffusion in the reactiondiffusion equations for FRAP is subject to question. Although a number of FRAP studies have been able to fit
unconjugated GFP recoveries using a simple diffusion
model, several FCS studies (22,23) and a single-molecule
study (24) suggest that anomalous diffusion may occur in the
nucleus. If so, then the current reaction-diffusion equations
for FRAP should be modified to incorporate a more accurate
diffusion model. This issue could be resolved by future
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Evidence for a common mode of transcription
factor interaction with chromatin
The evidence to date has suggested that transcription factor
interactions with chromatin might be specific to the molecule
and cell type in question (6–8). However, our results demonstrate that these reported differences for GR, p53, and Max
are due primarily to differences in FRAP modeling rather
than intrinsic differences among these three transcription
factors. This suggests that at least a subset of transcription
factors will share common interaction behaviors at chromatin
sites.
We favor the model that the single binding state detected
by FRAP for these three different transcription factors reflects interactions at nonspecific DNA sites (i.e., a DNA sequence other than the promoter sequences for which the
factor is designed to bind). This seems likely because for
most transcription factors, the number of nonspecific sites
available within the genome is probably orders of magnitude
larger than the number of specific sites, and so FRAP at a
random location is likely to sample primarily these nonspecific sites.
Some experimental data support this hypothesis of nonspecific binding. Mutations in p53 that abolish only binding
to specific DNA sites did not alter the p53 FRAP curve (6).
Conversely, mutations in the DNA binding domain of the
yeast transcription factor Ace1p did alter its FRAP curve,
even though this factor binds specifically to only three
promoters in the entire yeast genome (10). Our observation
that FRAP curves for GR, p53, and Max are similar is also
consistent with the hypothesis of nonspecific binding, since
it might be expected that the interaction of different transcription factors with generic DNA sequences would be
similar.
Understanding the mechanisms of nonspecific binding of
transcription factors is vital because every transcription factor
must sample nonspecific DNA sites to search for its correct
target sequence (26). Based on their very similar diffusion
and binding characteristics, our results suggest that within the
same cell the search times for GR, p53, and Max to locate
their respective targets should be roughly the same. Analysis
of other transcription factors and further improvement of the
procedures developed here should help determine if other
transcription factors share the properties we have detected for
GR, p53, and Max.

FIGURE 7 Observational photobleaching. (A) Fluorescence decay curves
of GFP-GR in live cells consistently show a faster decay followed by a
slower decay. The slower decay can be described by a single exponential
(time constant shown in the box). When the decay is measured after a FRAP
experiment has been performed, the slower fraction of the decay curve yields
the same decay rate, indicating that this rate is not affected by the intervening
FRAP experiment. (B) The fitted exponential function exhibits similar decay
behavior as the equilibrated FRAP curve (both curves are shown 10 s after
the start of image acquisition). (C) The FRAP curve is divided by the fitted
exponential decay curve to correct for observational photobleaching. This
yields a corrected curve that plateaus at a constant level, which is ,1 due to
the fluorescence destroyed by the intentional photobleach.

APPENDIX 1: CORRECTION FOR
OBSERVATIONAL PHOTOBLEACHING
To characterize observational photobleaching, we acquired time-lapse
images of live cells with the same imaging conditions used to acquire
FRAP data. Average intensities within a spot (whose size was equivalent to
that used for the intentional photobleach) consistently showed an initial
rapid decay lasting ;2 s followed by a simple, single exponential decay
(Fig. 7 A). For a given location within a cell, the exponential time constant
describing this decay remained the same whether measured before or after
Biophysical Journal 94(8) 3323–3339
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a FRAP experiment (Fig. 7 A). We measured the rate of observational
photobleaching after the FRAP, otherwise considerable fluorescence was
depleted before the FRAP resulting in a poorer signal/noise ratio during the
FRAP.
To ensure that observational photobleaching was in the single exponential regime during FRAP, we acquired time-lapse images for 12 s before
performing the FRAP, and then we measured the recovery for an additional
25 s. Image acquisition was stopped, and then 60 s later we acquired the
second sequence of time-lapse images to quantify observational photobleaching. The decay time constant was calculated from these data over the
same period corresponding to the FRAP recovery (from 12 s to 37 s). As
expected, an overlay of the FRAP curve and the corresponding segment of
the observational photobleaching calibration curve showed comparable
decay behavior (Fig. 7 B). We then corrected the FRAP curve for
observational photobleaching by dividing it with this calibration curve
(Fig. 7 C).
This correction procedure was tested by incorporating observational
photobleaching directly into the FRAP model. We found that this decay
could be factored out of the equations for the FRAP recovery, demonstrating
that it is appropriate to divide the FRAP curve by the exponential decay curve
(Supplementary Material 2).

APPENDIX 2: ESTIMATION OF THE INITIAL
PHOTOBLEACH PROFILE
Neither the original circle nor strip FRAP procedures directly assayed the
initial photobleach profile. Although both original procedures presumed a
uniform profile, in reality the profile is broadened for several reasons: the
finite time for the photobleaching and imaging (27), the Gaussian intensity
distribution of the bleaching laser beam (18,19), and fluorescence saturation
(20). To obtain a more direct estimate of the photobleach profile for the new
FRAP procedures, we measured the fluorescence intensity profile in the first
postbleach image. For circle FRAP we calculated the averaged radial
intensity about the center of the bleach spot (Fig. 8 A), and for strip FRAP
we calculated the averaged line intensity at different distances parallel to the
long axis of the strip (Fig. 8 A).
In our measurements, the circle FRAP photobleach profile was well
described by a constant function with Gaussian edges:

IðrÞ ¼

8
<

u

ðr  rc Þ
: 1  ð1  uÞ exp 
2
2s

2



for

r # rc

for

r . rc ;

where u is the depth of the bleach, s is the width of the Gaussian, and rc is the
radius of the constant portion (Fig. 8 B). The strip FRAP photobleach profile
was well described by a Gaussian distribution (Fig. 8 C). To factor out any
systematic local fluctuations in intensity, the averaged spatial profiles for the
circle and strip FRAP were renormalized with the respective prebleach
profiles.
The estimated photobleach profiles were used as the initial condition (t ¼
0 s) in the FRAP models. This is an approximation since these images were
not acquired at t ¼ 0 s, but at t ¼ 22 ms for circle FRAP and t ¼ 13 ms for strip
FRAP. To determine the error introduced by this approximation, we used the
circle FRAP model with different values of Df, k*on, and koff to produce
simulated FRAP data, including a spatial intensity profile at t ¼ 22 ms after
the photobleach. We then fit the simulated FRAP curve assuming that the
spatial intensity profile at t ¼ 22 ms actually corresponded to t ¼ 0 s. We
found that this introduced small errors in the estimated Df, and larger errors in
the estimated k*on and koff values depending on the FRAP regime and the
time for full recovery. For the full model regime and short recovery times,
k*on and koff values could be overestimated by as much as 70%. For the
parameter range of the transcription factors studied here, the predicted
overestimate in k*on was 25%, and ,10% for Df and koff . FRAPs with long
recovery times (.50 s), or FRAPs in the pure-diffusion regime showed very
little error in Df, k*on, or koff.

FIGURE 8 Determination of the initial condition. (A) Schematic illustrating the measurement procedure. The rectangle delineates the imaged area.
Intensities were averaged along the directions indicated by the arrows. (B)
Averaged radial intensity profile of a circle FRAP experiment (circles) was
fitted (shaded line) with a central constant function with a Gaussian distribution at the edge. (C) Averaged linear intensity profile of a strip FRAP
experiment (circles) was fit (shaded line) with a Gaussian distribution. The
dashed lines mark the bleached regions, solid lines the measured regions.
Both measured intensity profiles have been normalized by the prebleach
intensity profile.

APPENDIX 3: CORRECTION FOR
DETECTOR BLINDING
In the course of analyzing photobleach profiles, we discovered that the spatial
integral of the fitted Gaussian intensity distribution versus time remained
constant for the circle (data not shown) but not the strip FRAP (Fig. 9 A). This
spatial integral measures the amount of bleached fluorescence and so should
remain constant, since the transcription factors remain in the nucleus and
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FIGURE 9 Correction for detector blinding in
strip FRAP. (A) Integrating the intensity profile at a
series of time points after the intentional photobleach yields changing values (open circles) instead of a constant over time. This contradicts
conservation of total fluorescence. Correction for
detector blinding (see below) yields the expected
response (solid circles). (B) FRAP on a fluorescent
plastic slide reveals that detector sensitivity transiently decreases immediately after the intentional
photobleach. Intensity was averaged in the right
quarter of the slide, whereas increasing portions on
the left side of the slide were photobleached (over
the full height of the image). The loss of sensitivity
increases with increasing bleached areas, but still
occurs even when the photobleached area is completely separate from the measured area, thus ruling
out reversible photobleaching. (solid curve, full
width bleached; shaded curve, half width bleached;
dotted curve, quarter width bleached). (C) A comparable effect is seen with typical cellular intensities under our new strip FRAP conditions, as
revealed by FRAP performed on fixed cells containing GFP-GR. A detector response curve (inset)
was obtained by dividing the data by its final
postbleach intensity. This response curve was used to correct strip FRAP data. (D) Early time points for uncorrected and corrected strip FRAP curves are
shown, along with the parameter estimates obtained. For this p53 recovery, the principal error arising from neglecting detector blinding is in the estimated
diffusion constant.

APPENDIX 4: MATHEMATICAL MODELS

observational photobleaching is negligible on the timescale over which the
spatial integral was calculated (0.25 s).
We investigated this phenomenon by performing a strip FRAP on a
fluorescent plastic slide (Fig. 9 B). The fluorescent dye molecules in the
plastic were immobile and also resistant to photobleaching. Nevertheless,
when subjected to a high intensity laser pulse comparable to that used in
strip FRAP, we detected a transient reduction in fluorescence intensity
from the plastic slide. This effect was not caused by reversible photobleaching (28) of the dye, since the same effect arose if we bleached only
one portion of the slide image and recorded exclusively from the adjacent
unbleached portion of the slide image (Fig 9 B). The reduction in detector
sensitivity increased when larger areas were exposed to the laser pulse,
suggesting that the loss of sensitivity was related to the amount of fluorescence produced by the pulse. We speculate that this behavior reflects a
transient loss in detector sensitivity most likely induced by a temporary
saturation of the detector. It was detected only in strip FRAP because it
probably depended on photobleaching a large enough area to induce sufficient saturation of the detector (Fig. 9 B).
To generate a correction for strip FRAP data, we calibrated the detector
blinding effect using fixed GFP-GR (3617) cells (fixed in 3.5% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature). When the cells were photobleached
with the new strip FRAP settings, a transient response in detector sensitivity
was again detected (Fig. 9 C). This curve was normalized to the final
asymptotic intensity value after the photobleach, yielding a detector response
curve under the strip FRAP conditions (Fig. 9 C, inset). This response curve
was used to correct the spatial fluorescence intensity profile at each of the
affected time points after the photobleach. The corrected profiles were then
used to compute the corrected FRAP curve. This correction procedure
eliminated most of the detector blinding artifact, as the spatial integral of the
Gaussian photobleach profile was nearly constant over time after the
correction had been applied (Fig. 9 A).
To evaluate the impact of ignoring this effect on FRAP estimates, we
fitted p53 strip FRAP data with and without the correction for detector
blinding (Fig. 9 D). We found the largest effect on the estimated diffusion
constant, which was fivefold overestimated when the detector blinding effect
was improperly ignored (Fig. 9 D).

Circle FRAP models
The published model for circle FRAP (8) assumed an infinite nucleus and a
uniform circular photobleach. The new model presented below accounts for a
finite nucleus and an arbitrary initial bleach profile. We assume a circular
nucleus of radius RN that is photobleached at its center with an arbitrary,
radially symmetric bleach profile. Intensity measurements are made within a
centered circle of radius RM . We adopt the assumption of previous FRAP
studies that the photobleach profile does not change appreciably along the
optical axis (see Sprague et al. (17) for experimental evidence for this). This
allows modeling the FRAP in the plane of focus, i.e., in two dimensions.

Outline of the derivation of the circle FRAP model
In the mathematical model, the concentrations of the free and bound proteins
are defined by a set of coupled reaction-diffusion equations. We obtain a
particular solution to these equations using separation of variables (29),
where the time dependence is described by two decaying exponential
functions and the spatial dependence by Bessel functions of the first kind.
The general solution is then defined as a series expansion of the particular
solution. The unknown coefficients of the series solution are then calculated
using the boundary condition (no flux at the nuclear membrane) and the
initial condition (the radial distribution of fluorescence produced by the
photobleach). The actual FRAP curve is then calculated by spatial averaging
of the sum of the free and bound fluorescence intensities in the measured
area. A more detailed outline of the derivation is given in Supplementary
Material 1. Shown below for clarity are just the starting differential equations
and their final solutions for each model used in this study.

Full model for circle FRAP
We use the model described in Sprague et al. (8) for freely diffusing proteins
f ðr; tÞ; which undergo transient binding events with immobile nuclear
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with the initial condition f0 ðrÞ ¼ I0 ðrÞ and the same boundary condition as
for the full model above. The solution for the FRAP recovery is

structures resulting in a concentration of bound proteins cðr; tÞ. Before the
bleach, the system is at equilibrium, and f ðr; tÞ and cðr; tÞ have achieved
steady-state values Feq and Ceq . We assume the concentrations are normalized such that Feq 1Ceq ¼ 1. The dynamics of the system can be described by
a system of partial differential equations:

@f
2

¼ Df = f  kon f 1 koff c
@t

N
2

frapðtÞ ¼ + Uk expðDf ak tÞ ÆJ0 ðak rÞæ;
where

(1)

@c

¼ kon f  koff c;
@t

Uk ¼

(2)


where Df is the diffusion constant and kon
and koff are the association and
dissociation rates of the binding, respectively. The binding rates define



equilibrated concentrations Feq ¼ koff =ðkon
1koff Þ and Ceq ¼ kon
=ðkon
1koff Þ
(8). The initial conditions are given by f0 ðrÞ ¼ Feq I0 ðrÞ and c0 ðrÞ ¼
Ceq I0 ðrÞ; where I0 ðrÞ is the arbitrary, radial distribution of total fluorescence
at the start of the recovery. The boundary conditions are no flux at the nuclear
membrane r ¼ RN .
The FRAP recovery curve frapðtÞ is calculated by spatial averaging the
concentration of fluorescent particles in the measured region:

N
k¼0

k 6¼ 0
k ¼ 0:

(10)

uðx; 0Þ ¼

(4)

(11)

where c is the center of the bleach, u is the bleach depth, s is the width of the
Gaussian distribution, and k1 and k2 are the association and disassociation
rates, respectively.
For the pure diffusion model, Gaussian initial conditions, convert Eq. 4 in
Hinow et al. (6) to

The constants in Eq. 3 are defined as
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where J0 are Bessel functions and the brackets symbolize spatial averaging
over the measurement region 0,r,RM :

ÆJ0 ðak rÞæ ¼ 2ak1RM J1 ðak RM Þ for
ÆJ0 ðak rÞæ ¼ 1
for

ð RN

For consistency with our new circle FRAP procedure, we adapted the
published strip FRAP model so that Gaussian bleach profiles could be
considered.
Hinow et al. (6) derived a series solution for the FRAP curve. Using
different initial conditions does not influence the theoretical derivation of the
FRAP solution, but only influences the calculation of the coefficients.
For the full model, Gaussian initial conditions for the mobile fraction
uðx; 0Þ; and the immobile fraction vðx; 0Þ; convert Eqs. 10 and 11 in Hinow
et al. (6) to

¼ + ½ðUk 1 Wk Þexpððwk 1 vk ÞtÞ 1 ðVk 1 Xk Þ



2
R J ðxk Þ
2 2
N 0

Adaptation of the published strip FRAP model

frapðtÞ ¼ Æf ðr; tÞæ 1 Æcðr; tÞæ

3 expððwk  vk ÞtÞÆJ0 ðak rÞæ;

(9)

k¼0



ðx  cÞ
uðx; 0Þ ¼ 1  ð1  uÞ exp 
2
2s

(5)

ð

2


:

(12)

RN

1
2Feq
Uk ¼
½ðwk  vk 1 koff Þðwk  vk Þ 2 2
2koff vk
RN J0 ðxk Þ
ð

I0 ðrÞ J0 ðak rÞr dr

0

RN

1

2Feq
½ðwk 1 vk 1 koff Þðwk 1 vk Þ 2 2
Vk ¼
2koff vk
RN J0 ðx k Þ



Wk ¼ U k

kon
;
ðwk 1 vk Þ 1 koff

kon
;
ðwk  vk Þ 1 koff
(7)

The published model for half nuclear FRAP (7) was based on ordinary
differential equations containing terms for binding and no term for diffusion.
In this section, we present a simplified version of this model. The simplest
equation describing one binding state in a finite nucleus is

where x k is the kth zero of the Bessel function of the first kind and
ak ¼ x k =RN .
For typical fitting of FRAP curves, the sum in Eq. 3 is truncated at 500 terms.

@c

¼ kon uFeq  koff c;
@t

Pure-diffusion model for circle FRAP

(13)

where u is the percent of fluorescence remaining after the photobleach. The
solution for the FRAP recovery is

The pure-diffusion equation is

@ f ðr; tÞ=@t ¼ Df =2 f ðr; tÞ

(6)

Simpliﬁcation of the published half-nuclear
FRAP model



Xk ¼ Vk

I0 ðrÞ J0 ðak rÞr dr

0

frapðtÞ ¼ u  Ceq ðu  uÞe

(8)

koff t

;

(14)
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The peptide transduction domains (PTDs) represent small,
positively charged peptides that can penetrate through the cell
membrane. When fused, PTDs are capable of delivering cargo
proteins of many sizes into cultured cells and animals [6,7]. A
HIV Tat peptide and its derivatives, extensively studied among
various PTDs, are shown to be rapidly and eﬃciently incorporated into cultured cells even when fused to large cargo proteins [8]. Using a synthetic PTD, we introduced unacetylated
and acetylated histone H4 tail peptides into cultured cells.
Our results indicate that PTD-delivered acetyl H4 peptides,
but not unacetylated peptides interact with endogenous Brd4
in vivo, resulting in an inhibition of Brd4–chromatin interactions during interphase and mitosis, profoundly aﬀecting cell
growth properties.

Abstract Bromodomains present in Brd4 and other chromatin
proteins interact with acetylated histones to regulate transcription and cell growth. To study Brd4–chromatin interactions
in vivo, histone H4 tail peptides were fused to a synthetic protein
transduction domain (PTD) derived from the human immunodeﬁciency virus Tat and delivered into cultured cells. Acetyl-H4
peptides, but not unacetylated H4 peptides inhibited real time
Brd4–chromatin interactions in living cells as assessed by ﬂuorescence recovery after photobleaching assays. The acetyl-H4
peptides also inhibited an interaction of Brd4 with chromosomes
during mitosis and reduced cell growth potential. Together,
PTD-based delivery of histone tail peptides oﬀers a novel means
to study the mechanism and biological signiﬁcance of bromodomain–chromatin interactions in vivo.
Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of the Federation of
European Biochemical Societies.
Keywords: Peptide transduction; Acetyl-histone tail;
Bromodomain; Brd4; FRAP

2. Materials and methods
2.1. PTD-histone tail peptides uptake
PTD peptides were synthesized by Alpha Diagnostic International
(Fig. 1A). P19 embryonal carcinoma cells and NIH3T3 ﬁbroblasts
were incubated with 100–500 nM of peptides diluted in complete media
for 4–6 h at 37 °C. For ﬂow cytometry, cells were incubated with
FITC-conjugated PTD-peptides, trypsinized, and washed before
analysis.

1. Introduction
Acetylation of various lysine (K) residues in the histone tails
generates diverse information relevant to gene regulation [1].
The conserved bromodomains present in many chromatin
binding proteins recognize acetyl-Ks on histone tails and each
bromodomain is thought to distinguish residue speciﬁc acetylation [2]. Brd4, a ubiquitous nuclear protein, carries two
bromodomains through which it interacts with acetylated histones and regulates transcription and cell growth [3,4]. We previously showed that the interaction of Brd4 with acetylated
chromatin persists even during mitosis [3,5]. While bromodomain–acetyl histone interactions have been extensively studied
in vitro [2], studies of this interaction in living cells have been
diﬃcult to undertake, due to the lack of appropriate in vivo
methods.

2.2. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
FRAP assays were performed with NIH3T3 cells transduced with
retroviral vectors for Brd4 small hairpin (sh) RNA and for a green
ﬂuorescent protein (GFP) fused Brd4 resistant to shRNA [9]. FRAP
assays were performed essentially as described [3,10]. Photobleaching
was carried out on a small circular area (0.5-lm radius, 25 pixels) in
the nucleus at the maximum laser power. Thirty prebleach images
were acquired before a bleach pulse of 24 ms. Fluorescence recovery
was monitored at low laser intensity (0.1% of a 45-mW laser) at
49 ms intervals for 14.68 s. Data points were binned so that later time
points were evenly distributed on a logarithmic time scale [11]. Hierarchical clustering was used to identify FRAP curves with similar
behavior. The distance between any pair of FRAP curves was deﬁned
as the sum of the squared residuals computed at each of the logarithmically distributed time points. Cluster trees were generated using the
Matlab routine ‘‘linkage’’ with the ‘‘group average’’ method. FRAP
curves within the same cluster were averaged and then ﬁt with the
function
  
 
1
1
1
þ I1
;
frapðtÞ ¼ h þ ð1  hÞeqt I 0
qt
qt

*
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where I0 and I1 are Bessel functions of the ﬁrst kind, h is the bleach
depth and q is the recovery rate. h and q are free parameters determined by ﬁtting the averaged FRAP data with the Matlab routine
nlinﬁt.

Abbreviations: FRAP, ﬂuorescence recovery after photobleaching;
GFP, green ﬂuorescent protein; PTD, peptide transduction domain
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Fig. 1. Delivery of PTD-acetyl histone tail peptides into cultured cells. (A) Schematic diagram of PTD-peptides tested in this work. All peptides were
acetylated at the N-terminus and aminated (NH2) at the C-terminus for stability. The position of acetylated lysine is marked by Ac. (B) Flow
cytometry analysis of PTD-peptide uptake. P19 and NIH3T3 cells were incubated with FITC-PTD-4 fused to unacetylated H4 for 4 h, trypsinized,
and FITC signals were detected in ﬂow cytometry. (C) Kinetics of PTD-peptide uptake. Cells were incubated with the above peptides for the
indicated times and uptake was monitored as above. (D) NIH3T3 cells were incubated with FITC-PTD-4 fused to unacetylated H4 for 4 h and the
intracellular distribution of FITC signals was viewed by confocal microscopy. (E) Cells were incubated with PTD-4 fused to unacetylated or tetraacetylated H4 tail peptides for 4 h and uptake was monitored as above.

fused to PTD-4, a synthetic peptide derived from HIV Tat,
shown to be more eﬃcient in cellular uptake than the original peptide [8]. To increase nuclear delivery, a nuclear translocation signal (NLS) from the simian virus 40 large T
antigen was placed in between. NIH3T3 and P19 cells were
incubated with FITC-labeled versions of peptides for 4 h,
trypsinized to remove unincorporated peptides, and ﬂuorescence uptake was measured by ﬂow cytometry. Results
showed dose-dependent single peak uptake patterns
(Fig. 1B). Time course analysis in Fig. 1C showed that peptides were taken up rapidly in the initial 1 h, but reached
steady state at a lower level by 4 h, indicating that equilibrium between incorporation and processing was attained
by this time. Upon microscopic inspection, FITC signals
were found both in the cytoplasm and the nucleus
(Fig. 1D), as reported for other peptides [7]. In Fig. 1E, uptake of PTD-acetyl H4 peptides (acetylated at K4, K8, K12,
and K16) was lower than that of unacetylated peptides. This
is likely to be due to an alteration of overall charges in the
peptides caused by acetylation [6].

To assess the diﬀerence in FRAP curves, we also applied the extra
sum-of-squares F-test [12]. Averaged FRAP curves from two clusters
were ﬁt either with the same q (null-hypothesis model) or two independent qÕs (alternative model). The squared sum of residuals and the degrees of freedom for each model were combined to calculate an F
value. P values were then computed from the F distribution. The best
ﬁts for the alternative model were found using the Matlab routine nlinﬁt, while the best global ﬁt for the null-hypothesis model was found
using the Matlab routine fminsearch which minimized the sum of
squared residuals for the concurrent ﬁt.
2.3. Immunostaining of mitotic cells and colony forming assay
P19 cells were treated with nocodazole (100 ng/ml) for 6 h. Mitotic
cells collected by mitotic shake-oﬀ were incubated in the presence of
PTD-peptides for 45 min at 37 °C. Cells were stained with Brd4 as in [5].

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Intracellular delivery of PTD-histone tail peptides
With the aim of modulating Brd4–chromatin interactions
in living cells, histone H4 tail peptides listed in Fig. 1A were
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3.2. PTD-acetyl histone peptides increase real time Brd4
mobility
FRAP analysis is an excellent way to assess real time interactions between histones and chromatin binding proteins
in vivo [10,13]. To test the eﬀect of PTD-H4 peptides on
Brd4 FRAP mobility, we ﬁrst constructed NIH3T3 cells
expressing exogenous GFP-Brd4 in which endogenous Brd4
expression was reduced by Brd4 shRNA. Fig. 2A and B shows
that double-transduced cells expressed GFP-Brd4 with markedly reduced endogenous Brd4. The levels of GFP-Brd4 in
these cells were comparable to those of endogenous Brd4 in
control cells. GFP-Brd4 and endogenous Brd4 displayed comparable salt extraction proﬁles (Fig. 2C). Also, these cells
showed similar patterns of histone H3 and H4 acetylation
and grew at a comparable rate (Fig. 2D and E). These tests validated the use of these cells in FRAP analysis. Importantly, the
use of these cells allowed us to avoid testing overexpressed
Brd4 in our FRAP assays. For photobleaching, we selected circular spots in the nuclei of GFP-Brd4 cells in regions showing
a diﬀuse, homogeneous ﬂuorescence distribution (Fig. 3, red
circle), and avoided nucleoli (dark regions) or regions containing bright puncta. Typical images from a ﬂuorescence recovery
are shown at 0.25 s and 2.5 s (Fig. 3). Using such images, we
measured average ﬂuorescent intensities within the bleach spot
as a function of time to generate individual FRAP curves for
each cell. Typically for a given treatment 15 such curves were
averaged to produce the representative curves shown in
Fig. 4A and B for cells incubated with diﬀerent PTD-acetyl

A

D

B

Pre-bleach
Post-bleach, 0 s
0.25 s
2.5 s
Fig. 3. FRAP procedure. Live-cell images of a cell before and after
photobleaching. A circular spot (red circle) was photobleached for
24 ms in the nucleus of NIH3T3 cells expressing GFP-Brd4 (Fig. 2)
and incubated with PTD-acetyl H4. The ﬁrst image after the
photbleach is shown (0 s). At subsequent time points, ﬂuorescence
recovers within the photobleached spot (example images at 0.25 s and
2.5 s are shown). FRAP recovery curves were generated by computing
the average ﬂuorescent intensity within the region deﬁned by the red
circle at all time points, and then subtracting background (as measured
from the average intensity inside the blue circle) and normalizing by
the loss of ﬂuorescence due to repeated imaging (green circle).

H4 peptides. Averaging of many individual FRAP curves from
a particular treatment resulted in very small standard error
bars on every point on the curves, enabling us to distinguish
closely spaced curves. For example, even allowing for experimental error, the tetra-acetylated H4 peptide produced a
Brd4 FRAP curve which was distinctly faster than the control,
with every point in the tetra-acetylated H4 peptide curve

C

E

Fig. 2. Dosage adjusted expression of GFP-Brd4 used for FRAP analysis. (A) NIH3T3 cells were transduced with pMSCV-EGFP-Brd4 and pSuperBrd4 shRNA (right lane, GFP-Brd4 + Brd4 shRNA). For control, cells were transduced with empty vectors (left lane, Mock). Cell lysates were tested
by immunoblot. (B) The distribution of GFP-Brd4 in the transduced cells during interphase or mitosis is shown. (C) Extracts from mock and EGFPBrd4/Brd4 shRNA transduced cells prepared with buﬀer of increasing NaCl concentrations (mM). Brd4 was detected by immunoblot with an antiBrd4 antibody. (D) Histones from the above cells were tested for acetylation by immunoblot. (E) Mock transduced and EGFP-Brd4/Brd4 shRNA
transduced NIH3T3 cells were cultured for the indicated days and total cell yields were plotted on the Y-axis.
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FRAP of tetra-acetylated H4 peptides

B

FRAP of mono-acetylated H4 peptides
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Fig. 4. Altered mobility of GFP-Brd4 following PTD-acetyl peptide delivery. (A) Cells were incubated with the indicated PTD-H4 peptides for 1 h
prior to photobleaching. The curves represent the average recovery of 15 cells for each treatment. (B) Cells were incubated with the indicated PTDpeptides (500 nM) and ﬂuorescence recovery was monitored as in (A). (C) Control and tetra-acetylated H4 curves from (A) shown with standard
error bars on each time point. Note that the diﬀerences between the curves are much larger than the standard errors. (D) H4 and mono-acetlyated
H4AcK12 curves from (B) shown with standard error bars. The diﬀerences between the curves at intermediate time points are much larger than the
standard errors. (E, F) Hierarchical cluster trees for the FRAP curves in (A) and (B). Branch lengths on the tree reﬂect the distance between pairs of
averaged FRAP curves deﬁned by the sum of squared residuals between each pair of curves. (G, H) Averaged FRAP curves were computed for the
clusters in (C) and (D). The curves were ﬁt with a mathematical model (see Section 2) to obtain an estimate of the recovery rate q. An F test was
performed to determine whether the averaged curves could be described by the same q value (null hypothesis) or two distinct q values (alternative
hypothesis).
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the FRAP curves were averaged and ﬁt with a mathematical
formula for FRAP recoveries that contained a free parameter
q that deﬁnes the rate of the FRAP recovery. An F test was
used to determine the statistical signiﬁcance of the groupings
in Fig. 4E and F. Highly signiﬁcant P values were obtained
in all cases indicating that the changes observed in the FRAP
recoveries are statistically signiﬁcant (Fig. 4G and H). These
analyses demonstrated that PTD-tetra-acetyl H4 peptide increased Brd4 mobility most, while AcK5 and AcK12 caused
a less pronounced increase in Brd4 mobility. On the other
hand, AcK8, AcK16, and unacetylated peptides did not have
an eﬀect. The analyses supported the idea that PTD-H4 peptides, through speciﬁc acetyl residues, bound to Brd4 in living
cells, leading to partial inhibition of Brd4–chromatin interactions in vivo.

clearly above the control curve (Fig. 4C). The same was true
for most of the intermediate time points for the mono-acetylated H4 curve (H4AcK12, Fig. 4D). These and all of the other
diﬀerences reported here were also highly reproducible from
one day to the next. All diﬀerences reported here were consistently seen in at least three separate experiments. It is known
that small diﬀerences in FRAP curves can reﬂect large diﬀerences in binding interactions [10], since FRAP curves reﬂect
both binding and diﬀusion, and the latter process is not significantly altered by most biological perturbations.
The results showed that the tetra-acetyl H4 peptides consistently increased Brd4 mobility, while the unacetylated peptides
had no eﬀect, as the mobility was indistinguishable from that
of control cells treated with medium alone. Among mono-acetylated H4 peptides, those with AcK5 and AcK12, but not with
AcK8 and K16, yielded consistently faster recovery compared
with unacetylated peptides, with the diﬀerence somewhat smaller than that seen with tetra-acetylated peptides (Fig. 4B and D
vs. A and C). These results indicated that Brd4 speciﬁcally
interacted with H4 peptides containing AcK5 and AcK12. Signiﬁcantly, this speciﬁcity agrees with that observed with
in vitro Brd4–peptide interactions [3].
A quantitative analysis of the data in Fig. 4A using a clustering algorithm showed that control samples (medium alone)
and those with the unacetylated H4 peptides formed a single
cluster, while those with tetra-acetylated H4 peptides formed
a separate cluster (Fig. 4E). In addition, peptides with monoacetylation at K5 and K12 displayed a distinct cluster from
those acetylated at K8 and K16 (Fig. 4F). These results support the notion that the above diﬀerences in FRAP recoveries
are signiﬁcant. To further assess the signiﬁcance of the data,

3.3. PTD-acetyl H4 peptides inhibit association of Brd4 with
mitotic chromosomes and reduce colony formation
Brd4 remains bound on chromosomes even during mitosis,
since the interaction with acetyl histones persists throughout
cell cycle [3,5]. Brd4–mitotic chromosome interactions are
transiently disrupted by anti-mitotic drugs such as nocodazole,
temporally releasing Brd4 from chromosomes, although the
drug withdrawal rapidly restores Brd4–chromosome interactions [5]. Restoration of Brd4–chromosome interactions tested
after drug removal provides a sensitive way to assess the eﬀect
of PTD-acetyl H4 peptides on mitotic Brd4–histone interactions. P19 cells pre-treated with nocodazole were then incubated with PTD-H4 peptides and Brd4–chromosome
interactions were monitored by microscopic inspection
(Fig. 5A). In the presence of unacetylated peptides, Brd4

A

B

C

Fig. 5. PTD-acetyl histone peptides impair Brd4–chromosome interactions. (A) P19 cells were treated with nocodazole, washed and mitotic cells
were allowed to proceed in the presence of PTD-peptides for 45 min. (B) Cells incubated with or without peptides were immunostained with antiBrd4 antibody and Hoechst 33342. Typical Brd4 distributions on mitotic chromosome (left panels) and outside of chromosome (right panels) are
shown. (C) Quantiﬁcation of Brd4–chromosome interactions. P19 cells treated with nocodazole were incubated with PTD-peptides at the indicated
concentrations. The number of cells in which Brd4 was (or was not) associated with mitotic chromosomes were counted. Solid bars represent the
percentage of mitotic cells with Brd4 on chromosomes. Open bars indicate the percentage of cells with Brd4 outside of mitotic chromosomes. At least
250 cells were counted for each sample. Similar results were observed in three independent experiments.
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B

C

Fig. 6. The eﬀect of acetyl-peptides on the colony forming ability. (A) Diagram of colony forming assays. (B) Cells treated with or without
nocodazole were incubated with PTD with unacetylated or tetra-acetylated H4 peptides (500 nM). The number of colonies produced after PTDpeptide delivery was compared to that produced by untreated cells and is expressed as the percentage of colonies relative to control. (C) Cells treated
with nocodazole (500 ng/ml) were incubated with the indicated PTD-peptides and colony forming assays were performed as above.

tional piece of interesting information generated in this work
is that Brd4 binds free acetyl H4 tails without a globular
nucleosomal base. The use of PTD-based acetyl H4 delivery allowed us to verify the biological signiﬁcance of Brd4–acetyl
chromatin interactions, as evidenced by the inhibition of cell
growth. Given that histone tails are modiﬁed by numerous
ways, creating diverse information on transcription and convey epigenetic memory, PTD-histone peptides may provide a
versatile new avenue to study the role of histone modiﬁcations
in gene expression and epigenetic regulation.

(red) bound to chromosomes, colocalizing with DNA (blue) in
most cells (Fig. 5B). In contrast, in the presence of acetyl peptides, Brd4 remained outside of chromosomes in a large fraction of cells. Quantiﬁcation in Fig. 5C conﬁrmed these
results, indicating that acetyl-H4 peptides inhibited Brd4–mitotic chromosome interactions. It should be noted here that
due to the nuclear membrane breakdown, PTD-H4 peptides
may be more eﬃciently delivered during mitosis than during
interphase, likely allowing PTD peptides to gain direct access
to chromatin. Nocodazole treatment has been shown to reduce
the proliferative potential of cells [5,14]. We tested whether
PTD-H4 peptides aﬀect colony formation after nocodazole
treatment (Fig. 6A). Cells incubated with unacetylated H4 peptides produced comparable numbers of colonies as cells treated
with nocodazole alone (Fig. 6B). In contrast, signiﬁcantly fewer colonies were generated when cells were incubated with tetra-acetyl H4 peptides, indicating that acetyl-H4 peptides
further reduced cellÕs growth potential. In Fig. 6C, K5
mono-acetylated H4 also reduced colony formation, although
other mono-acetylated peptides did not have an eﬀect. Thus,
inhibition of colony formation generally correlated with the
ability of peptides to inhibit Brd4–chromatin interactions
tested in FRAP assays.
The use of the PTD approach provided a new means to address the role of histone acetylation in vivo. While various proteins have been delivered into the cells by this method [6,7,15],
to our knowledge, delivery of chromatin constituents has not
been reported to date. It seems clear that under the conditions
employed here, PTD-acetyl H4 peptides bound to Brd4 with
suﬃcient aﬃnity to alter Brd4 real time mobility, leading to
the inhibition of global Brd4–chromatin interactions in vivo.
This study also revealed that Brd4 bound to H4 peptides with
exquisite acetyl residue speciﬁcity in vivo, the type of information diﬃcult to obtain by standard biochemistry. An addi-
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Although pathways for assembly of RNA polymerase (Pol) II transcription preinitiation complexes (PICs) have been well established
in vitro, relatively little is known about the dynamic behavior of Pol
II general transcription factors in vivo. In vitro, a subset of Pol II
factors facilitates reinitiation by remaining very stably bound to
the promoter. This behavior contrasts markedly with the highly
dynamic behavior of RNA Pol I transcription complexes in vivo,
which undergo cycles of disassembly/reassembly at the promoter
for each round of transcription. To determine whether the dynamic
behavior of the Pol II machinery in vivo is fundamentally different
from that of Pol I and whether the static behavior of Pol II factors
in vitro fully recapitulates their behavior in vivo, we used fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). Surprisingly, we
found that all or nearly all of the TATA-binding protein (TBP)
population is highly mobile in vivo, displaying FRAP recovery rates
of <15 s. These high rates require the activity of the TBP-associated
factor Mot1, suggesting that TBP/chromatin interactions are destabilized by active cellular processes. Furthermore, the distinguishable FRAP behavior of TBP and TBP-associated factor 1 indicates that there are populations of these molecules that are
independent of one another. The distinct FRAP behavior of most
Pol II factors that we tested suggests that transcription complexes
assemble via stochastic multistep pathways. Our data indicate that
active Pol II PICs can be much more dynamic than previously
considered.
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching 兩 Mot1 兩 TFIID

T

ranscription preinitiation complex (PIC) formation involves
the assembly of general transcription factors (GTFs) at
appropriately remodeled chromatin templates. Regulation of
RNA polymerase (Pol) II transcription initiation can occur by
many different mechanisms involving facilitated recruitment of
PIC components or stimulation of their activities at the promoter. Although the diversity of such regulatory mechanisms is
widely appreciated, comparatively little is known about the
dynamic behavior of GTFs in vivo vis a vis their interactions with
each other and with chromatin. Most nuclear proteins studied to
date, including a number of gene-specific transcription factors
and chromatin-modifying enzymes, display highly dynamic behavior in vivo (1–3). In many cases, this dynamic behavior is
energy-independent (4). Even chromatin structural proteins
once thought to be stably bound to DNA display dynamic
behavior in vivo (3–9). However, the dynamic behavior of GTFs
is largely unexplored. In vitro, a PIC scaffold nucleated by TATA
binding protein (TBP) is very stable, a property that facilitates
multiple rounds of transcription at an activated promoter (10).
A stable TBP association with chromatin is supported by analysis
in human cells, which yields a slow fluorescence recovery time
for TBP of 20 min (11). In striking contrast, in vivo analysis of
RNA Pol I PICs yields a much more dynamic picture, with
fluorescence recovery times in the range of seconds to minute
(12). These observations support a stochastic model for Pol I PIC
13304 –13308 兩 PNAS 兩 September 9, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 36

assembly, accompanied by dissociation and reassembly for each
round of transcription (12, 13). It is not known why Pol I and Pol
II PICS should exhibit strikingly different dynamic behaviors.
Nor is much understood in either of these systems about what
factors regulate the residence times of PIC components on
chromatin.
To further investigate Pol II PIC stability in vivo, we used yeast
as a model system, allowing us to replace endogenous PIC
components with fluorescently tagged versions expressed at
endogenous levels. Ready availability of yeast mutants also
enabled us to investigate how different factors impact PIC
stability. Given the complexity of regulatory mechanisms that
affect different aspects of PIC assembly, we hypothesized that
PIC disassembly, as manifested in GTF dynamic behavior, is
likewise regulated in different ways at different promoters.
Relative PIC stability may contribute to promoter-specific transcriptional noise, allowing optimization of transcriptional responses to meet different physiological requirements (14, 15).
Measurements of Pol II GTF mobility provide constraints on
models defining pathways of PIC assembly and disassembly in
vivo and provide general insight into the strengths of chromatin
interaction and what factors facilitate global redistribution of
GTFs within the nucleus. Identification of significant populations of long-lived, chromatin-bound GTFs, for example, would
support the widespread existence of stable PICs. Remarkably,
although TBP is rate-limiting for transcription in vivo, we find
that nearly all of the TBP is highly mobile in yeast nuclei, and that
this mobility is regulated by the cellular factor Mot1. These
results suggest that TBP-containing complexes, even some of
those formed at active promoters, can undergo rapid cycles of
assembly and disassembly.
Results and Discussion
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) was used
to measure the mobilities of GTFs in congenic, homozygous
diploid WT or mot1 yeast cells. This approach is technically
challenging in yeast (1), but allowed us to express tagged proteins
at WT levels, score cell growth phenotypically for the functionality of the tagged proteins, and mutate other regulatory factors
to assess their effects on FRAP rates. YFP-tagged GTFs were
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Fig. 1. FRAP of TBP and other GTFs. (A) Normalized intensity of FRAP of
TBP-YFP in a WT cell. Individual data points correspond to the average
intensity at the time point shown, with error bars indicating the SEM between
independent measurements. (B) FRAP of YFP-NLS and AceI-GFP in WT and
mot1 cells. Cells were imaged and fluorescent signal was calculated before
and after photobleaching a portion of the nucleus. Graphs show the recovery
kinetics after correcting for background and loss of fluorescence caused by
imaging. Level of prebleach fluorescence is normalized to 1; bleach depth is
not normalized. Because the same photobleaching conditions were always
used, different bleach depths in the FRAP curves reflect the different rates of
fluorescent recovery occurring between the end of the photobleach and the
first image. For these and all remaining FRAPs, graphs show the average
intensity of the bleached spot for the indicated time point. (C) FRAP of PIC
components and Mot1-YFP. Relative recovery is shown for components of the
Pol II PIC, including TBP-YFP, TAF1-YFP, TFIIB-YFP, and Rbp1-GFP. Rpb1-GFP
FRAP was very similar to FRAP of two other Pol II subunits (Fig. S4). Data are
represented as described in B.

The interpretation of rapid redistribution of TBP among
chromatin sites in vivo is at odds with the longevity of the
TBP–DNA complex measured in vitro, but could be explained by
the actions of transcriptional regulatory factors that directly
interact with TBP and thereby regulate transcription on a global
scale. An alternative, not mutually exclusive, possibility is that
most TBP in vivo is nonspecifically bound to low-affinity DNA
sites. The NC2 complex, a heterodimer of Bur6 and Ydr1 (22),
promotes relocation of TBP along the DNA contour, allowing
TBP to move toward or away from a TATA box (23). Mobility
PNAS 兩 September 9, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 36 兩 13305
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Normalized intensity

B

Normalized intensity

expressed on chromosomal copies of the genes under the control
of their normal promoters. Growth of cells harboring the
YFP-tagged alleles was indistinguishable from the untagged
parents (data not shown), indicating that the YFP-tagged alleles
were fully functional in vivo. The relatively small size of the yeast
cell nucleus necessitated measurement of FRAP in a comparatively small bleach spot [see supporting information (SI) Fig. S1
for representative images]. Signal noise resulting from the small
size of the bleach spot combined with the relatively faint
intranuclear YFP signals was overcome by collection of FRAP
data from ⬇30–100 individual cells. FRAP normalized intensity
was then calculated as the average value ⫾ standard error at each
time point after photobleaching. Representative data for TBPYFP in WT cells are shown in Fig. 1A; for simplicity, subsequent
graphs only show the lines derived from the average data.
The results in Fig. 1 A show that TBP is highly mobile in yeast
nuclei, with ⬇90% of the TBP-YFP fluorescence signal recovered in just over 7 s and complete recovery in ⬇15 s. The
recovery data were biphasic (Fig. S2), indicating that TBP is
composed of at least two populations of distinguishable molecules. We cannot rule out the possibility that there is an immobile
fraction of TBP, but it is such a tiny proportion of the total that
we cannot detect it. For comparison, and in agreement with
previously published results (1), mobility of freely diffusible YFP
alone was much faster, whereas mobility of the AceI transcription factor was slower than YFP but faster than TBP (Fig. 1 B
and C). Mobilities of TFIIB, the RNA Pol II subunit Rpb1, and
the TFIID component TBP-associated factor 1 (TAF1) were also
measured by FRAP (Fig. 1C). FRAP curves for all of these
factors were distinct from one another and from the TBP curve.
Therefore, at least some populations of these factors are independent of one another in vivo. As TAF1 is a central component
required for TFIID complex assembly (16), the differences in the
TAF1 and TBP FRAP curves indicate that most TBP is not
stably incorporated into the TFIID complex in vivo.
Fluorescence recovery rate depends on the size of the diffusing complex (i.e., the diffusion coefficient) and the extent to
which the mobility of the diffusing complex is retarded by
association with immobile nuclear constituents (9, 17). Polypeptide size cannot explain these results because the much larger
TAF1 and Mot1 proteins display markedly faster recovery rates
than the rather small TBP (Fig. 1C). Additionally, TFIIB and
Mot1 have very different native molecular weights but were the
most highly mobile transcription factors tested. The dependence
of diffusion rate on molecular volume means that an 8-fold
increase in mass would be required for a modest 2-fold decrease
in the rate of free diffusion. Appreciable effects on diffusionlimited recovery rates based on size alone would require all of
these proteins to be constituents of much larger complexes than
are physiologically plausible (4). Thus, a significant effect on
GTF mobility is likely association with chromatin, which is
essentially immobile over the time course of these experiments.
Consistent with this idea, Rpb1 displayed slow recovery, as
expected, if it were assembled into Pol II molecules that were
engaged in transcription. The highly mobile behavior of TFIIB
is consistent with previous results (11) and suggests that rather
than being stably associated with chromatin its binding is rate
limiting and/or it is rapidly released after the onset of initiation
(10, 18–20). To determine the extent to which chromatin binding
retards TBP mobility, FRAP was performed in a strain expressing the DNA binding-defective TBP mutant V71R (21). As
shown in Fig. 2B, the V71R mutation increased TBP mobility,
supporting the suggestion that most TBP molecules are chromatin-associated in vivo, and that most chromatin binding by
TBP is short-lived. The level of TBP V71R was a small fraction
of the WT TBP level (Fig. S3), indicating that the faster mobility
of the mutant TBP was not attributable to being overexpressed.
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Fig. 2. FRAP of GTFs in WT and mutant cells. (A) FRAP of TBP in mutant cells.
TBP-YFP recovery was visualized in mot1, bur6, and taf1 cells to determine the
effects on mobility when essential regulators of TBP binding are disrupted.
The TBP-YFP curve in WT cells is replotted from Fig. 1C for comparison. (B)
FRAP of TBP that is defective for DNA binding. TBP V71R-YFP was visualized in
WT and mot1 cells to determine the effect of chromatin binding on TBP
dynamics. WT TBP-YFP curves are replotted from A for comparison. (C) FRAP
of GTFs in mot1 cells. TFIIB-YFP and TAF1-YFP were visualized in mot1 cells to
determine the specificity of Mot1’s function on TBP. Curves of TFIIB-YFP and
Taf1-YFP in WT cells are replotted from Fig. 1C for comparison.

of TBP was not much different in bur6 cells compared with WT
cells (Fig. 2 A), indicating that Bur6 does not contribute to the
TBP recovery rate. In contrast, TBP mobility was substantially
increased in taf1 cells compared with WT (Fig. 2 A), consistent
with a role for the Taf1-containing TFIID complex in stabilizing
TBP binding to promoters. In striking contrast, TBP mobility was
drastically decreased in mot1 cells compared with WT cells (Fig.
2 A). Mot1-mediated regulation of TBP’s dynamic behavior was
specific for TBP, as mobilities of YFP alone, AceI, and TFIIB
were indistinguishable in WT and mot1 cells (Figs. 1B and 2C).
These results are fully consistent with Mot1’s biochemical activity as a TBP–DNA dissociating enzyme (24, 25), and indicate
that Mot1 plays a unique and critical role in establishing the
large-scale dynamic behavior of TBP in vivo. Although other
factors such as proteasomes, chromatin remodelers, and chaperones have also been implicated in destabilizing nuclear protein
interactions with chromatin (1, 26–28), the Mot1 in vitro and in
13306 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0801901105

vivo data combine to provide perhaps the clearest mechanistic
explanation for how dynamic behavior is generated in vivo for a
protein with high intrinsic affinity for chromatin.
We found that Mot1 also had some effect on the recovery rate
of TAF1 (Fig. 2C), which could be evidence that TAF1 is
sequestered by transcriptionally inactive TBP-containing complexes more stably bound to chromatin in mot1 cells. The altered
mobility of TAF1 in mot1 cells is also consistent with the
observation that many Mot1-activated genes are TAF1dependent, and although TFIID and Mot1 are not apparently
physically associated, ChIP experiments suggest that a defective
form of TFIID is assembled at promoters when Mot1 function
is impaired (25).
Fig. 3 summarizes all of the FRAP results by displaying the
mobility of each factor on the basis of its recovery rate with
associated error, calculated as described in Materials and Methods. This analysis provides quantitative support for the differences in factor mobility described above. We also performed
pairwise comparisons by using an extra sum-of-squares F test to
determine which curves were significantly different from one
another with ⬎99% confidence (P ⬍ 0.01). Notably, TBP,
TFIIB, TAF1, and Rpb1 have significantly different recovery
rates (Fig. 3A), indicating that they are not stably associated with
one another. The recovery of TBP is drastically faster when
DNA-binding activity is lost (Fig. 3B), consistent with the
suggestion that association with chromatin limits TBP mobility.
Quantitative analysis showed that the TBP recovery rate is
markedly reduced in mot1 cells. The TAF1 recovery rate is also
significantly reduced in mot1 cells, but to a much smaller extent
(Fig. 3B). These effects are specific, because recovery rates for
the other proteins are not distinguishably different in WT versus
mot1 cells (Fig. 3C), nor was there a significant effect on TBP
mobility in bur6 cells (Fig. 3B), despite the fact that MOT1 and
BUR6 have overlapping functions (29–31). These comparisons
were performed by using single-component models to fit the
complete FRAP curves. However, in some cases, notably TBP
and Pol II, two-component models yielded much better fits.
These better fits did not alter the conclusions shown in Fig. 3 (see
Fig. S2 and Fig. S4).
With a TBP FRAP rate of 15 s, these results demonstrate
extraordinarily dynamic behavior for TBP in vivo. Estimates for
the abundance of TBP in vivo vary somewhat, but there appear
to be ⬇20,000 molecules of TBP per haploid yeast cell (32).
About a third of these molecules would be required for expression of all of the annotated genes, but transcription is much more
complex than this, with close to 90% of the entire yeast genome
transcribed (33). If all active PICs were long-lived (i.e., with
lifetimes longer than a few seconds), we would expect to see a
significant immobile fraction in the FRAP of TBP. The absence
of a measurable immobile fraction suggests that the PICs of at
least some, and perhaps many, active promoters are rapidly
assembled and disassembled rather than stable. There may be
very stable TBP-containing complexes at some active promoters,
but the proportion of these in comparison to the total TBP pool
is too small to be detectable. The rate of PIC disassembly may
vary greatly from promoter to promoter, just as the kinetic and
thermodynamic parameters of the assembly reaction vary from
promoter to promoter. Active PIC disassembly by Mot1 (and
probably other factors) may be facilitated by, or contribute to,
the inefficiency of Pol II initiation observed in vivo (34). PIC
instability at active promoters may also be critical for integration
of transcriptional responses with other regulatory events and
may provide a mechanism for ensuring the timely termination of
transcription at deactivated genes. In contrast to most DNA
binding proteins, TBP binds in vitro with high stability to a variety
of DNA sequences (35–37); similarly stable and promiscuous
binding in vivo could affect start site utilization on a global scale
and deplete the pool of free TBP. We propose that Mot1Sprouse et al.
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Fig. 3. Dot plots to quantify FRAP comparisons. The recovery rate and standard error for each FRAP curve were plotted to highlight key differences. Significant
differences in pairwise comparisons are indicated by brackets with closed diamonds; open diamonds denote no significant difference. The x axis is a logarithmic
scale showing the values of the recovery rate for each curve, calculated as described in Materials and Methods.

influence the residence times of other PIC components. Exactly
how such coordination might be achieved is unknown, but
increasing evidence for physical communication between the 5⬘
and 3⬘ ends of genes (44, 45) provides a plausible framework.
Regardless of the explicit mechanism of coordination, the in vivo
data suggest that TBP association with chromatin could be
variable and gene-dependent, rather than consistently ‘‘stable’’
or ‘‘unstable.’’ Viewed in this context, it becomes apparent that
the in vitro measurements of TBP that have spawned the stable
TBP scaffold model are not likely to capture all of the relevant
features present in vivo. These include not only a role for Mot1,
but also potentially other factors involved in the possible coordination of TBP residency and Pol II elongation times.
Materials and Methods
Yeast Strains and Growth Conditions. Homozygous diploid strains expressing
C-terminal YFP fusions were constructed by homologous recombination of
PCR-generated DNA fragments using standard yeast genetic approaches as
described (46). Tagging vectors were obtained from EUROSCARF. Diploid
strains were better suited than haploids for FRAP experiments because their
nuclei are larger. TAF1-YFP and TBP-V71R-YFP experiments were conducted in
ade5⌬ strains to reduce autofluorescence. TBP-V71R-YFP was expressed in
haploid cells from a low-copy plasmid under control of the GPD promoter
derived from pTSK274 (47). For a complete list of strains used in this study, see
Table S1. To prepare cells for FRAP, strains were grown overnight in 3 ml of
complete synthetic medium-histidine at 28°C. Cultures were diluted 1:30 into
3 ml of prewarmed synthetic media and grown for 3– 4 h before imaging.
Five-hundred-microliter aliquots were centrifuged briefly in glass tubes, and
2 l of concentrated cell suspension was dropped onto Lab-Tek II chambers.
Agarose slabs were used as cover slips to extend the life of the sample.
Cell Imaging and FRAP. FRAP experiments were carried out on a Zeiss 510
confocal microscope with a 100 ⫻ 1.3 NA oil immersion objective. Cells were
imaged with a 488-nm laser line at low laser intensity (0.60 – 0.75%) to reduce
bleaching caused by imaging. Bleaching was performed with the 488-nm line
from a 40-mW argon laser operation at 60 –75% laser power. A 7-ms bleach
pulse was used, producing an incomplete photobleach in an approximately
circular area of 0.7 m in diameter. Fluorescence recovery was monitored
every 20 ms. All of the experiments were repeated at least twice, and the
bleach conditions were identical for all experiments. The total cell number
PNAS 兩 September 9, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 36 兩 13307
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mediated rapid recycling of TBP from chromatin is essential to
limit spurious PIC assembly and to provide an adequate pool of
free TBP for timely transcriptional regulation. Hence an active
process limits the residency times, thereby reducing them from
what is expected based on in vitro binding constants. Consistent
with this notion, results indicate that TBP is limiting for transcription in both yeast (38) and mammalian cells (39, 40).
At first glance a surprising feature of our results is that TBP
FRAP dynamics in live yeast cells (Fig. 1C) are much faster than
in mammalian cells (11). However, what appears to be conserved
between yeast and mammals are the relative mobilities of PIC
components. TFIIB in both systems exhibited the fastest recoveries followed by TBP and then Pol II (Fig. 1C) (11, 41).
Furthermore, within each system, TBP and Pol II recoveries
operated on comparable time scales: at least 20 min in mammalian cells and ⬍1 min in yeast cells. This may reflect, at least
in part, the high number of promoter-proximal stalled Pol II
complexes in mammalian cells (42). Another possibility is that
this dramatic shift in timing reflects the fact that the average
yeast gene is at least an order of magnitude shorter than its
mammalian counterpart. If rates of Pol elongation are roughly
comparable, then the time to transcribe a typical yeast gene
should be significantly less than for a typical mammalian gene.
This elongation time is thought to be associated with recovery of
the slower second component of mammalian Pol II FRAP
curves (41, 43). We found that yeast Pol II FRAPs were also well
fit by a model containing a slower second component (Fig. S4).
However, this slower component recovered much faster in yeast
than in mammalian cells, a result explicable in terms of the time
to transcribe the average gene in the two organisms. Another
interesting difference in the Pol II FRAPs was the fraction of
molecules in the slower second component. This was much larger
in yeast (60–80%; Fig. S4) than in mammalian cells (25%),
raising the possibility that a higher fraction of nuclear Pol II may
be engaged in transcription in yeast.
Combining the available yeast and mammalian in vivo data, we
are led to the conclusion that the time to transcribe a gene may

analyzed for each experiment was routinely ⬎30. For each data set shown,
separate FRAPs were performed and then averaged to generate a single FRAP
curve.
Data Processing and Analysis. Individual FRAP curves were background subtracted and corrected for bleaching caused by imaging (27). About 30 –100
separate FRAP experiments were performed and then averaged to generate
a single FRAP curve. Images were acquired at equidistant time intervals
throughout the measurement. For the analysis, data points were binned so
that later time points were evenly distributed on a logarithmic time scale (48).
This binning avoids overly weighting the slower phase of the FRAP curve. To
determine the rate of recovery binned FRAP curves were fit with a function
known to provide a useful empirical fit to many FRAP curves (28):
1

冋 冉 冊 冉 冊册

frap㛭1共t兲 ⫽  ⫹ 共1 ⫺ 兲e⫺t I0

1
1
⫹ I1
t
t

,

Bessel functions of the first kind. The Matlab routine nlinfit was used to fit the
models to experimental data.
The preceding equation provides a good empirical fit to many onecomponent FRAP curves. We extended this equation to generate a twocomponent model that we found provided a much better fit to some of the
yeast FRAP curves. The two-component model was:

frap㛭2共t兲 ⫽ 共1 ⫺ 兲 frap㛭1共t兲 ⫹  共1 ⫺ e⫺kt兲,
where  is the fraction of molecules in the slow component and k is the
recovery rate of that component.
To test whether FRAP curves are significantly different, we used the extra
sum-of-squares F test (49) to compare the FRAP curves by using the onecomponent model. This test determines whether two data sets can be described by the same  (null hypothesis) or if they have to be described with
separate  (alternative hypothesis).

where  is the bleach depth and determines the fluorescence intensity at the
beginning of the recovery.  is the recovery rate and determines how fast the
recovery takes place: smaller values lead to a slower recovery. I0 and I1 are
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